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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10; 1982

SENATE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE ;'

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY;
Washington; RC.

The subcommittee met at 9:50 a_.m., in room 2228, Dirksen
Senate. Office Building, Ron. Arlen Specter (chairman of the stib-
committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Grassley.
Staff present: Mary Louise Westmoreland, counsel; _Ellen:Green-

berg; professional staff member; and Suzanne Spiegel, staff assist-
ant.

-OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, CHAIRMAN; SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE
Senator SPECTER. The hearing will come to order of the Juvenile

Justice Subcommittee: Lregret we are somewhat late this morning,
ladies and gentlemen. We have been working on a couple of other
subcommittee matters including the Justice Assistance Act and -the
career criminal bill. Some of the unanimous- consent arrangements
that we are trying to circulate on the floor have necessitated Our
being somewhat tardy and I am sorry for that.

Today we are conducting the third in a series of hearing§ by the
Senate Juvenile Justice Subcommitteeon the sexual exploitation of
children: The first hearing on November 5, 1981, explored the
nature and scope of child exploitation while the second hearing fo-
cused on the Federal law enforcement response to this problem. We
Will now examine the Federai child pornography laws to determine
how we can best protect the interests of our children without
Unduly restricting our first amendment guarantees of freedom of
speech and expression.

Oyer the last 20 years; child pornography has become a multimil7
lion-dollar industry, victimizing thousands of children. Yet,- it was
not until_ 1977 that Congress passed the Protection of Children
Againk Sexual Exploitation Act. This Federal law prohibits the
production and commercial distribution of materials depicting Chit:
dreri under age 16 engaged in sexua!i:: explicit conductif the mate-
rials are;to be mailed or otherwise transpdrted in interstate com-
merce. The act also prohibits the transportation of minors across
State lines for prostitution or any other form of prohibited Sexual
conduct for the purpose of commercial exploitation:
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The delicate balance between protecting children; from sexual
abuse and guarding first amendment rights was shifted by the Su-
preme Court's recent decision in New York v. Ferber. For the first
tire, the Court ruled that the cornpelling__State interest in safe-
guarding the physical and psychological well-being of children con-
stitutionally justified the prohibition of nonobscene sexually eicplic-
it photographs.

The Court also declined_to invalidate the New York law on the
grounds that it overbroadly prohibited such legitimate works as
National Ge_ographic_photographs or illustrations in a medical text.

Shortly after the Ferber decision, 1)introdoce_d _S. 2856 to address
this'problem. This bill expands the Sexual Exploitation of Children
Act to eliminate the requirement that materials depicting sexually
explicit conduct involving children under 16 meet the obscenity
standard to fall under the act's_ prohibition. To avoid the potential
overbreadth problem acknowledged by the Supreme Qourt; S. 2856
would require that materials which depict nude thildrk,,n.ot engag-
ing in sexually explicit conduct must continue to meet the constitu-
tionally mandated _obscenity standards.

fText-:.of S. 2856 follows:j
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ion it child ri.11 .lit 61 1977.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
.11"(:1 sT 111 fIegislativii (lay, .1 i'(;1'sT 17), 19142

NIr `,11:1'11,1c 1.1)111,ing 11111.01.1c11 scar read 1vice :11111 niferri.d Io

the I '111111111i irso nu Ilic
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A BILL
To amend the Sexual Extiloitation of Children Act of 1977:

it e nuclei! hy the Senate and House of lle'presenta-

riees of the United States of ',lyric(' in Congress assembled,

That section 2251 of title 18,,United States Code, is amend=

4 ed in subsection (e)

5 0) by striking out "$10,000" and iti.,zerting in lieu

li thereof "$75,000"; and (2) ht. striking gilt "$15,000"

7 and inserting in lieu thereof "$150,000".

Site', 2. Section 2252 of title 18, United States Code is

9 :intended=

10 (1) in subseetion (a)(1); by striking out "for the"

11 through "obscene" and inserting in lieu theretif "iinv";

1 f
Y.
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1 (2) in subsection (a)(2) by striking out "for the"

thrimgh "obscene" and inserting in lieu thereof "iniy";

and

(3) in subsection (b)

ti

(A) by striking out "$10,000" and inserting

in lieu thereof "$75,000"; and

inserting(B) by striking out "$15,000" and inserting

8 in lieu thereof "$150,000".

If SEe. 3. Section 2253 of title 18, United States Code is

It) amended
_.

11 (I) in clause (2)(E) by striking out "lewd eXhibi:

12 lion" Ind inserting in lieu thereof "exhibition without

literary, artistic, scientific or educational value"; and

14 (2) in clause (3) by striking out ", for pecuniary

15 profit":
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Senator Sevcmit, olay we are i4oing to have a si,4of wit-
nesses headed by St. Marlin's Press in NOW York t'ity. We are
going to have Mr. Robert Pitle, chief of the Appeals Iiiireati of the
Manhattan district attorney's office: Detective Joseph liaggert, of
the morals division of the D.C. Metropolitan POlice Departinetit;
and Dr. John Dillingham, codirector, special projects of the WiNh-,--
ington School of Psychiatry, ..

I ant_ pleased to havr with me on the 1 anel this morning the dis-

lead on legislative initiative in the 1161 of child pornography. We
thiguisheti Senator from lowit, Senator ( (Jr ntssley, who has taken the

have worked together on the Judiciary Committee now for 2 years,
and it is a pleasure to have him with me on this panel. And I now
turn the podium to you, Senator Grassley for any opening com-
ments that you may wish to make.

OPENING STATEMENT OF lION. CHARLES K. CRASSLEY t F;S:
SENATOR FROM THE sTivrr OF' I(iWA 1

Senator GnAssi.Fv. It will be my ,_pleasure to work another 2
years or longer with you on this committee when we start the new
Congress.

FirSt Of all, I want to commend you for your unfaltering dili-
gence in seeing that this and other problems relating_tb the vitini-
izatien of -our youth are aired so that we might begin the next proc-
ess, a difficult process, of rehabilitation,

I am aware that the subcommittee that you chair has conducted
hearings Oil the problem of runaway and homeless youth. Child
pornography might by labeled a "fallout- from the runaway prob-
lem in that homeless youth, alone and without resources, often
emotionally disturbed, risk being victimized bylexploiters. They
may become involved in prostitution and in forms of delinquency
which involve major costs to the youths themselves avid ultimately
to society at large.
_ I am happy to_ say that in amendment that I offered to the Vio-
lent Cribie and Drug Enforcement Act - -of 1982, which I might add;
Mr, Chairman, you cosponsored, was adopted in liii.. cririiiMil p-t.itk-
age and passed on October 1, 1982. In general terms this amend-
ment differs from S. 285G in that it more closely f011ows the Su-
preme COurt's opinion in New Ywk v. -Ferber. which was decided in
July of this year. Specifically; this amendme-nt elinnintteS the re-

wremerits of legal obscenity from Federal Child pornograph, stat
tes,_ It _also removes the commercial limitation proViSiOn of

U.S.C. 22:52 in 'recognition that many of the individuals who distrib-
ute materials covered by the statute do so by trade or b:Xchatige
without any commercial purpose.

S. 28,fiti contains a provision that would not restrain the distribu-
tion off materials involving minors if the materi;ds coot:tin "liter-
ary, a tistic; scientific; or educational value." The bill is perhzip.-
attempting to exempt -from prosecution materials such as National
Geographic issues or perhaps the "Show Me" volume that will be
referred to at today's hearing.

Nevertheless,_the Supreme Court did address and assess this defi-
nition and concluded that it would not properly control the type of
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depict t "lct are t ryilig kW all practical purposes to exttn-
'uurt :.Idled; and I quote:

A werli flit VhUlt., contain, serious lileratv, iirtislic, Political, or
,dor may twvort heles..; cmhody tht. hardst cdi. Of child pornography.

The CO'ji-t then _Went on to quote from the _memorandum of As-
sc Lisher.in support of the disputed New York regulationand noted:

Hdt;1;11 kkho tia.s In, abuse& wItothe br not the material
lueIht.T..,1,;trtistic. political. or social valuc.

The Court therefore concluded that th,. li/////er standard is an im-
plauSible Soliitiim to the child pornography problem.

Mr: Chiiirmim, I am aware of how azikwus you are to create a
record here today su I am not going to take any more time, but let
nre conclude by noting that Congress designated 1981 as the "YearOf the Child.- It is my hope that 198:1 will heccinie ktiOWn in Con7
gross as the year we made good on that promise; both in fact andin fOnn.

Snat(i SI,EcTER. Th:ink von very much. Senator Crossley.
rnie prepared statement of'Senator MathiaS
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PECt.mlilI'; 10, 19/32

r (if t :1111,'t)n11711 t t t,. ,(11

I would I k Ii ernmend :;iiAtOF :;peeter for .a,nvenina

ttnese

of Children Against-i;exuLl ExpleitatIon Act of 1977. Al-

though other engagements prevent me from attending the

hearing, I remain interisoly interested in the subjeet

matter of these prnposalse and I plan to review the

proceedings today with great c0r;..

Tie immediate impetus for the legislatIVC proposals

which will b6 cdhis'iJeod today is the decision of the

United StateS Sdpreme Court in the case of New York v.

Ferber. In that decision, handed down last July 2, the

Court ruled that the states could constitutionally ban th,

distribution of sexually explicit material depleting-mior..,

even if the material was not legally obscene, as the

Supreme Court has defined that term. The 1977 statute

against hi Id perriOgraphy reaches miter ill that is

Iectan,,, obscene, Unquestiobably, the Ferber decision gives

Congress the power to extend the statute to cover other,

non-obscene sexually explicit depictions of children.

Often our legislative decisions in the area of pornography

turn on whether or not the Congress may, in conformity with

the First AmendMent, enact a given 4egulation. Today, we

need not concentrate exclusively on that question. Instead,_

we must turn to the sometimes knottier query of whether

we should take a step which we believe the COnStitution

will permit.

Two consideraegOnS ought to inform our deliberations

on that qUettibh. The first is a purely practical concern.

It th incremental volume of non-obscene child pornography
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!It Ihis hearing suggests that we

t7oda.: make a good beginti.no in compiling the data

need to mak. a wise and welltnformed decision. We

all roar :iii !t1 effecttie enforcement of the child

V.3t-hc. y l,iws. We share a fundamental commitment to

rote,tt the nateon's ehildr,n. Specter has launched

effort to improve the effectiveness of enfereeMent,

J,,,,,77T-Er, fundamental commitment. I am proud to

oin him in that effort.

Senator SPECTER. At this time I would like to call on Mr. McCor-
mack and Mr. Rich to_step fbrward.

Mr. McCoRmAcx. Senator, may I have counsel to St. Martin's
Press sit with me, Mr. Roy Gainsburg of;Szold & BrandWen, in
New York City?

Senator SPECTER. Well; I do not know that you need counsel for
these purposes since this is not custodial interrogation, but you cer-
tainly are free to have counsel'. We welcome him._

Gentlemen, we very much appreciate-your joining us for this
-hearing today. And let us start,with you, Mr. McCormack.

STATENIENTS OF THOMAS J. IMCORMACK; PRESIDENT, ST.
NIARTS PRESS, NEW YORK CITY, ACCOMPANIED BY ROY
GAINSBURG; ESQ SZOLD & BRANDWEN, P.C., NEW YORK CITY;
AND R. BRI1(7E RICH, WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES, _COUNSEL,
FREEDOM TO READ COMMITTEE, THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERI-
CAN PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK CITY
Mr. McCokMAcxr.s1 understand that all of you on the committee

have had an opportunity to read the statements that each of us has
prepared, and I have been asked this morning if we can in a sense,
hurry to the essence of what we have to say.

Senator SPECTER. Yoe'our practice is Mr. McCormack, that your
statements will appear in full in the record and we would ask that
you summarize the highlights; leaving the maximum time availa-
ble for questions and answers.

Mr. McCoRmAck. All right. The first four or five pages of my
statement simply tell who I am and what the company is in an at
tempt to persuade you that the credentialS of St. Martin's Press
are such as to suggest that pornography, and obscenity, and harm-
ful books are not our standard fare. ti

I then go on in those sages to describe the origin of the book
"Show Me," which Dr. Fleischhauer-Hardt is the author of and
who the photographer is. I describe the circumstance of the cre-
ation of the book and the im_pules behind the creation of the book,
the prerniSe that ran through Dr.,Fleischhauer7Hardt's mind. All of
that is in the prepared statement that you have before you

It is only late in the statement that I finally say how I shall try
to be specific about Sections 2252 and 2253. I do not quarrel with
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the _increase in penalty a,id there certainly is such h thing in this
world as child abuse, mid 1 also agree that it can take the fariti of
sexual exploitation that this law is addressing. The law_ aims_ tocut itail:this explOitation by banning its methpe_prodUct_I think Iunderstarid-most of the- hinkingbehind_the laws up to now.

Wheii the Supreme Court upheld the New York statute, it didexpress qualms about the potential overbroad application of thelaw anti it foresaw the possibility that the statute would be -used toban works that the original legislators had not intended to ban. Iknow Ole), did name explicitly National Geographic. We had
reason ter believe they had other works in mind.

It is my. layman's impression that the Supreme Court -does notwrite Iiiws; it weighs them; you,the Members of the Senate; dd"write laws and you can improve the phrasing of current laWSwhich I realize is exactly why all -of -us are here today But_if the
Federal Statute is modified in the way I see it proposed, -it will still
be :)verbroad, it will still ban "Show -Me" and it will ban many -ofthe works now emerging from the new clinical and perSonal in-sights into human sexuality.

Accepting that the Ferber films did exploit children and thatthey should be justly outlawed, l_ submit that it is possible__tophriS'e the law in such a way that the _Ferber filrriS and thoSe like
them can be' banned while '1Shol:y. Me" and books like it can bespared. Webster tells us that to exploit is to make use -of meanly orunjustly for one's own advantage or profit. While I can agree that
filniS like Ferber's do exactly that, I can tell you that "ShOW Me"
did -not:

There are in fact children under 16 in "Show Me" depicted
conduct,_ whether it be actual or simulated, stipulated as sexually
explicit by section 2253; The depictions are not confined_to the ex-hibition of the genitals or the pubic area. This conduct was indeed
preSCribed by Dr. Fleischhauer,Hardt and perforined_So that WillMcBride could photograph it BUt I maintain that neither those
events nor the book that proceeded from it was exploitatiVe of thechildren:

I have read Fleischhauer-HardCs bobk a number Of times, and I
do not agree with all of it._ But I have not one iota of doubt about
her sincerity. She is intelligent; and she is experienced _with Chil-
dren; and with sex education,-. and I have met the woman: She is a
strict Freudian psychologist and what she conveys persontlly Iconfess; no very great humor, but also no meanness or unjustness
whatsoever. She absolutely believes, and so do many others, that
hiding the _facts of s'e;c frOM children is deeply harmful; She be-
lieves that her book could not have done-its job if children Were not
photographed in it In her view,_ it is madness to' try to pretend -that
children younger than 16 do not engage in se:tual actiVityi_either
alone or with _others. Taxed with _the question of why; among the
photographs -of erections in the bOok, one of them must be -that of aboy so young that he has no pubic hair,-her emphatic_answer is be-cause 12-year-old_boys do have erectionsand it should be conveyed
to them that other 12 year olds do, too. That_it is normal. Besides;she will ask, why do you want to hide the fact that boys have erec-tions?
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Again, and always 1/u. point is not that _we need agree with Dr.
Fleischl-uruer-Itardt, but slie has ri right to her views and she is sin-
cere in it and that many nonwicked people feel she is right, includ-
ing_the_people_in Germany who participated iii the Creation of her
beak. The children and their parents knew_ explicitly that they
were_ being asked to pose for a book expressing Dr. Fleischhauer-
Hardt's thesiS and that it WAS ainied at prompting:a totally _open
anti hine-st colloquy between parents :And. children about_ Se*. They
kne, it was not for 42d Street films or lb,- an under-the-counter
magazine that intentionally ixinders to the prurient. _They knew
this and I think it is a fdr guess to say that they would riot deem
the authorsmean, unjust or exploiters in anydegree:

If all of this is right then l.maintain it is incumbent upon you to
devise Iiingwig: for SectiOn8 'L:2; i1 through_ 2253_that would not put
Fleischhauer in jail for 10_years. There is, ladies and gentlemen,
something wrong with any law that would do that. ,;-

I think the remedy may lie inthephrase "without literary; artis-
tic; scientific; or educational value." But not placed where. S. 28.ti
now has it b0Causej as I have tried to make char; there are depict-
ed in this book activities other.than mere exhibition of genitals. In-
stead, -I would use the phrase in such a_way_as to exempt tiny:work;
regardless of the sexually explicit conduct invelVed, that taken as
a Whole, has SetibaS literary, artistic; .scientific i_ or _ educational
value,_Thus; white this_ revision would still achieve'thr inter-It of the
law; the term "eciczitiorial" would exempt "Show Me" and books
like it from unjust suppression:

I can assure you that there are hooks like it Just 3 weeks ago in
New York, I rejected a book that was submitted to. me by a London
book house and I told them it would run afoul of American child
pornography Statutes: It is like "Show -Me," a book perhaps more of
sexual _orientation. than instruction. It is photographic and there
Were -children in it When I told the boOk agent- why I thought it
could not be published _over_ here;.. he said _"You cannot be serious.
This was not made for 42d Street." But neither is "Show _Me."

Senators; I suspect that thereare no _perfect laws._ All We_ can
hope to do is make goad ones and then, front time to time amend
them to something still better; all the while pressing on toward
perfection and knowing we will never get there. It is a noble pur-
sUit, made heroic to the extent that you will not relent in that
pressing on I urgeyou not to relent here.

I _guarantee that there will be_those_ who will oppose you and
thosewho will _be happy to see "Show Me " suPpressed, not because
they houeWy believe that a half dozen children were meanly and
unjustly abused and_ damaged in Germany 10 years ago, but be-
cause they hate the book and what Fleischhauer-Hardt stands for
"I would not have that book for my children," they are saying, -and
that is acceptatle. "Therefore, you shall not_ have it for yours
And that; it seeThs to me; is not acceptable at all.

Thank you very_ much,
[The prepared statement of Mr. McCormack follows:]

YJ
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. MCCORMACK

My name is Thomas McCormack. I em preSident of St.

Martin's Press, a book publisher based in New York. St.,

Martin's has a College Textbook division; a Refetende and

Scnolerly Division; and a General Books Di9iSitin. The,company

does approximately 600 books a year. We !LAYS been the

publisher of the Who's Who the Grove's Dictionary of Music and

Musicians, the Complete Works of-john Maynard Keynes; and the

complete works of thn:man who is possibly th0 most Widely-read

living author in the English language -- the YOrkShire

e.terinarian James Herriot. We are a subsidiary of the

150-year old London publishing firm, Macmillan Limited.

We have over the years published many books conCerh-

ing children -- titles such as Baby Learning Through Baby Play,

Baby Sense, Your Child's First Five Years; workt On autism,

works on dyslexia. c

In 1975 we published a book called SHOW ME! A Picture

Book of Scx for Children and Parents. It has sold CIO 0 to

200,000 copies in North Amica. It is the fate of/SHOW ME!,

and books like it, that has prompted me to come before you

today.

SHOW ME! is a liolume of 176 pages, 34 of which are

text explaining tiOQ to 4-Se the book and the rationale behind

it The text was written by Dr. Helga Fleischhauer-Hardt, a

Swiss child- psychologist and sex educator. The bulk of the

book is comprised Of phOttigraphs by the award-winning American

photographer Will McBride; who is baSed in Germany. The book

begins with pictures of two children Of AboUt eight ,h6 express

wonder and bafflement about sex. The succeeding pictures show

the developing sexuality of bider Children, thrOugh to adult-

hood and finally parehthood; The pictures are thoughtful,

affectionate and totally explicit. The authors devised the

book as a tool for parents to use in discussing SeX with

16
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)

children. They chose photography as a medium because, in their

words, "We are of the opinion that only eal explicit and

realistic presentation of sex can spare children fear and guilt

feelings related to_sexuaIity."
s

The premise behind thetr effort was a firm conviction

that a completely open, relaxed and non- restrictive orientation

to sex is the best way to bring chirLdr,,n to adulthood with a

healthy, happy sexuaIitY. Children are not born with shame,

guilt; feae., and anxiety about sex, says Or. Fleischhauer-

Hardt, they are taught them. Generally, it is ribt' by outright

(

condemnation of sex that these feelings are engendered. It is

reasonable 63 believe.that few children today are told in so

many words that seX is a base and wicked thing. Instead, the

_taboo it ,UsuaIIy7Conveyed by a constant shying away from sexual
\

matters, an air of embarrassment or scandal when they do come

up, and by a complete suppression of specific facts about sex.

Prior to SHOW MEI, the leading sex orientation book for

children was a cartoon book that talked liberally about seeds

and eggs, but the only illustration of the activity of sex, of

what happens between human beingsi; was a drawing of Mommy and

Daddy;in bed with the blankets drawn up to their chins.

Children are much smarter than they're given credit for at

picking up implicit messages. Something literally unspeakable

is going on. It is never,never shown. It must be awful.

So Dr. Fleischhauer-Hardt conceived her book and

wrote it, and McBride took the pictures in Germany ten years
4')

ago. The book was first published by Jugenddienst-Verlag, a

publisher of children's books sponsored by the Lutheran Church.

St. Martin's translated the book and published it --

and was promptly drought to court in three states and Canada.

The charge was obscenity, and in all four cases the book was

exonerated. Each of the judges based his decision on a

perception that, while some condemned the book, others, in

17-389 0-83--2
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sizable numbers and with respectable credentiils and clear

sincerity, thought it very valuable. That was enough under

the First Amendment, and under the Miller opinion, to acquit

the book.

I realize that obscenity is not necessarily an issue

here today, and I also realize that the freedom of speech

protected by the First Amendment is not without limits. I have

not come here to argue that anything and everything should be

allowed to be published. But I do think that SHOWME1.-- and

other books that are of equal honesty of 'intent and that any

court of law would judge do indWed have serious educational

value .should not be suppressed.
O

And, ladies and gentlemen, SHOW MEI has been

suppressed. Twenty states in the Union have child-abuse laws

`phrased in a way that prohibits the selling of SHOW MEi. .0ne

of those states is New York, where St. Martin's Press has its

offices. Jr' the wake of[he Ferber dedieion, whidh upheld the
---r----

constitutionality of these scat' es, we have been forced to

withdraw the book from publication, aIthOugh we are still

'actively considering selling the book in the thirty remaining

states; if we are legally able to do so. If Sections 2252 and

2253 of the Protection cf Children Against Sexual Exploitation

Act of 1977 are rephrasf,q) proposed in Senate Bills S.2856 or

S.2788; they will effectively ban the book in these remaining

states; and SHOW MEi or any book SHOW MEI will very likely

never again be published in AMerica.

SHOW ME! was the forerunner in a new age of sexual

education and orientation in AMerica and throughout the Aid.

A.generation ago there.were not, as there are now, clinics

whose therapeutic aims are to teach healthy sexual attitudes

and practices by getting clients to examine, manipulate and

thus understand their own bodies. And there are books being

created that explain -- and depict -- the methods of these
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clinics. More and more reasonable people now believe that

suppressing the facts of sex, depriving young people of an

understanding of what their body is and will be, creates much

more harm than it ever prevented. The point is not that we

should all agree with these advocates, but that we should

respect -- and, indeed, defend -- their right .to discuss and

pursue their views,

Now I should try to be specific about Sections 2252

and 2253 I don't quarrel with tpe increase in penalty. There

certainly is such a thing in this world as child abuse, and I

also agree it can take the form of sexual exploitation that

this law is addressing. arhe law aims to curtail thi; x

ploitation by banning its sometime product that is, visual

or print material that depi,ts certain stipulated conduct which

the law in effect defines as eAploitative.

When the Supreme Court upheld the New York statute,

it did express qualms about the potential overbroad application

of the laW. It foresaw the possibility that the statute would

be used to ban works that the original legislators had not

intended to ban.

It is my layman's impression that the Supreme Court

does not write laws, it weighs them.' You, the members of the

Senate do write Laws, and you can improve the phrasing of

current laws. Which, I realize, is exactly what you are trying

to do now.

Slit if the federal statute is modified in the way I

see proposed, it will etiII be overbroad; i will ban SHOW MEI,

and it wtII ban many of the works now emerging from the new

clinical and personal insights into human sexuality.

Accepting thaethe Ferber films did exploit children

and that they should justly be outlawed, I submit that it is

still possible to phrase the law in such a way that the Ferber

films and those like them can be banned, while SHOW ME! and

books like it can be spared.
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'Webster tolls us that "to exploit" is "to make use of

meanly or unjustly for ne's own advan:age,or profit." I can

agree that films like erber's did exactly this; I tell you

SHOW MEI did not.

There are in fact ch6dren under sixteen in SHOW MEI

depicted in conduct -- whether it be actual or simulated

-- stipulated as "sexually explicit" by Section 2253. The-

depictions are not confined to the exhibition of the genitals

or pubic area. This conduct was indeed prescribed by Dr.

Fleisohhaw.r-Hardt, and performed so that Will McBride could

photograph it. But I maintain that neither those events nor

the book that proceeded from them was exploitative of the

childrdn;

I have read FIeischhauer-Hardt's book a number of

tunes; I don't agree with all of it, but I have not one iota of

doubt about her sincerity. She is intelligent, and she is

experienced with children and with sex education. And I have

met the woman. She is a strict Freudian psycholCigist and what

she conveys personally is, I will confess, no very great humor

but also no meanness or unjustness whatsoever. She absolutely

believes -- and so do many others -- that hiding the facts of

Sex___fiom children is deeply harmful; She. believes that her

'Vgle: could nothave done its job if children were not

photograoha in it. /n her view, it is madness to try to

pretend that children younger than sixteen don't engage in sex-

ual activity either alone of with other. Tz...-ed with the ques-

tion of why, among the photographs of erections in the book, one

of them must be that of a boy so young he has no pubic hair yet,

her emphatic answer is "because twelve-year-old boys do have

erections. It should lirt conveyed to them that other twelve-
.

year-olds do too, that it is normal." Besides, she will ask,

"Why do you want to hide the fact that boys have erections?"

Again and always the point is not that we need agree

with Dr. Fleischhauer-Hardt, but that she has a right to her

I
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view, that she is sincere in it, and 6lat many non-wicked

people feel she is right -- including the people in Germany who

participated in the creation of her book. The cnildren and

their parents knew explicitly that they were being asked to

pose for a book expressing Or. '7Ieischhauer-Hardt's thesis, and

that it was aimed at prompting a totally open and honest

colloquy between parents and Children about sex. They knew it

was not for a 42nd street film or for an under-the-,counter

magazine that intentially panders to the prurient. They knew

this; and I think it is a fair guess to say they would not deem .

the authors mean, unjust or exploitative in any degree.

If all of this is right, then I maintain it is

incumbent on you to devise language for Sections 2251 through

2253 that would not put Fleischhauer-Hardt in jail;for ten

,years. There is, ladies and gentlemen, something wrong with any

law that would do that.

I think the remedy may lie in the phrase "without

literary, artistic, scientific or educational value." rfut not

placed where 5.2856 now has it, because, as I have tried to

make clear, there are depicted in this book activities other

than mere exhibition of genitals. Instead, I would use the

phrase in sucha way as to exempt any work -- regardlesd-of the

sexually explicit conduct involved -- that, taken as a whole,

has serious literary, artistic, scientific or educational

value. Thus, while this revision would still achieve the

intent of the law, the term "educational" would exempt SHOW ME!

and books like it from unjust suppression.

And I can assure you there are, or would be, books

like it: just three weeks ago in New York I rejected a book

proposal from a British book house that may very well run afoul

of U.S. child pornography statutes. It is, like SHOW ME!, a

book perhaps more of sexual orientation than instruction; it is

photographic, and there are children in it. When I told the
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book agent why I thought it couldn't be published over here he

said, You can't be serious! This wasn't made for 42nd

street." But neither is SHOW ME!.

Senators,I suspect there are no perfect laws. All

we can hope to do is make good ones, and then from time to time

amend them into something still better, all the while pressing

on toward perfection and knowing we'll never get there. It is

a noble pursuit, made heroic to the extent that you will not

relent in that pressing on. I urge you not to relent here. I

guarantee there will be those who will oppose you, those who

will be happy to see SHOW MEI suppressed not because they

honestly believe that a half dozen children were meanly and

unjustly abused and damaged in Germany ten years ago, but

because they hate the book and what Fleischhauer-Hardt standS

for. *I would not have that book for my children," they are

saying -- and that is acceptable. "Therefore you shall not

have if for yours," -- and that, it seems to me, is not

acceptable at all.

Thank you.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much; Mr: McCormack.
We will hear now from Mr. Rich before proceeding to questionsfrom the panel.
Mr. Rich; we- welcome you here. Your full statement will be

made a part of the record, and if you would summarize it, we
would appreciate it.

STATEMENT OF R. BRUCE RICH
Mr._ RICH. Thank you Senator. It is a pleasure to be here on

behalf of the Association of American Publishers.
The Association is the major book publishing association in theUnited States and I think it states the obvious to indicate that

AA P's members are not pornographers nor do they profit from the
business of child pornography. And it is also a fact that they along
with I think every other concerned citizen; deplore the types of
child pornography which the Congress is here focusing upon andthe child abuse attendant thereto, and applaud the legislative
effort.

Why are we here, then? We have a deep and abiding countervail-
ing concern and that is that the Congress not sweep so broadly in
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its legislative initiatives is to deprive the American public of im-
portant, responsible, noripornographic works which are not the
stuff about which we believe your legislation -is directed,

We took some great measure of comfort in the present Federal
statute; which provided; as you well know; for the requirement
that prior to banning dissemination of materials, those materials
had to be determined to by legally obscene. We felt such limitations
appropriate and we wrote briefs saying so in the Ferber case. We
understand that the Supreme_Court has now ruled and, as Senator
Grassley indicated; has articulated a new definition of the coverage
of the first amendment insofar as depictions of child pornography
are- concerned; But_i_ think you would -also -agree with me. that the
Supreme Court decision is not a paradigm in clarity in all respects
in terms of the nagging. doubt that I think each -of the Justices
nonetheless had in writing their respective opinions concerning
those perhaps few in__ numbers; but that is _arguable; works which
truly fall outside of the range of that which we aEe really talking
about here - the business of child pornography, the clandestine;
secret huskies:4 of child pornography. The Court chose to talk about
the Nat ionzil GeogratThic. Mr. McCormack is here to talk about an
illustrious example_of a clearly nonpornogra_phic work- that ought
to fall outside of the legislative scheme"Show Me.'_' There are
others; Putnam is about to- publish a book-in the near future, I am
informed, Which is not unlike "Show Me" in content and in pur-
pose and effect, which is a frank; explicit sex education tool to be
used by parents and -children.

Our _concern; therefore, Senators; is that the _Congress giva.very
careful consideration in drafting any new standard and specifical-
ly, in removing the existing obscenity standard, if that is what you.
are going to in fact consider doing, so as to protect the right of le-
gitimate works to exist and to be disseminated even if those works
tend to be controversial in nature.

We have made, Senators, some rather specific proposals in our
prepared statement; and let me simply summarize those very brief-
ly.

We say; first, that it is not_enough_merely to tag on the-literary;
et cetera, exception to exhibitions of nudity, as Senator Specter's,
own proposal would suggest, We think that this is difficult line
drawing,_ to be sure, but that there are-other categories of pbten-

defensibleconduct; and "Show Me" again is an example of a
book that embodies other forms of _conduct; perhaps its exploration
of one's genitals by an adolescent, by a young child, that technical-
ly might fall into the rea4 of masturbation. -We have difficulty in
drawing the line and saying that that particular portrayal ought to
subject St. Martin's Press to an enormous criminal penalty while
merely an exhibition short of that perhaps might not We have dif
ficulty with that line drawing and our legislative suggestion, there-
fore, is that the Congress broaden any _literary, artistic, -etc., exemp-
tion to cover the range of sexual conduct. And there I would con-
cede to you the burden would -be rather_ difficult on_ someone to
show that a depiction of bestiality might have serious literary
value, But I _think_ it is terribly difficult for the Congress_ to antici-
pate precisely which form of wqrk should be permitted to show
which type of sexual depiction and drawing the line accordingly.

rsti
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We would suggest having the literary, artistic, etc., exemption
modify the entire range of conduct which Would be otherwise pro-
hibited.

Second, we find difficulty in attempting to apply such an exemp-
tion as pertaining to the depiction itself, which is how we construe
Senator Specter's language How do you determine in fact that a
particular depiction; out of any contextual reference, does or does
not have serious literary, educational, or scientific value'? We find
that test hard to work with We find it inherently vague and we
therefore suggest that you need a broader contextual reference
within which to_distinguish between a picture _appearing; on the
one hand, in a "Show Me," versus, on the other hand, in a piece of
hard core pornography, or in a medical textbook: In_the one event
we may all concede it has a valid social purpose; on the other hand,
we may say it has none. It seems to me that without _that contextu-
al reference. that you have got great difficulty. You have the enor-
mous chilling effect, moreover, when you do not have that kind of
clarification of not providing adequate guidance to legitimate pub-
lishers and those who legitimately distribute their works.

The suggestion therefore is to embody "taken as a whole" or
some similar contextual reference point so that you can meaning-
fully determine whether what it is you are looking atthat depic-
tionhas value or does not.

The final point we make in_our statement is that, as drafted; the
proposed revision to section 2252 creates, to our: mind, an inadequate
scienter standard because, as we would read the statute as modi-
fied; it would require solely that a person know that he is distribut-
ing the defined term "visual or print medium." That' is really a
meaningless scientific standard, There is no knowledge of doing

selything
criminal. As we read Smith v. California and the like, it

enis to us there has to be some element of mental knowledge of
culpability that the depictions themselves are or may be illegal. We
have therefore in our_stateent. I think; proposed a modest change
in where one places the knowing language to try to cure that prob-
lem.

Let me stop there and I will be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr: Rich follows:I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. BRUCE RICH

The Association of American Publishers Inc.

( "AAP "), the major trade association of book publishers_ in

the United States submits this statement for inclusion in

the record of this Subcommittee's hearings on proposals to

amend the Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation

Act of 1977 ("Act"). The impact of those proposals -- S.856

and 5.2788 -- upon book publishers is specifically addressed

in the comments below.

AAP's more than 300 members represent a substantial

segment of the book publishing community and are responsible

for the publication of numerous prominent works concerning

health, sexuality, psychology, child rearing and human devel-

opment. It is AAP's belief that the book publishing industry

must -- and does -- play a vital role in the production, dis-

semination and preservation of ideas and knowledge. AAP and

its members are committed to the belief that the free ex-

change of ideas through publishing is the greatest service

the publishing industry can render society, and further that

the public's access to such ideas in book form should not be

restricted.

Towards these goals, AAP and its members have

diligently followed legal developments regarding publishing

generally and judicial and legislative events which may im-

plicate First Amendment rights in particular. The efforts of

Congress and state legislatures to protect children from

sexual abuse by outlawing child pornography have been viewed

by AAP with both interest and concern. AAP's members of

course deplore the exploitation of children to support a

"kiddie porn" industry and fully support legislative efforts

to curb such abuses. At the same time, they are deeply

troubled by statutory provisions which, in an effort to con-
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trol child pornography, threaten to sweep within their grasp

a variety of serious works deserving of wide availability' and

unrestricted disseminaticn.

This concern over"the potential overbreadth of

child pornography. statutes red AAP to closely monitor the

enactment of, and the subsequent litigation concerning, New

York's child pornography statute. As this Subcommittee is

aware, it was a prosecution under one section of that statute

that was reviewed by the Supreme Court in New York v. Ferber.

AAP participated as an amicus curiae in the Ferber

litigation, urging both the Supreme Court avid the New York

Court of Appeals constitutionally to limit the legislative

arsenal against child pornography to the prosecution of (1)

persons who employ minors in the creation of kiddie porn, and

(2) persons who publish or otherwise disseminate depictions

of sexually explicit conduct by Minors, provided the works

containing such depictions are shown to be legally obscene.

It was, and remains, the book publishing community's concern

that more wide-ranging efforts to control child pornography

-- through penalties upon the dissemination 61---non-obscene

works containing portrayals of adolescent sexual behavior --

Would eviscerate the significant societal benefits to be

derived from the availability of a variety of materials

concerning human sexuality and adolescent sexual development

without significantly enhancing the enforcement effort

kainst truly hard core pornography. We note that Congress,

in enacting the present child pornography legislation,

apparently agreed with this sentiment. As the Senate

Committee on the Judiciary noted in 1977, "virtually all of

the materials that ara normally considered child pornography

are obscene under the current standards . . . In comparison

with this blatant pornography, non-obscene materials that

depict children are very few and very inconsequential."
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AAP is of course aware that the Supreme Court in

Ferber upheld the constitutionality of New York's statutory

scheme prohibiting the dissemination of materials depicting

specified sexual conduct by a minor even %here the materials

are' not legally obscene. In reaching its result, the Court

determined not to interfere undUly with legislative judgments

as to how best to proscribe the production of hard-core child

pornography and thereby avoid the perceived detrimental

impact upon children used as subjects of such pornographic

materials. AS we discuss bel,m, the Court's opinions in

Ferber did recognize the potential that a statutory scheme

seeking to achieve such a result could improperly impinge

upon the dissemination of materials of a non-pornographic

nature which have serious literary,, artistic, scientific or

educational value. Ih responding to the Ferber decision with

any ne:. legislative initiatives, Congress must, we submit,

not merely address the problem of child abuse arising out of

pornographic depictions, but also must make provision.for the

..,fettered'dissemination of non-pornographic, socially-useful

materials which may involve depictions of minors engaged in

otherwise .forbidden sexual conduct.

AAP's concern over the potential impact of amended

federal child pornography IdgiSIatieh oh the creation and

distribution of important and responsible wc4kS is far from

hypothetical. At least two works Of Which AAP is aware

illustrate the problem. The first is a book entitled Sh6W

me+, published in translation by the distinguished St;

Maxtin's Press in 1975. Show Me:; authored by .a swiss Child

psychologist, was designed as a tool for parents to use in

discussing sex with their children. This it attempts to do

through explicit and realistic photographs and text. The

book, while highly controversial, has been praised by

educators and others as a valuable resource tool and has beeh
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purchased and read by tens of thousands of families wishing

to approach the subject of sexuality in an open, frank and

uninhibited manner.

The second book, to be published by G. P. Putnam's

Sons in the coming months, similarly deals with a mother's

efforts to educate her daughtet about female sexuality, and

comprises both photographs and text.

Works such as-the foregoing may be controversial,

but they are neither pornographic nor exploitive. That one

may agree or disagree with the ideas in or manner of

communication adopted by, such works is not the'point;

histbry teaches us that it is perilous to predict which ideas

will one day achietre wide.acceptance. Unless we are prepared

to adopt the authoritarian view that controversial teaching

tools such as Show Me! have no place in our society,

provision must be made in the feleraI legislative scheme for

such works to exist and be freely available.

If Congresgrs to consider, in light of the Ferber

decision, eliminating the _requirement from § 2252 of the Act

that prohibited works must e "obscene" -- a key feature both

in 5:2788 and S.2856 -- at a minimum, provision must be made

to exempt from the statute's coverage depictions of sexual

conduct engaged in by minors that are contained in works that

have serious literary, artistic, scientific or educational

value. This approach finds support in the Ferber decision

itS4If:

EaCh of the four opinions in Ferber recognized that

the statute at issue in that case invited'unconstitutional

applications. because, broadly applied; it covers depictions

which do not threaten the harms sought to be prevented.

Justices Brennan and Marshall expressly stated that appli-

cation of such statutes "to depictions of children that in

themselves do have serious literary artistic, scientific or

S
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medical vane, wbull violate the First Amendment." They

further opined that in the case of such depictions, the

argument of harm to the child resulting from the creation of

a "permanent record" Of his participation "lacks much of its

force." Similarly, Justice Stevens recognized that "a

serious work Of art, a documentary on behavioral problems, or

a medical Or payChiatric teaching device, might include a

scene from One of these films (proscribed by the statute)

and, when viewed as a whole in a proper setting, be entitled

to constitutional protection."

Further support for appropriately limited statutory

language is found in the opiniOn of the New York Court of

Appeals issued on remand of the Ferber case from the Supreme

Court. In a concurring opinion joined by Judge Fuchsberg,

Judge Meyer stated that he would, "as a matter of state

constitutional law, recognize an affirmative defense for

literary, scientific, educational, governmental or other

similar justi:ication." He further stated that in his view,

"without such a defense, the Chilling effect. .upon serious

depictions which do not actually threaten the harms addressed

by that statute will cause greater harm to this state's in-

tereut in free expression than is constitutionally permis-

sible."

Additional precedent for legislation containing

sirn\ilar saving language may be found in several state

statutes, some:of which were enacted in specific response to

the Ferber decision. While some of these provisions are; in

AAP's judgment, constitutionally deficienti they nonetheless

reflect commendable attempts by various states to ameliorate

the problem addressed herein.

For example, a bill was recently passed in A&-difia

to strengthen that state's child pornography law "by Making:

certain changes permitted by a recent United States Supreme
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Court decision." The statute prohibits knowing dissemination

or possession with intent to disseminate "obsc,rne matter"

containing a visual reproduction of a person under the age of

17 engaged in various enumerated acts. The statute defines

"obscene" as follows:

(a) When used to describe any matter

that contains a visual reproduction of

breast nudity, such term means matter

that

1. Applying contemporary

local community standards, on

the whole, appeals to the

prurient interest; and

2: Is patently offensive; and

3. On the whole, lacks

serious literary, artistid,

political or scientific value.

(b) When uses to describe matter that

contains a visual reproduction of an

at of sado-masochistic abuse, sexual

intercourse, sexual excitement, mastur-

bation, genital nudity, or other sexual

conduct, such term means matter con-

taining such a visual reproduction

which reproduction it eIf lacka serious

literary artistic, political or

scientific value.

ti
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Similar, although more narrow, exceptions may be found in

statutes in other states.1

AAP urges this Subcommittee, in its consideration

of possible amendthentS to the present law, not merely to

strike the obscenity requirement from 5 2252, without more:

For if publishers arp tq be deprived of the protection

afforded by the pretemtiobscenity requirement -- which change

in law we do not concede to be either appropriate or

necessary -- a Meaningful substitute that will preserve the

opportunity to ditadMinate serious works otherwise falling

within the statute's prohibitions must be devised. 5.2856

ma.:es a commendable effOrt to Address the problem, in
providing that dXhibition of the genitals or pUbid area of a

minor falls outside of the statute if such exhibition hat

literary, artistic; scientific or educational value: But we

submit that that language is inadequate.

For one thing, a showing of literary, artistic,

scientific_or educational value should protect depietiOhS of

"sexually ext_Iicit conduct" without regard to whether they

involve ,ereIy nudity (as S.2856 contemplates) or some Other

conduct. From AAP's perspective, if depictions Of nudity may

1: Pennsylvania and South_Dakota have statutes which exceptfroth their reach "materials_invoIving
only nudity, if suchmaterials are made forand_have a serious literary, artistic,

edUCatiOnal or scientific value. " _SoUth Dakota Statutes §22-22-25 Pennsylvania_C.S.A_§ 6312(e) Likewise, the anti -child -abuse law in.Michigan_containt, in its definition of"erotic nudity," a requirement that the nudity be displayed"in a_manner which lacks primary literary, artistic,educa-
tionaI, political or scientific valid and which the average
person applying contemporary_community

standards would findappeals to prurient interests." MiChigan C.L.A., § 750.145c(1)(d). Still another state:, Massachusetts, allows an affir-mative- defense in any prosecution under iti.child pornographylaW "that such dissemination_of
any visual material that con-tains a representation or_reproduction of any posture or ex-hibition in a state of nudity -was produced, processed, pub-

flatted, printed or manufactured for a_bOna fide scientific ormedical purpose, or for an_educatiOnal or cultural purpose_for a bona fide school, museum or iibtaty. . . ." Mass. Gen.Law, Ch. 272 § 29B.
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be said to be justifiable and deserving of protection in

certain instances, then it is difficult to condemn depictions

of Othet types sexual behavior that may equally be a part

Of legilmate educational or other desirable wOrks. The book

Show Me!; for example; contains several photographs which

arguably depict not merely nudity but sexual exploration in

the forM of masturbation. Is it logical tl conclude that the

social value of Show Me: -- indeed, its very ability to

Marketed -- should turn on precisely the form of.sexuaI

conduct depicted? e think not.

We further find inadequate the apparent intention;

in 5.2856; to apply the test of literary, artistic, scienti-

fic or educational value to individual depidtiOhs themselves;

as apart from the works as a whole. We are ftahkIy at a loss

to Understand how one would meaningfully determine whether a

pattiCuIat depiction of nudity, or other sexual conduct,

standing alone; and outside of the context of the work of

whiCh it i8 a part; has educational, scientifid or other

value such that it would fall outside of the reach of the

statute; In a book with scores of pictures and accompanying

text, Such as Show Me!, is the intention to view each

photograph for its own intrinsic worth? AAP submits that the

prOVitioh as drafted is both vague and lacking in meaningful

protection for serious works containing non-pornographic

depictions. We recommend ir.stead r test that Would focus

upon Whether the work in which the depictiona appear, taken

as a whole; has serious literary, artistic, scientific or

educational value.

we finally find problems with the Scienter test in

2252(a)(1) and (2), on the assumption that the term

"Ob8derie" were stricken from the present language of (a)(1)
---------

and (1)(2). The present scienter requirement is meaningful

in requiring the knowing transport, shipment, or receipt of

04
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any obscene visual or print medium; as defined. In the

absence of the term obscene; all that would be required would

be the knowing transport, shipment; or receipt of any visual

or print medium -- a meaningless scienter standard. We

believe the statute, if amended to delete the obscenity

requirement, should make clear that it is the transport,

shipment, or receipt of materials with knowledge that such

materials contain depictions prohibited under-the statute

that constitutes illegal activity.

Were the Subcommittee to adopt the foregoing sug-

gestions, § 2252(a) might be amended to read as follows:

(a) Any person who -

(1) transports or ships in interstate

or foreign commerce,,or mails any

visual or print medium, with knowledge

that -

(A) the producing of such visual

or print medium involves the use

of a minor engaging in sexually

explicit conduct; and

(S) such visual or print medium

depiCts such conduct; and

(C) such visual or print medium,

taken as a whole, lacks literary,

artistic, scientific or educa-

tional value; or

(2) receives any visual or print

medium that has been transported or

sh.pped in interstate or fate-1.4h

commerce or mailed; with knowledge

that -

(A) the producing of such visual

or print medium involves the use

17-3H9 0 H3--3
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of a minor engaging in sexually

explicit conduct; and

(B) such visual or print medium

depicts such conduct; and

(C) such visual or print medium,

taken as a whole, lacks literary,

artistic, scientific or educa-

tional value;

shall be punished as provided in subsection (b) of

this section.

We thank the Subcommittee for its consider-

ation of AAP's views on this important legislative subject.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. McCormack; and Mr. Rich; did you agree
with the Court's holding in Ferber?

Mr. McCoitmAcK. With the Supreme Court's bolding of Ferber?
Senator SPECTER. Yes.
Mr. McCoamAcx. No, I did not, Because I thought that the Su-

preme Court did fail to draw the distinctions that are real between
"Show Me" and books like it; and the Ferber film. I think they
backed off a responsibility there. It is certainly hard to draw the
distinctions and that is part of what we are doing here. But be-
cause -they did not; because they simply said that the statute..is con-
stitutional as it stands, it seems to me that many good things have
been banned, including "Show Me:' So I cannot say that I agree to
what the Supreme Court did in its entirety on Ferber.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Rich, did you agree with the Supreme
Court in Ferber? .

Mr. RICH. Senator, the AAP is on record as having opposed the
-form of contraction of the first amendment which the Court in fact
brought about. More difficult 1 think is the test--

Senator SPECTER: Would you state ere4 factual basis of Ferber so
that we may have it for the reco d? You are familiar with the
case?

Mr. RICH. YeS, I think I am generally familiar with the case.
The case involved, as I understand it; two films which to. most

people's mind had little if any redeeming value of any kind. None-
theless; those films were prosecuted under two provisions of the
New York statute; one which required -the State to demonstrate
that they were legally obscene, which the jury refused to find in
that instance;- instead; Ferber was convicted under the statute
which was reviewed by the Supreme Coutt which only required diS=
semination of the depicted conduct without there being a showing
of legal obscenity. The film, as I understand it, depicted very gross
acts by young, very young male children, masturbating and so
forth, and I think it is some sort of miracle of sorts; perverted sort,
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that these works were never found to be legally obscene, and one
can speculate as to the reason.

Senator SPEeTER. Do you think.kthat had they been found legally
obscene by the jury that the verdict would have been upheld by the
Court on review?

Mr. Then. I believf it would have without any question. I also
would--

Senator SPECTER. Would you have agreed with the Court's deci-
sion_ upholding a verdict of obscenity in that case?

l's/fr. RICH. Let me only touch that by saying I have never seen
the works themselves, Senator. My feeling is from the description
that I read of the film that I would not have had any. problem with
anybody anywhere in the United States finding that those works
were legally obscene.

Senator SPECTER: But you did disagree with the Court's conclu-
sion when it held that it was not necessary to have a finding of
obscenity but only a showing of those sexually explicit acts?

RiCH. That is correct. And the basis for that Senator, was
our view of the traditional first amendment doctrine and the- devel-
opment of obscenity doctrine as it had developed to that point re-
quiring that sexually oriented conduct of any sort had to be tested
under the Miller standard. As you are fully aware, the Court de-
parted from that in the case of child pornography.

Senator SPECTER: Well there has been a longstanding evolution
of the Court's thinking and really a double standard on obscenity
which goes far behind Ferber cases: Some. years back, the Court es-
tablished a different standard fiir testing of obscenity as it relates
to minors. Do_you disagree with that approach; Mr: Rich?'

Mr. Ric& No We are entirely comfortable with the so-called
variableObenity standard, but I think it is important to distin-
guish in our minds between that which a minor ought to be able to
perceive, which is where the variable obscenity standard comes in;
that which a minor can purchase in your book store, which is what
Ginsberg and other authorities in the variable standard dealt with
versus the very different purpose sought to be achieved here by the
statute which is protecting against- child abuse. They are really re-
lated but different concepts, and while I agree with you; Senator;
that the Court has moved to a variable standard, I think it was ad-
dressing different kinds of activities:-

Senator SPECTER. Mr. McCormack, when you published `.`Show
Me," were you concerned at the time that you might be subject_to
criminal_ prosecution?

Mr._ McCoRmAcx. Yes, I thought I surely would be subject to
criminal" prosecution:

Senator S_ PEC:TER. But you have not been?
Mr. McCoRmAcx. Yes; I have been
Senator SPECTER. What is the status of the matter?

McCoRmAcE. The book was published in 1975; and within a
year 7r so, I was brought to court in three States and in Canada. In
all four instances, the charge was obscenity and in all four in-
stances the- charge was - thrown- out -and the book was exonerated.

Senator SPECTER. At the trial level?
Mr. McCoRmAcx: At pretrial level in two of the States; At the

third State, in New Hampshire, it went to trial level, and in Toron-

tJJ
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to it went to trial. All of the trials were before a judge rather than
jury, and I remember the one in New Hampshire in particular;

the judge listened to two witnesses who persuaded the judge that
they were honest, competent, sincere people commenting on the
value of "Show Me." And he concluded therefrom that, all right;
there can be controversy about this, there can be those who dis-
agree with the book. But the very fact of controversy is almost a
support for publishing it in any case he said. Clearly the book does
have scientific and educational value. I--have responsible people in
front of me who have said so, and I can seep line of nine more who
we have lined up to say further: So he stopped the case there: In
Toronto it went all the waS,--

Senator SPECTER. If you only had three witnesses; you might
have lost.

Mr. McColtmAcx. That is right. But they were innumerable. We
could have had, it seemed to usthese nine were all from the New
England area, and we have had people from across the United
States, all the way from San Francisco t6 Portland, who are of
varying degrees of credentials who support the book.

Senator SPECTER: Have any legal opinions been written on "Show
Me'"?

Mr. McCoRmAcx. Legal opinions?
Senator SPECTER. Well, has any of the litigation produced an

opinion by a court saying that "Show Me" does not meet any of the
obscenity standards?

Mr. GAINSBURG, Yes. The Massachusetts court, which was the
first ciise: produced an opinion which we would be glad to provide
to the committee. This was the first case.

Senator SPECTER. Is that a reported opinion?
Mr. GAINSBURG. No. It a nonreported opinion by Judge Nelson

who is now-
Senator SPECTER. Trial- court?
Mr. GAINSBURG. It was a trial court. Tt was aMassachusetts has

a preliminary hearing before you even go to trial where it is actu-
ally in rem againSt the book.

Senator SPECTER. It is a very unusual occurrence to have an opin-
ion come out of a preliminary hearing.

Mr: GAINSBURG. Well: it is a very unusual case. It is a very un-
usual book.

There is an opinion which we would be glad to provide.
Senator SPECTER. I would like to see it.

- [The following was received for the record:]

I ,

b
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THE STAT1:

1'1a t:t f,

4 NO. CPM-76-1274

Defendant.

oftriaR

Tills MATTER came on for hearIng this day Of may;

1976 upon the Demurrer and Motion to Quash of the defendant, The

State appeared by and through Assistant District Attorney Mark Blasdel,

and the Defendant appeared in person and by and through her attorney;

Philip F. Horning of the firm of Huila, Horning, Johnson 5 Glasgow.

No testimony was presented by either side, but the book SHOW ME! A

:PICTURE BOOK OF SEX. FOR CHILDREN AND PARENTS; which is published by

St. Martin's Press, New York, New York, and which in the subject of

the in:;tant charge "Sale of Obscene Literature" under 21 O.S. 1040,8

which was an exhibit t-: the Defendant's brief previously filed herein,

is ad.aitted into evidence for the purpose of this hearing.

oral argnmont was offered on behalf ofthe defendant in

support of the Demurrer and Motion to Quash, and oral arqument-was

heard in opposition thereto from the State_ Both lidOrl thereafter

reSted:

After considerable deliberation made possible hl the fact

that this hearing has twice been continued; and after careful exami-

nation of the hoot. which the subj.7L:t of thin end ,fter

exatilin,:ion of the chum. file herein and conslderati,,n of the c,f,i

argurtvintr of both it trtl,,; the Court finds, and it is Lhvr :tforo

order,,!

1. Th.. h,-1% which is the s,:bi ,t of this act-Ion i is not

an ob!icon- h0,1: withir the definition set out by tit- Unit-ti Stater:

Supr,me Court in vr. Cuitfornlit, 413 n.!-;: S.C1. 2607;

37 L.Fd.2d 419 (1973), as adopted by our Court of Criminal Appeals
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t , , 11.I74) NI the contrary,

1 - nit in very few of the

t t1111 I t , t tpt look i whole does

-n nt I II oe not portray sexual

, oLensive w:ci, and does have serious literary

Ill,.
2. In ,o h lie1 tlii a Court joins with other tri7.1 courts

in thy 5.1t,t.eS of !lassachusects and.:ew ii,.,mpshire which have held simi-

1,rly on !n, same iL:sues involving the same book.

Dy no hol.oing, this Court determines that there is no

re.tuire a jury determination and finds this

me.ainl the united States Supre,, Court when

!.tated ". . it would b,t a serious misreading of miller to conclude

th it ju;i.i hive unbridled discretion in determining what is 'patently

-&eorgia, 118 U.E. 153, 94 S.Ct. 2750 41 L.Ed

6411 (1971):

1 , I n light ci th, above, Defendant's Demurrer m a d Ltained

;III..., eas,

Ok)ERD Z( day of May, 1975.

/. /
C./ _ _ // //././//

c1RRSTMI 0. wiLLiAm0oN
(1PECfAL DISTRICT JUDGE

_'-. .

211.;111:-. C.:77

//i / 19
C.:3st Ctz:A

j../.1.../12..(.__
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03Intimulnuiralili n filussurljusitto
Idmou Isax, ea.

JOHN J. DRONEY,

A 500K NAMED "518)W

7.L4=U,'Ai-IN:1 CF LAW

:A.pplre-cmtAly Xemeraod,m)

Suramoftenuar

No. 75-iA471

rant

1. John J. roney. !,Irtntct Attorney. Middlesex CoAnty, files

this petition under the or General Dawn, Chapter 272;

Section 28C, a book obscenity tbtAte, nrely seeking to obtain an

order of notice directed against the hook named "Show me!".

2. This particular section reads, in part:

"Whenever there is reasonable cause to believe that a -

book which in being disseminated; or Is in the possession Or
any person who intends to disSeminate the same, 1$. obscene,
the attorney .leneral, or any district attorney within his
district, shall bring an inrormation OW petition in equity
in the superior court directed against said_book_by name;
Upon the riling or such information.or petition in equity;

, a justice of the superior court shall,. ir,_upon_a summary
examination of -the book; he is or opinion that there is
reasonable cause to believe that such book is obscene,.
issue an order of notice, returnable in or within thirty
days, directed against such book by name.and addressed to
all persons interested in the dissemination thereof,. to
show cause why said 'cook should not be judicially neteruiltied
to be obcene. Notice or such order shall be given by
publication once eaqh wo.2k ror two successive weeks in_a
daily newspaper published in the city or BostOn and, if such
inrorration rr petition be filed_ln any county -other than
Suffolk county, then. by publication also in a daily newspaper
published in such otner county: A copy or sudh order or
nDtice shall be sent by registered mail to the publisher or
raid took; to_the_person nolding the_ copyrights, and to the
author, in sase_the names or -any such persons appear upon
said book; fourteen lays_at least before the - return day or
such order_or.notice- _Arter_the_issuance of an order or
notice under the provisions or this section, the court-shall,
'.r. notion or the attorney _genera' or- district attorney,
make an interlocutory_ finding and- adjudication that sa
b%ok is_obscenei which finding- and- adjudication shall be or
the-same forte .and err,-...ct as the final finding and adjudi-
7:dtlon provided in. section twenty-eight E or section
twenty-eight F; but only_until such final finding and adjudi-
cation Is made or until further order or the court."

3J
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The rtfmaInt.n.., prnylItals of this ,5ection t.ndernn itself with

defen.le!, aval.la: le to the defendants. It t, the quotetl sta!, ment

,r that t-Ioart herein :enaers .

i. plaintiff ,!..ke In"ornal Lice to the pualishers ana

tIpulated to the riling of appearances in this part of the proceedings.

The 1:.urt taken tt. that toe:, 1,:pearanaen Iy stipulation allowed for

oral Irgar.eht, t ;t he .:(t.trt notes that the plaintiff specifically

tOt t.he ql ant 1,treptalwe ,C tf-r!davits and memoranda

I n .pp,, rt. t re. : C-hdat,t. ' S a ,t;tt

The 110,, ,LV 111,A any of the wren tant's

pr,.f:'-re s, irE; IA Or rot rInAt! ill its farts eased only

.,k 1 t..e I t'. (.:et r. !,;:t !...ow, No. 1.)

,.tt.rt I tequir,1 t. the whether tht-t.re is

I,,0 It . r , I I t htt : rp,k- t.te!- I The

n 1 % ! t r itt intehAt-t t 0 I n itt t:o ettn ,tttab 1 leav

the only Issue %r otatcenity. Th- 0 Is 'sr

this purp000 ccr.t ilneJ in Sec t I ,n 7.

is descried accorJim0y:

Obscene' matter Is ot seen.. 1.!' taken a 'wt. ,n, it

(1).ap;,1:; to prurient Int,T.r.:;t the A.:Vra..e pernon_i
'the contemporary at th.LIcas ,r the -antalwvaith;

(2)_ or AeScrlhe ti c..raluct in a 'tent. 1Y

Orren;;IVe Way; and
f 3) lac serious 11 terary . a it I: t I , itIca 1 or so lent!. fic

value."

a. All the terms or the st,rtute are not exp11.-1.!.ly te!'inea;

particularly such woo:;; or art as "prl.rient" tr!: 'Satently Grt'en:;Ive".

However; there In reasonable cause to t,eliese that Int'oCar a.; the

material In this book illustrates almo,tt all cr the act.; or ttcxual

conduct in spe.lifically defined in Section this took -takt,1 as a

whole" may fulfill part (1) and part (2) or the meaning of obscenity;

and further takin.4 of evidence and argument may re necessary tc

determine this. (See cited cases in accompanylnitt, memorandum.)

7. The took may be desdribed as largo (dote nine Indheit by

thirteen incheS) with Its plaih hard toyer embraced by a paper cover

depicting two young children beneath the title "Show Mei". This cover

'I 0
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describes the book's c.mtentri 3 "A picture Hook or nex for Children

and pa ren ts Photography and Captions Ly Will MePride. Explanatory

Text by Dr. Helga Fleischhauer-Hardt. St. Martin's Press." The

back of the paper cover carries certain attestations of its value as

a nex education Look by a physician and a director of curriculum

development.

This book, advertised for sale at $1.2.95, contains a series

of sixty-nine dcuble-paged photographs, plus the entire series repeated

In :ummary and considerably reduced in size. Sexual conduct is generally

portrayed throughout the series, and ranges in depiction of sexual

aetivity from pictures of sex organs of children and adults: male and

female, to photo,,raphh of sexual intercourse, masturbation and oral

Sex invulying children as well as adults.

Each of the pictures are entitled or captioned or accompanied

by a de::ciption of the activity in portrayed. All of this is

followed at the back of the book for some thirty or more pages with an

explanatory text,- This .text attempts to explain how to use the book,

descriptions of the sexual anatomy, pedagogical. considerations,

definitions, statistics. and a bibliography of materials on sex

edueation fer children.

10. Upon examination of this book; the Court finds that aIthoUgh

the material ray appeal to prurient interest of the average person

applying the contemporary standards or the Commonwealth; and may

depict or lescribe sexual conduct in A patently offensive way (both

matters ror presentation oi evidence and factfinding) the Court cannot

find and doeL: h-t find that the book; taken as a whole, lacks serious

1 terary and no 1 ent ific value.

Tt.e In ::".ao --rs have not

r :n takIng or

cr. IA. It: :r. -^rc:An.:i o 11...2 thY C,urt. In

aect-1: .e '.:,... 7: tne r^.-..tIOn EL:
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:!tIke ail iffl laYII Ind f^hl, Id. ictareJ thereto stmItted by the

rdbIlaner of cre drok -,.titled one la allowed. State e.

r, a .ium,n-Pat 2", :-t-naln 2d 1C2 (1±72).

2. Hper. -xaminatIon' of the book, and in view oC

fIndinw,s of "act, the :,no k I:, not within the definitions

or Che statater flj case is and I rdscene.

wF.r.t,trCRE, the plaintiff's petition for an order oC notice

is denlea and the.petittcn is dismissed.

.._tire oC the =u erior Court

lintinutuuratt4 ansarflufirtto
s. SUPERIOR

M LEAZI, Wt

In te,timony that the foregoing is_a true _copy on
fil, and oi record_ made by photographic process;
1 Nvt my hand Ansi affix the seal of said
Superi...r Court,_ this sixth
day of January 197 6

011uttutututralt4 of

District Attorney

A DOCK AMED ".:4P0W MEI"

Assistant Clerk

usourflusefts
_ Servile!' Corm.

No 75-5471

.CUPPLEMENTAFY YEMORANI,UM OF LAW

I an aware of the several difficult Issues raised by my
a

findings. These Issues de.-1.:e from the somewhat vague and silent

treatment the statute gives !o 'toe appropriate procedure for

secermining thts preliminary test of "reasonable cause": I have
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taken it that in order to determine reasonable cause; one must be

satisfied that the book is either obscene or that; using a much more

liberal test, reasonable persons may differ as to whether or not the

book is obscene.

I feel compelled to conclude from reading numerous cases oC

the Supreme Court of the United States aid those oC our own Supreme

Judicial Court, that this procedure is not to be one of rote, whereby

one' automatically determines the issue favorable to the plaintiff, but

rather; in order to protect citizens' rights under the First Amendment

of the U. S. Constitution and our own Declaration of Rights, that the

Court:is required to apply the constitutional test of obscenity In the

preliminary stages of these proceedings. I think this is particularly

so in light of the fact that there is no procedure outlined by the

statute that permits an adversary proceeding right from the beginning.

Therefore, obscenity becomes only that which is claimed by the plaintiff,

and this can result in dire consequences for the defendants specifically,

and publishers and distributors in genel'al. The statute permits, Cor

example, that an interlocutory order, which hash at least temporarily,

the full effect of a final order, to be automatically issued upon a

request of the Commonwealth. This same order may be used not only

to prohibit the publication and dissemination of the material, but tl-,e

finding of obscenity contained therein may be usea in evidence in any

subsequent criminal proceeding. Certainly the courts have dealt with

this question before. See Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U. S. 51; Blount,

'Postmaster General, et al v. Rizzi, d/b /a The Mall Box, .00 U.S. 410;

State v. I. a Woman-Part 2", 53 Wisconsin 2d 102 (1972). However,

it is not clear from any of the decisions'in our own Jurisdiction

that this part of the statute will pass constitutional muster. I am

not called upon to determine the constitutionality of the statute and

do not; Nevertheless; it appears incumbent upon me to keep in mind the

possible chilling effect that this action may have on the publication

of this and any other book that is controversial, particularly in the
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114;i-it Of MY fIndih;. that even a cursory eXaMinatiOn or the bcidk

for the determination tnat it haa serious literary and scientific value.

A3 one more aside; this part Or the statute In Issue here seems

to provoke constitutional contentiOn. Taking it that Section 28C

pr,c!..,:e3 an opportunity ln adversary hearing, the procedure

teeome5 :Ike A rel0e.:t for an arrest or search warrant rather than a

pr6bat1e cause hearin,7, in criminal procedure (G.L. C.218; s.30 and 8.35A).

Th :. former su,;4est3 the necessity of actlng in camera and with dispatch;

the lAtter rd,;Geots sareguarda against precipitous; costly and unfair

Fiecae or the iminent position of those ideals sought

to Ohed,,rveA by the constitution, it would seem that a provision

for tnitiAl opportunity fo.r an adversary hearing is clearly appropriate

41thout, ImpinOnv, ,4pn the urgency of the complaint.

As t,. the took toelr, this hardly seems to be an instance or

'commercial plott4tion of obscene material" which the State may

reasonaLly and ,onstitutionally outlaw. Miller v. California,

12 U. Z. le) at !lather, it is a work that will and has evinced

great debate over its educational; literary and scientirid quality.

In fact, the Court is concerned that this question 'raised by

the plaIntlfC could well give rise to e>ploitation for purposes other

than that which the Look has Leen promoted. It is not unlikely that

a finding of obscenity merely puts-this book intojother channels and

V
,ther markets not purposed for literary; scientific or educational

value. Frankly. it appears to me that the issue is really not one or

iits2enIty, :nieed, but concerned with the ericacy and propriety

of Sex education attempted in this manner. That question is an

e,lucatlonal and moral one,engaging personal prererthces and parent-

Leachers' judgments. "First Amendment protects works which; taken

as a whole, have aerious literary, artistic, political or sciertifie

value; regardless of whether the government or the majority of the

people approve the ideaS he Works represent." Miller v. California,

Supra, at 33; Roth v, The United Sta-t-ea, 353 U.S. 476 at 484,
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Obscenity han to do with "dirty bookn" nerving no purpose or

value and not protected by the First Amendment. Roth v. United States,

,supra. Ir called upon to do so, I would rind the book distasterul

and inerrectual and promoting an attitude that is personally orrensive.

My own appraisal or the book, for whatever my own subjective judgment

18 worth (ror legally it is worth nothing) is summarizri succinctly

on page 73 or that book, an verbalized by a young child: "YICHH".

Entered: January 6-

Justice or the Superior entIrt

1q76.

untnwituiraltly of illassariplortto
MIDDLESEX, ss. SUPERIOR COURT

In testimony tnat_the_foregoing is a true copy on
file and of record_ made by photographic process,
I hereunto set my hand and affix the seal of said
Superior Court, this seventh
day of January 197 6

A SiStant. CleCk
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Mr. McCoamAck. There is an extended opinion from the case in
Toronto, if that would be of any interest to you, I realize that it is
from outside the United States; but the judge did listen to a wholetrial.

Senator SPECTER. We would be interested in that Si well.
Mr. MCCORMACK. All right.
[The following was received for the record:]
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478-76

IN THE COUNTY COURT JUDGE'S CRIMINAL COURT

IN AND FOR 7!E JUDICIAL DISTRICT. OF YnK

HER MAJESTY Ti!'. QUEEN

- VS -

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY OF
CANADA. LIMITED,

Accused.

His Honour, Judge GRABURN

Appearances: C. LEWIS, Esq., for the Crown

W.B. WILLISTCN, Q.C., for the Accuced

The Court House
361 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

July 16; 1976

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT (delivered orally)

GRABURN, J.:

In this case, which involves important community

values, The MacMillan Company of Canada Limited is charged

that it, within three months ending on or about the 2nd

day of October in the year 1975, at Toronto; had in Its

possession for the purpose of distribution. obscene books,

to-wit: copies of a'hard cover book titled "Show Me;

contrary to the Criminal Code.

MacMillan elected trial in the County Court

Judge's Criminal Court and pleaded, through its authorized

agent, not guilty to the charge.

-4
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No question arises as to the'corporate identity
Of the accused; and pursuant to the provisions of a. 582_

30 of the Criminal Code, counsel for MacMillan daditted that
at the time and place refetred to in the indictment, the

accuseqrdempany had in its nossensiOn fet thp purpose of
distribution coptes or a book titled "Show Me ";

Accordingly the sole iebbes in this trial are
whether the 1106k "Show Me" is obscene and/or whether the

10

company's possession of the book for the purpose of

distribUtion served the public good.

"Show Me", a book ccitaining photographs and

explanatory text, Is styled on the dust jack/et "A Picture

pook Of Sex for Children and Parents". The evidence

further indicates that the photography, captions and

deeign were by Will McHride,lan American phetographer,

and the text by Dt. Helga Pleischhauer-Hardt, a doctor

practising in Switzerland, about Whets I ehall have more

to say

The photographh Were taken in Munich and the

book orivinally published ii Germany in 1974; The Englieh

language edition was published in New York in 1975 by St.

Martin's Press. The accused company diattibuted the book

in Canada; the police seizing a number of copies at a

well known book store here in Torehte. The police

ascertained from a representative of the accused company

that 4;000 copies of the book had been distributed in this

country, not only in Ontario but in QUebed, Manitoba,

Alberta and British coiumbia.

The book is packaged in Cellopihantand

retailed in Toronto for 514.95.

Counsel for_MadMillan pointed out that before

any complaints had been received by the pollee concerning

the book, the CreWt Attorney for this City threatened

MacMillan with prosecution in the event the book was not

withdrawn. MacMillan nevertheless decided to continue

to distribute the book, with Consequent complaints from

46
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members of the public who for reasons of their own chose

to remain anonymous. Hence the prosecution and this

case.

I turn now to a description of the book itself.

rt is a large "coffee table" type format, measuring some

9-1/2 x 13-1/2 inches. The front dust jacket reveals a

photograpn of two nude children, boy and girl, ages (I would

gather) ')etween six and nine. The loside.of the front

jacket giv-s inform.:tion as to the contents of the book.

20 To set out certain passages:

I7-314fi

yrt7. . . is an explicit; thoughtful

and affectionate picture book designed to satisfy

children's curiosity about sex and sexuality

their own as well as that of their elders. In a

aeries of sixty-nine beautiful double-page photo-

graphs; accompanied by a running commentary

assembled from actual reactions of children to the

photographs, it explains and illustrates sexual

development from infancy through adulthood. An

illustrated text at the back of the book opens

out the educational, ethical and psychological

significance of the pictures, and supplies complete

information on human reproduction, love; sexuality,

sexual experimentation and marriage. This

explanatory section, by a noted child psychologist,

will help parents discuss with their children the

pictures in the earlier part of the book."

The back of the dust jacket contains a brief

biography of the authors as well as endorsations of the

book by medieaI and religious notablen.

The Foreword at pages 3 and '4- deserves full

quotation.

"We have made this book for children

and parents. In their hands it can be an aid to

sexual enlightenment. But aoove all we hope it
.

will show parents that natural sexuality develops

only when children are surrounded from birth

4 An
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onwards by a loving family and environment which

does not repress sexuality. We don't believe a

child will have 'fouhd the answer' to sex simply:

by looking at the pictures in this book.; A good

U4derotanding requires rather a continuing exchange

between parent and child, a Oalogue which helps

the child.express hisquestion and problems:

concerning sex and resolve tmedk The photographi

part of this book is meant as a taking -off point

for parents. Internal bodily proce es such as

conception and pregnancy as well as atoMiCaI

facto thbUld be presented to the child in simple

words by the parents themselves. The text at the

end of the book makes suggestion° for this4urpose.

It gives parents basic information on the develop-

ment of sexuality and sex educatidn. We are Of

the opinion that only an explicit ail realistic 40

presentation of sex can spare children fear and

gUiltfeeIings related to sexuality. For this

-.reason we chose photography as a medium; With

20 much care and under great difficulty we succeeded

in photographing the children in such a way that

their natural behavior came through. We thank

the children and their parents for their help in

putting together the photographs. The captions

to the pictures are gathered from their spontaneous

comments. We hope this book will serve parents and

children as a source of information and guide them

toward a happy sexuality marked by love tenderness

and responsibility."

There follows 69 double-page photographs, each

co of which save one depicts human beings wholly naked or

their genitalia. The first seven photographs show a boy

' and a girl, aged (I would gather) between six and nine,

discussing their anatomical differences. The next three
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photographs concern a mother showing tenderness to and

breastfeeding her baby, as seen through the eyes of,

and discussed by, the aforementioned children. In the

next photograph the motner coMforts the boy whose world

has been invaded by a new baby brother. The next photos

involve another child, aged (I would esti:iate) between one

and two, exploring her mother's breasts, and being held

lovingly in the latter'n arms. in the ensuing two photo

graphs, the boy who feels resentment to the new intruder

holds the baby and contemplates how he was in his own

infancy. This is followed by a child wrestling with his

/father;

On page 36 there is shown the external female

genitalia, and it contains a pejorative caption with an

older male and female person apparently expressing

disapproval. In the three photos subsequent, the vulva, v

penis an d external excretal parts Of the body appear, with

comments respecting their essential differences, although

the common feature of the Iatter az to boys and girls 13

stated. As to the latteri the abovementioned elderly

people gaze disapprovingly from the caption.

The picture at_page 44 is merely a run face

view of a young girl, aged"(kwould estimate) between

five and six, captioned: "Look what I can see. But I

don't want to see it any more."

An erect penis i3 then shown, with a piece of

cloth draped over it. And whatever else may be said

about the book; I fail tc comprehend how its internal

115') necessitien are served by this inclusion. There follows

penises in the ordinary state and photographs illustrating

the difference between circumcision and the lack thereof,

WhiCh take up the following doubie pages.

An inquiry from the boy who appeared at the

20
beginning of the photographic section as to when he will

acquire pubic hair and genitals like his father, with

relevant pictures, will:beN(ound at pages 52-55; and then

a young girl who, I surise, is the same girl shown full
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face at Page 44 ie uhown to be asking what two girls

obviously past puberty are doing, as they are hugging one

another. This leads into a query as to whether she III

have large or small breasta and then culminates in a

photo of a boy; very much in adeIeteende, with an erection

touching the breasts of an adolescent girl, and presumably

the sate girl fielding the name boy's penis, all with

appropriate captions.

The young girl whose questions and queries

underlay the sequence of photographs that I have just

described, then discloses (with accompanying photography)

that she would like to have a baby but demurs at the idea

of having the boy who appeared in the first seven photo-

graphs enter her Vagina When they are grown up.

Sequentially, she initially demurs at the sight of a

' couple, again probably aged between 14 and .16, preparing

for sexual intercourse, although she find.i goodness in

the touching which is said to be part of the lovers' world.

She then dwells on the topic of fogpale masturbation as it

involves her older sister and finds it to be beautiful;

20 The boy then e6MMente bn male masturbatiod as related to

him by his older brother, all of which is graphidally

ahown in the photographs.

The penis shown in this section in,- although

not grossly so, considerably enlarged in size.

At page 88 a cIose-up of the introitua and

vagina appears, followed by five photographs of preIibihary

love play between a couple described as the boy's older

brother and his girl friend. The photograph at page 96

in Which the girl friend holds the brother's penis is

grossly enlarged.

IG The preliminary love-making series or phote-

grapho_ia aedompanied by captions where the elderly an

expressos shock and dismay at the activities portrayed,

Whidh include an act of fellatio. The elderly man is

referred to by the children as ifin dId crab! And just

'cause those two are in love and aro making out with each
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'other". The children expreso complete approval not only

of the preliminary love-making, but also of the eexual

intercourse Which follows.

The young girl who expressed a wish to have

a baby is reassured by her mother that the couple's sexual

intercourse stems from the fact that they are In 10e;

but the girl expresses fear of a penis in her vagina, as

70
she earlier had done. Two photographs, one of which would

be hopeIensIy incomprehensible if taken out of context,

Alustrating a close-up of sexual intercourse then follow,

with the mother assuring the girl that sexual intercourse

only occurs when people are older. The girl appears

content and happy with her mothers explanation.

St page 118 the elderly tan states: "Dreadful,

the things they tell children these days."

Nine photographs follow dealing with childbirth,

two of which most effectively catch the accompanying pain

and four of which equally catch the ensuing happiness of

40 childbirth:

SO

The photographic part of the book ends with

the child en who appeared at the commencemenT-of the

photographic odyssey expressing their wishes to be like

their parents -- the boy like his father; the girl, her

mother.

The textual section or the book by Dr.

Pleischhauer-Hardt consists of 28 pages, commencing with

how to look at "Show Me" with parents and children. An

excerpt from the first page of the explanatory text is

indicative of the author's approach. (I am reading from

page 143 of the book.)

"To avoid introducing repressions

Ip and new inhibitions regarding, sexual matters,

the adult should explain the photographs and

encourage the child to talk about the feelings

they bring about in him.

11

"Parents who feel that the book is

good, but hesitate to show it to their seven- or
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eight - year -old; do so almost certainly because

they fear.they might impart to their children

anxieties about their own sexual feelings or

behavior patterns. Parents can easily overcome

their fear if they go through the book section

by section; looking at the photographs slowly

and carefully and not showing them all at once

to tne children. In this way parents will give

themselves and their children the opportunity to

gain confidence in the material, little by little.

The most Importart parts of this process remain

conversation, explanation, openness on the part

of adults, and their readiness to answer all of

the children's questions."

Sex education and development is then discussed,

not in depth but in a manner adequate to alert the parent

to the necessity of and th2 pitfalls in developing a

capacity for Iove in terms of what the authors call "basic

social trust". The text deals with this concept in the

spectrum from infancy to late adolescence. The text

encourages the exploration by the child of his or her

body.

I refer now to an excerpt from pages 151-152

of the book, and I am quoting:

"It is perfectly natural for young

children to play with their excretory and sex

organs a good deal during the period when they

are learning cIcanIinens. In the experience of

young children, the two still form a single unit.

Parents should be aware of this and should not

interfere with their children's attempt!' to

explore their bodies and functions, but rather

encourage then by explaining where excrement

comes from, where it emerges, and where it can

be depoalted. They should also allow zhildren

t)1(0 opportunity of.playing naked. Playing with

the anal zone gives small children feelings of
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pleasure. Thrir perceptions aro far removed

from the attitude of most adults, wLa frown upon

such 'shocking' behavior.

"As a rule, ch,ldren in Europe and,

America are forbidden to play with their excretory

and sex organs. This creates unnecessary inhibi-

tions in the child's curiosity and play. When

they dinobey the rule -- as they inevitably will

-- they experience feelings of anxiety and guilt.

Understanding parents can spare their children such

conflicts by not restricting or forbidding these

pleasurable activities, but rather accepting them

in a friendly way like other games."

Dr; FleiSchhauer-Hardt cautions against threats

of castration, even as a joke, in an attempt by a parent

to curtail her eon's playing with his genitals.

She also discusses situations which may arise

out of variations upon Freud's "oedipus complex". Conced ng

Freud's assertion of the unconscious love of a boy for his

mother and a girl for her father (and consequent jeaIousien)

not to be scientifically demonstrable and to be disagreed

with by many psychologists, she discusses family situations

with Freudian overtones which may be encountered, and she

offers certain suggestions as to how the Situations may

be handled.

As to rexuai games involving cLildren, Dr.

Pleischhauer-liardt writes (at page 156):

"The behavior ritterns of these

children who grow up without any sexual restriction

20 may be reclrdild as the natural sexual behavior

which occurs spontaneously during Infantile

develcpment.

"In our own culture, where children's

sex games are still largely suppressed, children.°

:sexual activities indlude playing with their own
30

genitalia and role-playing games such ts 'Mommy,

Daddy. and Baby' and 'Doctors and Nurses'.
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"It is aot yet known exactly what

significance a trial-anA-error learning prc:ess

in childhood may have fo-: mature sexual relation-

ships in humans, NC do know that in several

species of primates It is esnential for the yo

Malda and females to play sexual_ amen so hat

they are able to perform copulation c rectly in

mhturity. This, tcgether with similar °vide-nee

in other animals, suggests that personal

eXperiencc in childhood in the form of play-

sexual activities may indeed be extremely

important for mature sexual behavior.

"If parents show tolerance toward

the sexual gam en which are a natural part of

infantile development, they can preserve and

strengthen the child's positive attitude to his

on sexuality and that of others. It i therefore

unwise for parents to be upset when their_ChlIdren

indulge In sexual activities. The problem i3 most

easily solved if they openly anew the children

to play sex games; so that they are not forced

into secrecy.

"Problems may arise if prudish

neighbors or a playmate's parents have sexual&

repressive attitudos. In this case It is important

to have an open talk with the adults concerned. If

thin does not lead to a more tolerant attitude on

their part, if, for example, the other parents

forbid their children to take part in sexual games,

then the aubjett ml-At be talked over with (She'd

own children. Here parents may explain that under

these circumstances games like 'Doctor and N.- s.e'

should only be played at home.

If children are confident that

their parents do not forbid sexual play but

tolerate it just an happily as othar gameJ, then

they will a. no quite spontaneously come to, their
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between men and women, reproauction, birth, and

pregnancy. In this way sexual Instruction will

)0 come about simply and naturally for both parents

and children."

The written material treats of the questicn of

children comirg Into the bedroom when their parents are

having sexual intercourse. Clearly; the locked door

approach Is frowned upon by Dr. Pleischhauer-Hardt; and
30

she writes (at page 157):

It is unfortunate that many parents

are reluctant to allow their children free acces,

to their beiroom. he Is no doubt that a locked

bedroom door arouses the curiosity of young and

a3 older children beyond all measure. What is More,

a locked bedroom door encourages all sorts of

fantasies and wrong ideas about adult sexuality

in the children's mindo. They will see It as

something forbidden, nomething that takes place

in secrecy.

"A well-informed child will not be

nhocked to ccc his parents having sexual inter-

course; to such a child sox ls a positive ophere

of life, determined by love and tend.:rness.

"How ohouId parents behave when

their child discovers them making love? As a

.rule even the most tolerant and liberated parents

20 arc disturbed ard will stop making love. But

still the chile. will have noticed that they are

'doing something'. He will ask curiously, 'What

are you doing?' The beo reaction is.for the

parents to answer affectionately, 'We love each

other very much right now.' Perhaps they will ask
30

the child to leave them alone. A well-informed

Child WiIi probably react to this situation by

going back to his brothers and sisters and saying,
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'Mommy and Daddy are in love with each other, or

'Maybe we'll have another baby soon.' And ad fat

an the child IS concerned, that is the end of the

matter."

A substantial part of the text concerns

suggestions meant to help parents inform their children

aberat sex, as a starting point for pimple, basic eeida1

instruction. The divisions are:

(1) Sexual Differences between Boys and Girlb;

(2) Love between Man and Woman (and a brief

reference to contraception);

(3) Marriage and Family;

(4) Pregnancy and Childbirth:

The physiology of puberty; as it occurs .n both

sexes, and to a lesser though adequate extent its psycho

logical implications are di..:eussed, ab well as the question

of anxiety and conflict arising out of initial non marital

sexual intercourse. The prevention of venereal disease

id etressed.

The author sounds a warning in the text that

nonrepressive sex education is not to be taken as an

invitation to licentiousness. At page 170, Dr. Pleisehhaiier

Hardt cautiono:

"Modern Western society is still fat

removed from a natural, affirmative approach to

pleasurable sexuality. Sexual wishes and drive°

are still suppressed and manipulated in innumerable

ways. For instance, masturbation is orten recom
mended to adolescents as the best way out Of their

sexual predicament But if masturbation is the

only form of sexual activity practiced over a

period of several years, it bay result in an

impoverished emotional life, for mastUrbatOre

isolate themselves in situations where the only

objects available to satisfy their sexual desires

are their own selvea. This excludes the possi

bility of a sexual partnership and a tender
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relationship With another human being. Also,

continual petting that does not lead to orgasm

jp creates physical and psychic tension which may

eventually inhibit normal sexual reactions.

°We must also bear in mind that

training and practice are necessary in the

development of any ability. There seems to be no

reason why practice of sexual behavior should be
30

prohibited, and modern sex education cannot ignore

this consideration. The same opportunity for free

development of spontaneous sexual activity that

10

we called for in childhood and prepuberty must
-.'

also be available in puberty.

"On no account must nonrepressive

sex education be equated with the recommendation

of indiscriminate indulgence in sex. Freedom

calls for the ability to act responsibly. It is

mainly up to parents and teachers to convey this

ability to children. Alex Comfort comments in

his book Sex in Society, 'It is virtually

imposiible to persuade a child by lecturing that

sexuality is a perfectly worthy component of

life, and that its exercise calls for the same j

reasonablerestraint as other social conduct, if

we ourselvezare inhibited or irresponsible.'"

The Afterward; alno written by Dr. Fieischhauer

Hardt, restates the object of the book and her thesis. I

set out the Afterword is its entirety (page 171):

"This book is aimed at openminded

people who are prepared to rethink and perheps

even question their own attitude to human sexuality;

The book came about as a result of my exi3ez'ence

that many parents are not L]fficiently informed
ac"/

about sexual matters to understand the sexual

deveI0pment of their cnildreh correctly. In many

cases they are not even thoroughly informed or

aware of their o,11 sexuality, because everything
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e3 to do with sex was suppressed in their own

UPbringing.

The primary aim of this book is to

finally do justice to the sexual needs of children

and adolescents. This goal can only be reached

by instructing adults thoroughly - realistically.

Will McBride's photos portray sexual behavior in

relation to physical maturity from birth to

adulthood. The photos show most of the uoual

forms of sexual activity. For those children and

adolescents who have as yet had little experience,

the pictures offer at Ieast a graphic introduction

to aights and activities they will see and

20 practice later in life.

"We are relying on the wisdom,

insight, and tolerance of parents and teachers in

the hope that Show Me! mayGanttibute to the

sexual liberation of children and adolescents."

The explanatory text is accompanied by photo-

graphic captions. A substantial number of the photographs

aro reproduced from the pictorial section of the book.

However, there are significant additions: a boy with his

finger in hin anus; an act of cunnilingus; a young child

10

under the legs Of two young people. As was the case in

the pictorial section, the people shown in this section are

an naked. Abundant photographs of male and female

genitalia and sexual intercourse aro included, as well as

photographs conveying a message of family warmth and unity.

Masturbatory action, both male and female, is reproduced.

The book contains an Appendix, dealing in detail

With contraception and to a lesser extent venereal disease.

Shorter sections concern homosexuality and sexual behavior
10

disturbances.

Oh the last page of the book W,.11 McBride

describes the mechanics of the photography; and he writes:

'The models were all frienaz!. Ex:ept

for the coitus scenes; mothers and fathers_of the
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20 children wore present and helpful during the

photographic cessions:"

It must be emphasized that in the photographic

division of the boo4, the captions indicate that in many

instances the younger children are watching or have had

related to them tne sex play of the older boys and girls
30

and young adults; also, in the photographic caption in

the text illustrating anal exploration, there may be

another person present:

Although my description of the book has not

been brief, neverthelenn it in not as detailed as I would

10 have liked it to be I have tried, however, to capture

sufficient of the "flavour" and the message to do justice

to the submissions of counsel and to paint in perspective

those contentious parts against a canvass of the evidence

and the law.

I turn now to tho law applicable to this case.

The accused company is charged pursuant to

S. 159(1)(a) of the Criminal Code, which provides, so far

as is relevant to thin cane:

"Every one conmIts an offence who

. . hai) in his ponsesaionfor the purpose of

. . . distribution . . . any obncene written

matter . . ."

The Defence submits that the book "Show Mb" ib

not obscene, and in any avant the public good is served by

its publication and distribution, a defence provided for

In subsections (3) and (4) of s. 159.

"Obscenity", az far an thin trial is concerned,

inanmuch an no suggestion has been made that the Ricklin

case han any application to the isnuen here, is defined

in subsection 8 of n. 159 as foIlOWs:

"For the purposes of this Act, any

publication a dominant characteristic of which

is the undue exploitation of sex . . shall be

deemed to be obscene."
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The Crown contends that the following sections

of the Criminal Code are germane to the issues here:

I "ler now to sections 157 and 158 of the

Criminal Code. Section 157 provides:

"Every one who commits an act of

gross indecency with another person is guilty

of an indictable offence."
10

Section 158(1) provides that a. 157 does not apply to

. . any act committed in private hetween a

husband and his wife, or any two persons, each of

whom is twenty-one years or core of age, both Of

whom consent to the commision of the act."

Subeection (2):

10

"For the purposes of subsection (1),

an act shall be deemed not to have been committed

in private if it is committed in a public plate;

or if more than two persons take part or are

present.'

The sole issue, as I have indicated earlier,

Is whether "Show Mc" is obscene or whether the company's

possession of the book for the purpose of distribution

served the public good.

The law pertaining to obacenity has been

articulated in four cases: first, the case of Brodie,

which was decided In 1962 and is reported in 37 C.A. 120;

second, the case of a-en-lin-ton Rows, decided in 1963, repotted

in 42 C.R. 209 (both judgments of the Supreme Court of

Canada); C. Coles Books (194); 44 C.R. 219 (a judgment

of the Ontario Court of Appeal); and the PLairie-Schooner

case, reported in 1970, In 1 C.C.C.(2d)at page 251 (a

judgment of the Manitoba Court of Appeal).

I apprehend the law, as distilled from these

cases, to be:

To determine whether a dominant characteristic

of a book is the undue exploitation of sex, regard Aust be

had (1) to the book as a whole and not to isolated photo-

graphs and passages the text and captions, and (2) to
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the purpose of the, authors. Was their purpose a serious

one; or was their purpose merely base exploitation? On

the issue of a dominant characteristic, the evidence of

witnesses skilled in the subject of the litigation is

admilsible. 4."

The law assumes that there will be a certain

exploitation of sex in obscenity prosecutions; and thus

what is proscribed is the "undue" exploitation of sex.

"Undue" is to be measured against two criteria: (1) the

internal necessities of the book itself, and (2)

AO contemporary Canadian co&.unity standards.

In relation to the standard of the internal

necessities of the book itself, the remarks of Judsoh J

in Brodie at page 144, although dealing with a novel'

10

("Lady Chatterley's Lover"); are nevertheless apposite:

The use of the word 'undue'

recognizes that some exploitation of the theme

is of common occurrence. What I think is aimed

at Is excessive emphasis on the theme TO a base

purpose. But I do not think that there is undue

exploitation if the is no more emphasis on the

theme than is required in the serious treatmenz

of the theme of a novel with hoAesty and upright.

ness.

That the work under attack is a

serious work of fiction is to me beyond question.

It has none of the characteristics that are often

described -in judgments dealing with obscenity --

30
dirt for dirt's sake; the leer of the sensualist,

depravity in the mind cf an author with an

obsession for dirt, Pornography, an appeal to a

prurient interest, etc. . . . I agree with the

submission of counsel for the appellant that

measured by th.? internal necessities of the novel

itsel', the:, no undue exploitation."
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Now before analyzing the law pertaining to

community standards, by way Of parenthesis, it ought to be

said that obscenity and pornography are not synonymous

the one with the other. In that regard see Odeon Mortn

Theatrese-t al. (1974), 16 C.C.C.(20 185, a Judgment of

the Manitoba Court of Appeal,delivered by Freedman,

C.J.M. In my view, the word "pornography* haa no precise,

fixed legal meaning, but is frequently associated with

the stag movie Wherein the beauty of sex is wholly

denigrated by purely lustful conduct designed solely to

titillate and arouse,--or with Docks and pictures devoted

to violence and sex; or advocating commonly accepted

20 -sexual perversions such as bestiality, or where sexual

activity is treated in a revolting and disgusting manner

-- an example (and one example only) of which would be

necrophilia:

Clearly, if this is what pornography is, a

book may be obscene without being pornographic, although

the converse would not ordinarily be true.

As to the determination of contemporary

Canadian community standards and the approach to be taken

in a prosecution o: this nature, I refer to the diosenting

Judgment of Freedman J.A. (as he then was) in Dominion News

and Gifts (1963), 40 C.R. 109, adopted in tots by the

Supreme Court of Canada on appeal and reported in 42 C.R.

209. In the report in the Manitoba Court of Appeals at
41*

pages 126-127i Mr. Justice Freed:rem stated!

10

"Those standards arm not set by

those of lowest taste or interest Xor are they

set exclusively by those. of rigid

conservative, or puritan taste any mind.

Something approaching a general ave. .: OZ

community thinking and feeling has ti

Obviously this is no easy task, for we e3.!king

a quantity that in elusive. Yet the e re,,t m

.be made if we are to have a fair obje,:t-

standard in relation to which a pub
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tested as to whether it is obscene or not. The

Alternative would mean a subjective approach, with

the result dependent upon and varying with the

personal tastes and predilections of the particular

judge who happens to be trying the Mee.
30

"Community standards must be

contemporary. TiMe3 change, and ideas change with

them. Codpared to the Victorian era this i3 a

liberal age in which we live. One manifestation

of it 13 the relative freedom with which the whole

10

33

question of sex is discussed. In books, magazines,

movies, television, and sometimes even in parlour

conversation, yarious aspects of sex are made the

subject of comment, with a candor that in an

earner age would have bean regarded as Indecent

and intolerable. We cannot and should not ignore

these present-day attit ,_.(1 when we face the

question of whether 'Dude' or 'Escapade' are

obscene according to our criminal law.

"Community standards must be local.

In other words, they must be Canadian. In applying

the definition in the CritinaI Code, we must t

determine what is obscene by Canadian ct-indards,

regardless of attitudes which may prevail else-

wh be they more liberal or less so.

"I think I should add my view that in

cases close to the border Iina, tolerance is to be

preferred to proscription. To strike at a publica-

tion Which is not clearly obscene may have.

repercussions and implications beyond what is

immediately visible. To sup;:ress the badts one

thing; to suppress the not c bad, or even the

possibly good is quite anc Unless J. Is

confined to clear cases, supsion may to

10 inhibit those crer,, impulses sad endeavoire

Which ought to be en-.'.uraged i a free societ

b5
7-389 0-81--5
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gain, parenthetically, I pause to note that

in the Ontario Court of Appeal in Times Square Cinema Ltd.

(1971), 4 C.C.C. (2d) 229; JetSUp J.A. held that experts

May testify at to the community standard of tolerance in

an obscenity case.

In C. Coles Books; involving the novel "Fanny

Hill", Porter C.J.O, giving the judgment of the Ontario

Court of Appeal, concluded that all "objective" test should

be applied to the question of undueness, and on that

question the standards of decency and the measure of

tol,.:rance in the community must, albeit entailing diffi

culty, be assessed in relation to the treatment of the

subject patter of the book.

Finally, in ?r,,i Le 5,7hooner, a judgment of the

Manitoba Court of Appeal, Dickson; 4 A. (as he then was)

defined community standards of acceptance, 1.a., tolerance.

At page 269 of 1 C.C.C. (2d), His Lordship wrote:

"In the Great Went News case we

referred XIS contemporary stz.ndards of tolerance.

I have lo doubt, as r. Rich testified . . a

distinction can be made between private taste and

standards of tolerance. It can hardly be questioned

that many people would find Personally offensive,

material which they would permit others to read.

Parliament, through its legislation on obtcenity,

could hardly have wished to proscribe as criminal

that which was acceptable or tolerable, according

to current standards of the Canadian community . .

Thus the law is not so much whether the book

is acceptable according to community standards; bUt,ie it

tolerable by those standards in the context of "unduepess"?

The questicn is not whether the community will positi: 41y

accept the book, it 15 not whether personal standards are

affronted by it, but whethera general average of

community thinking and belief would entail no objection to

20 the book being seen and read by those members of the

community who wishe to do no,
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Befort canvassing the evidence, two submissions

-- one by the Defence and one by the Crown -- can be

disposed of as pure questions of law.

Mr. Williston contended that the threat by the
30

Crown Attorney to prosecute the accused company unless

the book was withdrawn prior to any complaints being

r.::ceived by the police about the book, in itself, cdnsti

tilted a lawful justiTication or excuse f MdcMillan to

continue to have it in their possession for the purpose

e0 of distribution. This submission does not tako into

account that the words "without /awful justificati / n or

excuse" do not appear in the subsection under whqh the

accused is charged. Those words, whidh have a predIse

10

legal connotation, appear in subsection (2) of 8. 159

and not in subsection (1), where the sole issues are

obscenity and public good; and the phrase "without legal

justification or excuse" in wholly irrelevant to this

case.

The Clown submitted that sections 157 and 158

of the Criminal Code were Parliament's yardstick of

Community standards in the assessment of the word "undue"

for the purposes of 3. 159. The Crown contended that

some ofthe photographs in "Ehow Me" were tantamount to

the reproduction of acts of cross indecency pursuant to

s. 157, in that, if commit! husband and wife, they

were not committed in pri y reason of the presence

of the photographer; and if committed by unmarried personn

under 21, consent wouI4 be :7.matcriaI, by reason of

e. 158.

At this stage of the judgment it is unnecessary

--- for me to decide whether some; if any, of the photographs

constitute reproductions of actn of.gross indecency. It

has-been held by the Supreme Court of Canada in the case

of John...on (1973), 23 C.R.N.S. 273, that dancing in the

nude in a theatrical performance Is not thereby "imoral"

for the pdrposes of s. 163(1) of the Criminal Code mrely

because nudity under certain circumstances is an offence
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under e. 170. Sections 163 and 170 are contained in

Part IV of the Criminal Coda, which also includes, e.g.,

a. 171, involving loitering in a public place; In the

Johnson case Ritchie J.:said, at page 278:

4 "This sugg.:Stion that an at becomes

'immoral' because tt has been made an offence by

the Pariliament of Canada in to me a completely

novel one. It would mean, e.g., that it is a

'breach of moral standards in Canada' to 'loite.

JO in a public place and In any way obntruct pernons

who are there', contrary to s. 171(c), a section

Which, Ilse u. 170, appears under the general

heading of 'Disorderly Conduct'. For my part

this reasoning does not assist me in determining

What Parliament intended by the use of the word

'immoral' under a. 163(2)."

For the name reasono I would hold that merely

because an act depicted in a photograph may constitute in

the circumstances an act of gross indecency under Part IV

Of the CriMinaI Code, it is not thereby rendered ipso

40 f u obscene pursuant to n. 1591 found in the same Part.

The fact that such acts may constitute an offence under

other sections of the Code may well oe relevant and cogent

10

in the determination of the question of obscenity, but it

dOes not follow that they are zer se obscene. Obscenity

le defined in n. 159(8) or the Code; and had Parliament

intended that obscenity was to be equated to a depiction

or narration of sexual offences proscribed by the critibaz

Code, it could easily have said no in tho oubsection

itSeIf..;

I consider next the evidence called by the

Crown in this ca:;.

Dr. Jorr:. Cooper, a forensic psychiatrist who

has had experience ,n community psychiatry involving

mental health problems, was the first witness. Dr. cooper,

the father of four children, analyzed the book against
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the SIEOUS (I:cx Inroration and Education Council of the

United States) guidelines, to be found in a book entitled

'Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry,' 2d edition, edited

by Freedman. Kaplan and Sadock.

Against that background, Dr. Cooper found that

the bock fell far Shurt or fulfilling the guidelines. He

testified that the photographs of the enlarged penis and

the sexual intercourse eoze-ups would be frightening to

40 a young girl and exploited scx, and that the captions and

one of the photos (particularly that of anal discovery)

had eIem,nts of voyeurism and invited children to watch

their parents' sexual activity. He expressed the view

that the nuggention of what to do if children entered

the bedroom during parental sexual intercourse constituted

emotional blackmail and could only be followed by

sophisticated parents and children. ;.Dr. Cooper drew an
10

'erotic' inference from : that there Were 69

photographJ in the book. He .:onsidered t'at the pregnancy

and childbirth photographs would frighten children consider-

ably. and that a photograph showing a moment prior -.0

penetration or immediately after withdrawal would cause

anxiety in f-didren.

Dr. Cooper felt many of the captions were

`stupid" and 'confusing "; that the book itself was diffi-

cult to. understand, unclear, confusing. its purpose

prObImatic. He was of the view that the book failed to

take Into account the feelings of other people or the

intel. !.'.ua.l and emotional aspects cf love, and that it

encouraged family Des games with iMplications of incest

and "vub-incest'. One oC his principal attacks. on the

book was nIo view that 'i totally lacked guidelines for

Sts use and hence there wioa potential for damage; He

fell the book's attitude niwards elderly people was a

pejorative one; and in cases Where fathers are playing

wit;: daughters naked, he queried where gratifiC.atitih

beg' and Innocence ended.
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He testified that another form of emotional

blackmrizoi manifested itself in the book in that its thrust

was thAt society is sick if it tries to suppress taboos.

The 30.!--. also preached a false gospel; in Dr. Cooper's

view, in that it characterized the beautiful (that is to

ea;,, trie children) as good and the ugly (that is to say, the

elderly-people) as bad.

He faulted the book as it made no mention of

the postponement of gratification. He felt that it

20 exploited sex education and the public and perhaps the

models, who ordinarily would have been paid fsr posing.

Dr. Cooper said the book had elcments of pedophilia and

that it would stimulate fantasies. He was of the view

that only 2% of Canadian parents have sufficient acumen

and sophistication to use this book with their children.

He equated the sexual intercourse, fellatio and cunnilingus

scenes as pornographic; warranting being banned in relation

to children.

Paraphrasing Dr. Cooler's evidence somewhat,

he capsulated his testimony as follows: Taking the book

as a whole, the photography is good; very little educa-

tional merit; an exploitation of sex; sensationalism.

It is experimental and avant-garde. Although it moves

from a repressive society, it is too far ahead of its

time. The public are exploited as the author's evedentials

lend an aura of respectability to it. Its potential for

harm outweighs any potential good. Experimentation ie

.ian,erous, leading to all sorts of unknOwn consequences.

Children should not be the subject of experimentation.

The book is on a par with pornography and constitutes an

undue exploitation of sox.

Dr. Cooper conceded the legitimacy of genitalia

depiction where a book is designed as a tool for sexual

20 orientation or education, but he testified that "ShoW Me"

would not assist in averting the_sort of problems which

bring people to psychiatrists.
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-f
Dr. John Petheringham, 3 specialist in. child

paychiatry and the father of four Children, testified.

He detected no nexus between the text, which he described

as good, and the photographs, resulting in difficulty in

presenting the book to people, ai the photographs need

explanation (in his view). He felt that the captions were

devoid of information, nor did the photographs transmit

useful information. He concurred with Dr. Cooper as to

40 the book's derogatory attitude towards oiler people; the

promotion of antra- family flex; the lack of guidelines;

the emotional blackmail; the book's liMited value as

only exceptionally well-adjusted parents could use It;

the frightening aspects of the overni7ed male genitalia;

the anxiety developing out of the childclrth scenes; the

failure to advocate postponement of cratification, and

the blurred diviJien between educlon rand gratification
i2

which the book might entail inpx.ent:, and chil,'2:en who

were less than exceptionally well ..,2:Jocd.

Dr. Potheringbas1 tr: t tr.e bock sostered

fo..r attitude : :: (1) that nt, y th, ly is good;

(2) that sexual intercourse need -.cee,11.1Iy ttke

20 place in private; (3) that it 1m ,..rrrtarlf. for children

to view sexual activity; and (4) . parents'handling

their children in the :7:1(1,2 it, good.

In Dr. Fotheri ma:,turbatl,in i5

encouraged in the book, ard it ought not to be because it

might put children off sexual intercourn2 in later years.

finds that the emphasis is on physical love all,;! not

Peeling; regard respect; that the booF7 negater, privacy.

Although he could net definitely say it .could cause harm,

he recommended against the use o cook and relt that

some of its attitudes and photographs were contrary to

contemporary Canadian community standard:J.

This witness took the position that many of

the conflicts besetting people in the sexual context might

be resolved by the use of "Show Me"; but its use might

7 1
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give rise to other equally serious conflicts, such as

those arising out of intra-family sex.

Although he would not ban any book, he felt

"Show Me" should be restricted in terms of place of

availability, and he cxpreoac concern at children having

the book in the absence of their paren..... Describing the

authore as slick and superficial, his major concern was

With the quality of the book as an educational tool.

Dr. Marshall McLuhan -- internationally known

teacher, philosopher andscholar of media and communications,

and ?other of six child en -- looked at the book carefully

but said he did not read it in detail; He found that it

abotra:ttd sex from social life, and hence it was

extremely fragmented and speciaIited. Its message, he

said, was "Kicks for all and all for kicks"; camouflaged

by a do-cooder attitude; the kicks" were encouraged by

the captions. Defining pornography as the diVOtee of sex

from an other aspects of human living and as the special-

ized selection of one part of the body without
. .-(1 for

its totality, Dr. McLuhan branded "Show Me" as portographid;

He testified that the text ought to have been replaced by

a sound track with yelps, grunts and screams to accompany

the photographs.

"Show Me" hc asserted, is inconsistent with

the survival Of privat Identity and as such is reminiscent

of the philosophy of Uzi -Germany. He summarized his

evidence on this asps t of the book with the aphorism

"Everybody is a ntbody at the ball park".

By reason of his training,j)r. McLuhan /mild

that he could pass judgm6n.,t on the book without reading

the text completely.

Father Drake will; a priest of the Roman

Cathblic Church and director of CORE; whose background

eminently qualified him to testify, gave evidence that the

book does very badly wnat it sets out to do, and that it

is not for children. He ascribeO to it the epithet "organ

recital" rather than a teaching of family Values. In hie

79
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view; the book advocated pleasure in the sense Of titilla-

tion as the only value, wholly severed from the framework

Of the family and without any emphasis on responsibility.

William Deane is the administrative assistant

to the Department of Student Services in the Borough of

North York; the father of two children, a physical educa-

tion teacher who has taught a course on sexual education.

In the Borough, he pointed out that "family life" courses

are taught only incidentally at elementary levels, such

as ar ring questions that children may have about

guppieL and hamstere. At 16, however, a formal course

approved by the Minister of Education is givAlalemphasizing

the family value aspects of sex education. And I received

the impression from Mr. Deane that teachers are Of the

view that parents largely ignore the sexual education of

their children.

"Show Me" is neither approved for use in

Ontario scnools nor used as a reference tool in the

Borough. Mr. Deane expressed grave doubts as to whether

the latter would ever come to pass. He found the book

difficult to use, both as parent and teacher, and he ieIt

there would be a public outcry from parcnte if the book

was used .- Partieularly at the lower

levels, h_e It1t wbu-d not be accepted by the parent

population the.' --.hools. He attributed this to the

repressive and sex negative attitudes In Cznadian society,
30

her people feel guilty, he testified, about going

downtown for a good dinner. He said that the "anything

goes" 0:tandard of "Show !e" wouldn't wash with people

harboring such attitudes, and he would be worried about

the raction of the mule-ethnic cultures.

He could rot accept the photographs in the

book, althoug:. conceded the author's eincerity and the

acceptability of her message.

He believed that some teachers might be able

to use the book effectively in the classroom, while others

could not. The children, he .::-.1cgi!sted, were unconsciously
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exploited in the photographs, and he complained that not

only were perfect people portrayed, but the book was

directed to a W.A.S.P. society, omitting black and oriental

people. Mr. Deane described the captions as nonsequiturs,

incongruous, confusing and in poor taste. Asserting that

paients, not teachers, ought to shoulder the responsibility

for sex education, Mr. Deane ascribed to the community

20 the right to set the parameters thereof.

This witness would not ban "Show Me", but he

would restrict it in terms of place and person. He would

also have no objections to parents using "Show Me" with

their children if those parents thought it was right.

Dr. John Armstrong is married with four

children, a psychiatrist, director of Community Services

and welIknown for his expertise and experience in the

field of alcohol addiction. Generally he opposes the

banning of books. As a practitioner, he pointed out that

sex interests and problems come into all of a psychia

trist's case work. He found it difficult to appreciate

"Show Me" an a good book towards achieving a general

understanding of sexual matters, particularly by younger

children. The book is technically well done, he said,

but the lz.e.3sage is not to his liking, as in his view it

presents and extols a very liberal type of sex activity

to be taught t^ children at an early age. He disliked

the "you're baexw4rd If you don't agree with us" theme.

He deplored th,: failure to articulate when a child

can orIng a rcsp:.nniti, involvement to sex activity.

The text io Food, but unrelated to the photos,

vLI: the boor. le ,ot rtainment rather than education. Its .

rs,

main thrust is the enjoyment of physical sex -- although,

not to the complete exclusion of other aspects of human

eexuaiity, nevertheless sufficiently sn to render the book

not completely helpful to children.

Some children, he testified, might be

frightened by the oversized penis.
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Ho synopsized hin views as follows (and again

I paraphrase): "Speaking impressionistically and

speculatively, the problem in the children's inability

to distinguish what is an app: ate stage of readiness

to assimilate the material -- .end acme parents might even

Involve the child in some form of sexual ac::vit;, that

the child is not ready for." Dr. Armst: wc...ls not

recommend the book nor did he believe that his parent-

patients, who he thought were representative of a crosn-

section of the community, would want to use it. He

paralleled Dr. Potheringham's testitony in giving evidence

to the effect that even though in some instances If

patients had had sexual education sexual neurosis might

be avoided, nevertheless the new sexual freedom has

resulted in different types of sexual "hang-ups".

Dr. Arm.;trong felt that some parents could

use the boeK wisely and others could not.

Lorraine Deane, the wife of witness Williath

Deane, was a trustee of the North York School Board for

eight years, and she testified as to the problems

encountered by people sponsoring a course in the Borough

on sex education entitled "family living". Indeed, she

pointed out, sex education is a touchy, delicate and

opiniOn-splitting issue in the parent school population.

Mrs. Deane thought "Show Me" was unresponsive towards
30

helpini, people. She eLkitlified It an stark; and the

photographs "scared" her. It was not a book to educate

childran, P - it did not meet community standards.

I turn now to the evidence of the Defence.

Thomas McCormack is the President of St.

40 Martin's Press in New York, the publishers of the book.

He is married; with an eight-year-old son. True it 13

that he might have acme interest in the outcome of this

case; nevertheless it is manifest that he was a

well-educated, intelligent and thoughtful person.

"Show Me" was not i.ublishcd for money and is

the only sexually explicit book the publisner could find.

7J
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Prior to accepting a book for publication, St. Martine

asks whether the book does something "worthy". Mr.

McCormack was skeptical abcut "Show Me" initially and

tack time to adjudt. He ascribed his initial skepticism

to his lack of exposure to sex studied as a ehiId. He

testified that the author (Dr. Fleinchhauer-Hardt) had

20 all the credentials of a reliable authority, and he

Uhderatood her thesis to be that a child should be

completely exposed to sex from as early an age as possible,

that there was value in a frank expose and there was no

valid reason why anything should be held back.

The bock has been prosecuted and not convicted

in one form or another in Massachusetts; Hew HaMpdhire

and Oklahoma; although the approach in the State Courts

varies significantly from the legal position in Canada.

"ShOW Me" is recommended by the American Library

Association.

In hor nefuoal to inhibit sex as being "evil"

and "wrong", the auther's Intentions are sincere, he said.

There is no other available material felt Childreh in

which sex IA treated as an everyday natural thing. Mr.

McCormack today espouoee the view that children should

consider sex to be as normal and natural as televisionla

suppertime production "Star Trek".

Classifying the book as one of sexual cuenta-
10

tiOh; Attitude-forming rather than primarily informational,

Mr. McCormack thought it would do a lot of good and that

Its disadvantages were outweighed by its advantaged.

Reverend Brooks Is a United Church minister,

with a family, who hasOseen extensively IhVOIVed in marital

-20 counselling, 904 of which has involved sexual problems;

He also has counselled fellow ministers in that regard.

Te6h-dged counselling was also within his scope of

experience.

30

The author's purpose,?he said, was to present

a book for parents to use with their children to acquaint
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them with the functions of their sex organs and the

relationship established out of sexual contact. The book

successfully does that. Sexuality is treated direttly

and honestly; and not immorally. The photographs are not

erotic but assint in eliciiing questions about sex.

40 Reverend Brooks would recommend the book, as he believed

the average Canadian parent could use" the book for the

author's stated purpose. He felt it was neither

offensive nor harmful to the community, promoting

neither promiscuity nor permissiveness; the captions

constituted a running story with a unifying thread; and

the public good was served by the book, in his view.

He disfavoured any form of censorship, and he has used

the book with his two younger children and has discovered

no invasion of privacy. Although he would delete some of

the photographs, it would not concern him if the book

fell into the hands of children without parental guidanc

Rabbi Gunther Plaut has been associated with

20 Holy Blossom Temple in Toronto for 15 Imars. Trained in

the law, he is now an eminent theologian who rela,s with

other faiths. Rabbi Flout was not offended by "Show Me",

which he felt was novel in its use of photographs. The

book, he said, tries to register :s.utheritic emotions of

children and would be useful if used by careful, concerned

parents. Unless a page is taken out of context, no

question of base or improper purpose arises. The book as

a whole tries to till a need, and the public good is

served, he said Rabbi Plaut considered the 1500k

acceptable to a great majority of Canadians; although

40 clearly some, group uld object to it He opposes

censorship generally.

The book, he said in cross-eramination, shows

reverence for the family, other human beings and the

reproductive process. No disrespect for older people

was demonstrated, but rather the book manifested the

desire of children to identify with their elders, such as

their mother and father. He thought the book fitted in
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with the beat traditiOna or what the community is trying

to do with'sex education. On the issue whether the models

have been exploited, Dr. Plau would not wish to interfere

wi:h the judgment of parents permitting their children

to pose.

20 Dr. Robert Poe is Professor of Psychiatry at

the University of Toronto and Chief of Psychiatry at the

Toronto General HOspital. His credentials and his

achievements are impressive. As a result of reading the

book for 25 hours over a period of two weeke; he felt

it was the most influential book on sex published in the

last 100 years and that there were no psychiatric reasons

why it shoUldn't be published.

In his professional judgmenti the threc great

10

molders of sexual attitudes were Professor Krafft-Ebing

(author of "Psyehopathia Sexuaid" in 1886); Sigmund Freud

and Kinsey. I am quite satisfied that in Canada, even

if Krafft-Ebing's book is available, it is little read,

and that the works of Sigmund Freud have diMiniShed

considerably in influence. Therefore I do not intend to

canvass Dr. 20S' eVidence of the essentials of Krafft-

r-...ing'e and Freud's thinking. He said that Kinady'a books

"Sekadlity in the Human Male" (published in 1948) and

'Sexuality in the Human Penlare" (published In 1963),

descriptive of sexual practieep in the United States,

caused an iMpact on and a re-thinking by people who read

of the universality of scx play amongst children; a

co.:elusion reached by Kinsey an a result of 18,500

Interviews.

Dr. Pos prefaced his exposition of what he

believed to be the current view towards sexuality with

the observation that psychiatrists tend to view society

through their eliniCal experience, which 18 r 'marily with

sick people. His evidence was that the view t ddS, is

that sexuality is pleasurable and non-injurious to a

consenting partner, if not promiscuous. It is now
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recreational, not procreationaI, and it :(5I-: cal

and religious values.

Sexuality, he testifies, .,:aks'in youth, a*:

a certain period when the role of parents be,:omes vev;i'

important. That role is to see that natural impulses are

molded (n a matrix of what is acceptable to the community;

The role involves the development of morality. Children

must receive truthfu and not false or spurious information.

'Show Me"; in his view, intended as It is for parents and

childnen and the average reader, Is appropriate within

the context of current sexual attitudes and the role of

the parents. .-arents must read it first; as they must

get In touch with sexual reality. They will find that the

book emphasizes the fact of sexuality and the hsportance

of parents aS sexual educators; in his opinion.

In "Show Me", pc,ple come across healthy and

strong, and health Will net lead to the form of psychosis

associated; e.g.; with the movie "The Exorcist".

Dr. Pos testified that +he sexual education of

a child Shahid Start at age three, and sex play between

five and eleven. He thought that menstruation should be

explained to a girl before she went to school and a "wet

dream" to a boy bef c d one.

The ch ld will be comfortable with the book if

his parents are' and in Dr. Pos' view most parents can use

the book. A3 ong as the parents present an explanation;

the dispropur innate organs can be dealt with realistically

by the chi21. Dr. Pos equated the childbirth scenes to

the Crucifixion, in terms of the happiness depicted; rather

than the rain. He thought there was no harm in confirapg

the book to beautiful people, as beauty is the medium by

which the message gets across -- since if beautiful people

act in this way; such actions will be considered

normative.

Nudism generally (e.g.; at the breakfast table)

was not encouraged by the book. Nudism 2RE se does not

titillate; D. Pos giving as examples Japanese men and
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women bathing tog.,tner and European women breast-feeding

their h,bies in church.

As incest is a universal taboo. "Show Me" will

not lead thereto. Nor daes the book advocate anti-privacy

XI for adults engaging in sexual intercourse. Neither will

using it lead to indiszriminate sexual relations in or

among the family. Such use will; however, increase the

30

tolerance of parents to observe sexual play amongst

siblings. The book does not promote promiscuity, nor is

such carnality inherently a potential as a result of the

book's use Contrariwise, the emphasis is on a healthy

family with concomitant tenderness and regard for feelings.

The book is no protagonist for voyeurism.

defined by Dr. Pos as "getting kicks from watching the

facial expressions of people during sexual activity", and

40 the captions do 1:0t indicate to Dr. Pos that the

commentators are watching sex play.

Pedophiliacs would not be interested in the

book. Dr. Pon coAceded that the book does contain elements

of "emotional blackmail"; but he added that, in his view,

eo do most of the world's greatest religions. giving

certain specific exa=ples. He says that we resent the

"emotional blackmail" because of our Victorian upbringing.
10

Pr. FOB teztified that there was no portrayal

of disrespect for older people; that the parent need only

explain t^ the child that "grandpa" looks upaet because

he cherishes different valu's than the explainors.

The photographs are most useful in acquainting

20 the parent with .4exual realities becaute of their graphic

quality There Is no impropriety in laIaCk Of step-

by-step relationship of the written text to the photographs,

eine° the photographs enable the child reader to acquire

an awareness of what the other sex looks like. Fellatio

is acceptable, and in any event 32 of the photographs do

not pertain to sexuality, and the book 1.5 definitely not

concerned solely with physical love.
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According to Dr. P.el, the author (Dr. Helga

Pleicchhauer-Hardt) bas had considerable experience in

sealing with pa;ents and young children, and the book

was written on the basis of that experience. The conclusions

in the book are substantiated by clinical research.

The Afterword at pagi 171, to which I have

already made reference, 13 illustrative of a worthwhile

purpooe, according to Dr. Pos. It may or may not be that

Canadian society is prepared to accept the book. Generally,

Dr. Pus opponed cennorselp. Although he queried the ethitS

of experimenting with this book on children, he had no

doubto of the ethics if the parents had given perminnion

to have their enildren photog: 1phed.

With the book Dr. Pos wculd hope for an

attitudinal mango to what =s normative in benaviour.

He testified that the book might be a contribut1on/Ao

this.

Ur. Jamos .Than is involved in family medicine

and full time pnchotherapy where sexual problems are

invnIvcd. He is married, with four children. He testified

that the book io designed primarily to assist adults in

teaching their children about sex. The b'Ook's message is

that sex is pleasurable and healthy and not to be looked

upon with fear, guilt or ohsme. The photographs, which

ara n, -er harmful nor provocative, are'indicative of how

children learn.

Dr. Wnan's evidence war that the public good

was seived by the publicat:on of the book, and he based

this opinion upir 12 yearn of clinical experience. He

has seer, many people who have illnesses such as ulcero,

and ouch people react to stress an a result of problems

with their spelJse. Pc Asv,_ there is a great need for

more enlightened knowledge about sexual matters. People

arc ignorant of their bodies, and thin leadn to. shame and

guilt fecIingn. Such people arc udware of their sexual

needs and they are unable to communicate their needs to

Other people. He felt the book in a step to liberate

17 :0,9 ( ) rt:( _l;

1.
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people from their wn guilt sensations and repressed

needs. fl said that people require sex and can't fulfill

their requirements, shutting reed off early in life

20 With resultant psychosomatic illness.

Mss. Ann Barrett; who hat two daughters, is

the executive secretary of SIT:CCAN, the co-author of a

sex education course fel' Grade L students in the Borough

of North and was formerly a high-school teacher;

ShoLfound "Show Me" to be warm, open and

unique -from the standpoint of the use Of phOtOgrapht. She

attributed to Dr. Pldischhauer-Hardt an objective of

showing the naturaInesn of the human body, and the recog-

nition of the natural curiosity of children in respect or

their own bodies and the bodies of others, with regard to

breast sizes, penises, circumcision and the like. "Show

Me", she testified, provides an opportunity to get at

"feelings" wnen parent and child peruse the book together.

She said that all Grade 6ers possess this

curiosity. They want to know how It happens -- "Where dp

the arms and legs, c..,?" "How do I get my penis in?"

She said that children are reluctant, and parents ought

to say, "It's O.K., I was like you too."
10

"Show Me", She said, helps people to sort out

their-feelings ari attitudes and provides an opportunity

for the parent to ditruss the range of sexual conduct

(e.g.i fellatio) with their children. In Mrs. Barrett's

view, it is much easier for a six-yea4old to become

20 acquainted with the range of "how it is" than a 25-.

old.

The witness uses the book in adult courses,

and her pupils are at ease with it She knows of no other

so satisfactory reference book.

Dr. Elizabeth Brodie is a psychiatrist,

specializing in psychotherapy mostly with people wishing

to achieve a better degree of adjustment in occupational

and sexual relations.
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The Z:o)ii l- diso.:te.. In her both towards

parents in their o.m rirht nameiy, their own thinlring

about sexdality when they th'mselves were children -- and

to their children in terms of sexual education in conjunc

tion with their parents.

Innovative and d:ihing in the manner in which

the material in presented, the author treats the family

with the utmost reop:.st, in the view of Dr. Brodie. She

discovered several references in the text treating the

family an a unit and containing expressions of love and

warmth. Sex is not dealt with as a separate entity, the

text dealing with riral values and the whole conveying

a sense of responsibility in the area of sexv. i.ty and

morality.

The book is not harmful but healthy, serving

the pubIle goel, an otherwise she fears that parents will

trissmit their own inhibitions to their children. Dr.

Brodie foUni no eleMent Or "emotional bIackmail' nor

exl:citation, an the child models appeared to be

'comfortable". If parents disclose a sense of shock upon

discoverj, of parental sexual intercourse by' -heir children,

the harm conveyed thereby may be incalculable, in her

Vie.

Dr. Beryl Chernick and her husband, practising

in Lsnion, Ontario, are well known for their work in

mental health and the sexual region. They have three

children. She was pleased with "dhow No", which reflected

a quality Of "caring" and an interaction between parents

and children. She felt that this kind of material might

avert tragedy. She shared the viewpoint of other

witnesses that the adults must assess their own attiudes

towards sexuality, obtain adequate informatien, become

at ease with the book and use it with their children.

The Chernieks have given extensive presentatIons in many

parts of Canada and elsewhere, according to Dr. Chernick;

and she said that at each of them, adults tell her that

they hope their chiddren wily. be more comfortable in

sexual ciitters than they are.

r

6
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useful ren'),)rco anl 7no t-d" few CIVaiIable. The/witness

believed t-at csc7muricy etzlnuards would be violated

by the :,lok but that other ,csid welcome it. It in true

that the fort-er would ppnoider parts of the book

erotic; however, "Show Me", nhe said, is nut 4 'how to"

be The photos u,m ply tell it ati it is. Touturbation

is not discussed, for example, boys art rls receive the

impreosion that It in wong.

Finally, she felt that there wan ho eXpIoitation

of ChIldten in "Dhow Me".

Dr. John Lamont is an obtetridian engaged in

ap sexual education and counselling. His clinical experience

reveals that of his patients have had traumatic

experier..:es in childhood. 'Chow Me" ?resents the question

of childhood and aZolescent sexuality openly and

comfortably. It cant:11-j states the idea that sex in

fun and is nupsortivo of the ma-ried relationship. It

lays emphasis on a healthy body; Streileihrt the married

relationship, lovc, trust and affection in terms of the
ttl1

sexual relationcnip.

attltud of the book towards oldr people

is wr ,rdinu to Dr. Lamont.

:hc purpose of the book, in hit ?ieW, is

twofold: first, to _;ate that adolescence involves sexual

20 beings: and necomy, to be a great help to parents in

teaching; their children about nex. It is also a great help

to professionals for oducating parents in the manner in

which they can brioch the topic with their children,

"ShOW Me" serves the public good, and Ito tote

does not offend contemporary Canadian community standards,
30

even though it might shock some people. Notwithstanding

its support of the family concept, the book teems to

promote extra-family nexl:al relationships. The photo-

graphs, however, w not exploit the oaildren't privacy,

they having consented.



60 The firal ,itn ss was of pnyslcian, Dr. Saul

Levine, wt. , in tr, fa' her of three children; with one Of

whOm (aged n: c; he has used the book, which he character-

ized as neithe r. p..-u) lent, ero'..c, seer sting nor dangeruis

to children. The purpose in unrh 1 1,;ed by JcioaIlbrii;
withbdt ex;ilditat!or. . If parents are "comfortable" with

the book, they can . it in the edu.:aticin of their

Children -- and clearly uom, parentu not be able to

dc JO.
ID

20

hua . ' ,rveo the publi .1 and is not

offensive to cohtem;.orary Canadian community standards.

Dr. Levine in basically opposed to censorship. '

i S

I must corsid-r now whether "Show MO" iS Obscene

Within Uho LI?aning of the Criminal Code, and If co, whether

it serves the public good or Whether it goes beyord what

serves the public good.

I approach this decision not only In the liFht

30 of the law an set forth earlier in these reasons but also

against the baoktround or certain important, vital

consideraiihes. Freedom of expression is a hallmark of

a free society. Curtail and erode such freedom; and

liberty withers away. Ccnnorship is an attribute upon
. _

which totalitari in all its forms fICIUtibhes.

However; there cannot he unbridled freedom of expression.

An Mr. Justice .:,,erved, freedom of exprestion dues

not en'. e a false ,' "fire" in a crown:CO theatre,

nor du, include (a:, a itneoc, here related) a statement

in Cu lark in ,Jrtime to the effect that a---troop

ship sup.:, ng p., And it in stating the

obvioun that frcelom in limiter by the law

Itoelf, and nanctior: r.nt zedit alander,

obscenity anu the like.

A free society for its vitality on a

10

moral fourdation:, Nn urn o ,c:),ty can exist or continue

to exist; absent the pr.,,scnc, and preerei.tics of a
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m9ral fibre. 'ruin in part i3 feat-red of

Parliamentary rrolor1;.t.on. I have no doubt that you

cannot leginlatv moraitty, but It is a legitimate exercise

of r-aponniole ,tay..:-rment to deter eo: .n and create

e climate is rch h,altny att n-cnhed and

encouraged wItt:n the community. Sexuoi :,.orality in

children and their attitude:: in thin regard form an

of the total spectrum of moral integrity.

have analyzed the evidence and I have given

the cane ,.e best cnntderaticn I can. And approaching

tho matter obectiv, ly, whiCh in what the law requires me

to do; I cannot nay that the Crown ha_ satisfied me beyond

AO a reasonable douot that lne bock "Show Me" in obscene

that a (1,m1-ant onaractertntic of the book; taken as

a whole, is the und.ly exploitation of sex.

Mr. Lewin, in hid able submissions, contended

that it IS Open to the Cuart t ftnd that the book is a

fru:1, the text mezely camoufla.::rg tbv photographn, and

the pur; :e of the authors not ad they rtate it 0 be.

Mr. Lewin stbmitL that the reference to G9 phdtographo,
10

the tel the and tnrertin and maoturbation scenes

al? Lmack of tne r of the nenrualtnt; and that the

authors have explottvl fle models tote book; hence their

motives are surpect.

I an for from oatinfied that the authors'

TO
parpate wan merc:i baay explitatico, tot rather the

evidence and my own; .tr.cs:ment of the took lead me to

conclude. that 1.;.. vurpore of thy book was a 307'3 one.

I thIre Itn purpose. wnion I gleaned from Afterwor

(whicn.I say, would have bee- mu ; more appropriate

as a Foreword and ,oght to have preceded the photographs),
30

from the t:,ck itself and from It evidence; was to provide

a bock to be tired t. children with their parents, ci freed

to educate; ortert and acquaint children and parents

with the realItt and actualities of sexuality, their

own and of tne oTrocite sex.
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Ii: . ir-aardt seems to me to be

qualified to t a - which has such a purpose.

Her q..al-lricat.oha and back.t:aund; which have not been

challetgel, ai:iear on the 16et jacket. She was born ip

1956 In the German Rhineland, studied medicine in

Freiburg; liJningen and Munich. Prom 1962 to 1964 she

cttacti at -egional paychlatc: hosl.ttal in the

SwIn3 can : St. Gallen. and from 1965 to 1966 studied

at the Ph) ilytic Institute In Zurich, Since 1969

Dr. Flelm-- -r-Hardt has nerved as feather and advisor

at the I for -dacen El;scatton in keinach, Basel, of

fih,y president in 1974. Tn 1973-74 ehe

served as press t of the Educat.onal Advisory Board of

fie Inach . During her yearn as child therapiet and parental

IC

adviser rho realized that moat parents had little knowledge

of the sexual behavIcur and development of children, and

that modern publirations were, Cluing little to fill the

void. Dr. Floinchhauer-Hardt is the author of numerous

articles on psychohygiene in children and co-author of

"Sexual Education In School". She is married and clic,

mother of three children. So states the dust jacket.

I do not draw any sininter Inference from the.

fact that there are 69 double-page photographs and that

that fact if announced on the dust jacket. I am entitled,

I thin;:; to recoh-n1ze that the word "sixty -nine" has an

explicit sexual meaning whero Eng2?sh, French and German

pre spoken, and that tEe figuren "69" are written

identically 1n each language. In the German edition of

the book there 70 photog.cahs; the American publishers,

dec ded to del.ot ore. According so far as the authors

are cot, .-ed, !he refelence to J" is not attritmtable

to the cleat In r-,y view is purely .ortuitous.

1 hav, r: doubt that the :Intl°, the oral

Insertion End the manturbat.on -- ant, I wcula add, ths

cunnilingun scene -- if chnnlaered in isolation th,

rest of '-he book divorced from the purpose and object
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of the bunk; 140,1 stI to t)7, rt'PrOdUC t ions.

will discuss this in more detail m(,77,:arily.

Did the authors exploit the node:: used? Were

the auth,sa cailooc to the rights and digritty of the

children, tn,reby resnItin/ in do.lbt being cast upon their

sincerity of purpose? Oh ti:ilahvo, I do not think no. A

great deal of the evidence was directed to thiS print:

I

I W-33 im:Treoneo with the evidence of Dr. Plaut, who said

that he i not wish to interfere with the 1:dgment of

parents permitting their chiloren to pone. for is there

any evidence cont adicting McBride'ii nate at the end

Of the book indicating that except for the coitus scones,

mothers and fathers of the children were present and

helpful during the photographic sessiOn5:

I would hesitate to say that children's rights

and dignity were exploited when their parentn agreed to

and we prnent at the photographing.

I agree with Mr. Lewis that the fact that a

book has a %Cl'1,,,19 im:ort will rot in law precle a

finding of obncnity. (tee, Z79637

C.C.C. ?54; a -,:odgtnent of the Brit-fah Columbia Court of

Appeal, ..call .p ),:pi the novel "Last axit to Brooklyn".)

Mr. 7.cwis taken the view th.at the bilk it farther than

its internal ncressitien, censidered in the content Of

Its c:.;:ctivrs, reluirot. this regard, Mr. Lewis says

A -- and 1 te th,t ward -- a "base purpose"

an be found in tne attempt of the authors td 'er.-y the

essential privacy of :.'.lasts , d ,a) forn sexuality and :

tae world to ace. Mr. Lewis submitted moo !. sly
that the eoo, constitutes a massive assault on prtvacy.

I c,rfesn to some difficulty In graspihg the

idea that anti-privacy is synonymous with obscenity,

ailthough I g,:_cur that privacy in sexual mattcas is

grossly dr! gravely affected by the book. I propose to

deal with this fruni two standpoints: (1) the invasion of

the privacy of the models themselves by the presence of
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the phi]tcr,..ae: J: . ; (2) the position of the

book regarding children entering _se hedroom

are gaging in activity.

True It 1] that the ehsentidI phiv.ioy of lov],

in totally dentroy-d by the book no far as

the m are co: ,:]nd; but it Wa0 done either with the

consent Of the ,deIJ themselves or, In the cape of the

children, . the concent of their parents. The "invasion"

of privacy .notes an unwarranted, u:luntlflabie inter-

ference with privacy; which can hardly be the case where

privacy is waived.

Nt:,e do I fea the took au advocating anti-

. .liacy in the realm of adult parent sexual relations.

The excerpt from page 157 wMcn I have previously net out,

while dloc.-,araging the locked -drocm door approach ,

clearly contemplates t)at sexual relaticac will cease,

regardIens of the de,ree of IiheratIth and toleration that

the parent have attained in mattirs of sexuality.

,ecordins,ly, although there has been an erosion
?C]

of the privacy of the madols; I an: unable to say that

there has been an assault on or an invasion of t)..eir

)0

.,.i4acy, nor do I think tnat the book advocates aoti-

privacy. In any event, an I have said, I have difficult;

understanding how ceocenity and anti-privacy are

synsnym_as.

I turn now to a furher con_ ider:ktion of the

culimisSion of Mr. Lewia that the book may 5c nonetneIess

obscene notwithstanding the various purpose of th.. author

and di- the su5missien in the context of the uubject,

the 'nternal necessities of the book

That a dcmihant characteristic, truly al-;

do:inant charaotori:.iie of .,ho.: !e" is the expInjtatiOn
10

of sex'is ihdircstscle. That's what the_ book is all

I co] pr ahsames tnat tr.ere

will be an exiloitatlao of ocx to acne extent. The

question is: id the exploita "dndse"T whether or

u
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not the expi 11,11.1011 is "unaun" in to be tented against

jp the internal neoettattlea of the book itself.

10

30

The boox is concened with the sexual education

ohIldren, and the authbra. approaoh in that the subject

caught to be broacned h. :icon as pible with a child and

nhould be concerned with thy real:tit:a of aexuaIity. No

doubt the beet in avant-garde and novel in Ita approach;

but surely tn.at alone cannot conoemn it

Mere nudity, nakedi,an, in itself iitia never

in recent Scab teen tonridored obscene. The human body

is regarded by must people an beautiful, and beauty and

obscenity are anathema the one to the other. In a work

de_ ,;n for cexual education and orientation, the

legitlaty of genital depict on can hardly be gainsaid

'nlood, Mope: conceded it.

to:: k that none of the sexual activity

dep. -ted book could have been omitted without

.m;atrment of th, internal necetiuitiea of

boe rbelf, tut itr IncIunIon doer. not convince me that
i

tho book :n otocenc; and I find it incomp.AlenaibIe to

of a platare rcuk about oex in the purview of

the auth:r' a.mb which would not deal with sexual inter-

course, ma.tu -.tatien and bodily exploration.

I believe that the ;adttgrapha showing f.:11atio

and cannilin,tua could well nave been'le book.

had; huweVon; tru- fae- .al

conduct in fact occurs and that Parit- 'Ada

dentigmatized uuth conduct from c nina%. :uer certain

conditions, as provided for in a .11-58 Of the Criminal Code,

I am unable to bay with certainty that the depiction of
_ . . .

ouch actn was wholly unwarranted, in termn of the internal

noc,naitle:i of the book.

The phctot;raph of anal diucovery and explora-

tion, taken by itaelf and cut of context, would in my view

be obncene; but regard being had to the evidence that

children do explore their bodies and the overall purpose
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of t.n book, a,:ain I cnff.,t say .Ith certainty that its

inclu21u.' waj req,in_ to - inttrna/ necessities of

the bc,,k: r. 'd

one

a 'cock obscene on the basin of

ph,-,c2412howing over

sized genital:. of -.. , end

childtirth and pain. Gf

witnesses testii_:d t1. t 'inis would Lintill fear and

anxiety in young glr!, Again, I admit to some difficulty

in seeing any rexu on..ween this facet of the book and the

issue of obscenity. Merely enlarging something which if

no: enlarged IS not chstene, or taxing a cioseup of

something which etherwisz is not obscene, in all of the

circumstances cannot in my view make it obscene; and I

he-le already dealt with the issue of the depiction of

genitalia and sexual intercourse. If the photographs of

the enlarged genitalia cool,_ inspire fear and anxiety in

some young girls, I am satisfied (as was Dr. Poe) that

parents using the book with their children can adequately

cope with the situation; a matter to which I will shortly

return.

I have even more difficulty In ascertaining any

link between the potential fear resultant upon looking at

the Childbirth scenes, with the attendant pain, and the

issue of obscenity. There is no suggestion and there

cannot be any suggestion that the childbirth scene:,

constitute an "undue" e,:ploitatin of sex; I am unable

to follow how fear or anxiety (if fear and anxiety there

would be) in a young girI arising out of looking at the

pain on_a mother's face during deliveryican have any

bearing whatzoever the isms of obsceni.ty. In any event,

pain is an inevitable actuality of childbirth; the prospect

of which must be taught in any book dealing with all

aspects or sexual education. Undoubtedly a parent

discussing the pain connected with childbirth with her

daLghter would emphasize the sheer joy and profouhd happi-

4 --
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nese) attendant upon '.:1111oirs; thus minimizing but not

20 avoiding tse elemcnt :,1s.

Anotner feat...re or the book much canvassed in

the evidence was whether it c-precateo and was disrespect-

ful of older people, a.ss whither Its attitude towards

people whose ideas did rot accord with the cv :hors

constituted a form of "emotional blackmail".

It is obvious that the book disparages older

10

people who oppose the book's approach and message, by

charactericln6 them at "narrow-minded, repressive and

lnflemsble"; and it is no credit whatsoever to the authors

that they saw fit no to do. The book, unless parents are

very careful in thit regard, ray very well encourage

children to disrespect older people and foster in them

attitUles wholly inconsistent with the arguments that the

Defcrce has presented to me in this trial -- namely;

telerace and or the attitudes and beliefs

of every citizen in the community.

The same may be said about the authers'

attitudes toward :. parents who will not permit their

children to play rex games. At pace 156 euc', parents are

variously de';cril1 as "prudish"; having "sexually repres-

sive attitudes" and requiring a "more tolerant attitude'.

The arbitrary app; .rh of hc authors is hardly conducive

to the development in c.ildren or a trait of respect for

the opinic.nn, views and bell,ft or other peop1e.

However such we r.ay deplsre this feature of

the book, i.j shortcom3,,,.; in this regard can have no

relevancy ts Luc issue c' cbaceni..y. Regrettable as the

attitude may be in terms ci the development of a child's

total ch'arac'e ard personalit,, it does not cake the

pioitati.pn of sex In 'he "1.ndue".

I propose to dr.::: with other matters arising

out of the evidence before nonsid,ring "undueness" in the

light of contemporary Canadian community standards.

CUIled from the evidence of some of the Crown

40 witnesses are opinions that the book promotes family sex
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g.une3, Thoth isolation and with

a 3.4. 1=t-er); pr.7:1:irltat sexial intercourse, pubertal

. .

pssmincuity, pedophilla, extra-family lox reIatIonships

and In - vein were opinions tha. the

book ntresaei aiy see without any adequate emphasIti

on the elemonts sf feelings and

regard. The book did not mention postponement of

gratification, of course 15 an obvious nocial

require-.ent.

'de r t tan t

no dout the eksibitat.' ' sex would be "unduu' .

the result of th]...; cm ::rent, unie,:n 0 defence of

20 putlie cc ef,tnbilLned. i:cw.ver; in the light

Of all of the and my own analy .e of the bmsu.

I am for fro : that the attacks ssde on tnese

grounda are

Sex games involving children arc diocuaaed

tat are only promoted in the sense that since they occur

in any event; the parents are advised by the author be

tolerant of such conduct in order that the child'a attitude

10

towards bib Or her awn, sexsality and that of others may

be positive. Tree 'Dock clearly neither a'-ocates nor

depicts sex gaMeS thing -..arentil and children.

AO in rlation to the hook promoting incest and

sub-lncest (to use the language of Dr. Cscser); considera-

tion aneUld be -,:lven :0 0:":3. Cooper and Fotheringham'a

point an to the grey line of domarcation between

gratifiCation and innocence where father and daughter

arc photographed paying together. I agree with Dr. Pos

that incest In a uhlVersal taboo, unlikely to be engaged

in by anyons eksapt a very minute segment of the population.
10

I trust h.n ccr-Jr.cn and .ntec,r1ty of Can4ili:nJ, and

I as confident that anycne who read this otok would not

consider th-o' it ;.:ismted or advocated incest or analogous

sexual conanst.

I do not urlerntand the book to premotc

20 maoturbatios. In ;hc excerdt from page ;70

n
-1 I
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I have set out cleartj ca. interpreted, and states

unequivocally that urbation .m the sole form

of sexual activity will s problems of aexuaI gratifi-

cation i:, later years. The bo-k merely recognizes at

page 168 that

"They [The parents7 ch.. ld also talk to the

childr,n about masturbtion in order to o` -re

unnecessary feelings of shame and guilt. Masturba-

tion i0 a normal part of sexual behaviqr which is

practiced in play form free .a:11 on;

It allows boys and girls to wc-v o.."7 their sexual

desires and get to know the clru,l reac'ions of

their on bodies."

I agree with Mr. Williston that "Show Me" merely recognizes

the existence of masturbation, its potential for problems

and how to deal with it. I think Dr. Chernick its right

when she says the topic must be discurld, otherwise

children may well get the idea that the practiSe in "eVII"

and ', 'Ong",

In 11.e text; premaritAl !--uaI intt:rceurse is

^Iscussed and, I apprehend, coneyed by the photography.

Dut does the bock encouraze or promote it? I think r't.

Again, it recognizes its occurrence as one of iife'd

realities. The Iast paraGraph of the excerpt I have quoted

from page 170 is no endorsement of premarita Sexual

intourse, and the sane excerpt negates any advocacy

or promotion of pubertal promiscuity; and in any event,

any indirect preotion of promiscuity or permistiVeness

can be checked by adequate parental instructions.

Reference should also be made again to the

caption at pages 112-114,where the authors :!:ike the point

that sexual intercourse only occurs when people are older.

Dr. Pos' evidence leaves eensiderable doubt

that pedophiles would be iSteestee in the book.

10 Dr. l.amont testified that notwithstandihg the

book's support for the concept of the family, it seemed
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to promote extra-family sexual relat osshlpn. If by that

he meant the rec-,gnition of the fact of cniddren's sexual

games, no dii5t he 13 correct; in the sense that the

authors favour tolerance of s universal phenomenon (as to

which sec the excerpt r:o.t t.4:ct 156 of the text which I

have net -.:et Jo the:, 7,,.,Lns). I do net agree with Dr.

Lamont if th. thnust his testimony was otherwise; for

asonn to th ..ortiy stated.

Dn. Ccop,7r f It that the book promoted

voyourlum. It Eay be thrtt ocme children viewing th?

photographs in the absence of their pai.ents might come to

70
the conclusion that it was in the'nat.,:r.- of things to

ObEerVe Other people's sexual ccnt'ict. Dr. Poe' evidence

on this matter does not much annist me. In the- finaI

ahalysia, While I an rar from convinced that Dr. Cooper is

wrong, I'm not curtain that the , ok promotes, directly or

indirectly, voyeurism: I leave simply on the basis
30

to

that the book could have these Isequences and trust

parents to ensure that the will be dealt with

visely and intelligently.

The evidence of Fotheringham and

Armstrong, Professor NcLuhan Father Drake Will was to

the effect that those aspect, of feelings, regard, family

and respcsibility which are Intrinsically part of the

totality of aeXUal eXpeire, were severed and ignored

by the book; the principal thrust of which was the

emphasis nn physical lave and carnality. I have go doubt

of the sincerity of any Of these witneesea; but again; I

find considerable doubt_ on flat score. The quoted portion

of tse text at page 170 and the Foreword, but particularly

the photographs themselves; do nct support, in my judgment,

the views of those witnesses. br. Plaat. Dr. Piss, Dr.

LaSiOnt and mrn; Barrett were of the view that the book
e-

ponit:vely stressed those very Values which the Crown

witny.ses felt were wholly ignored or insuffitientIy

Zq emphasised. To my mind, the photographs themselves are

the principal evides,:e of the authors' belief in the



COP7Vi.!. or ;:.1 ih the total:':,- of sexuality.

I da not inte.-.S to r,-,tew too pnotographs again, but the

caption:, are replace with references to ?lather, Father,

Brother, 513ter and :aby, and adulation of the parents.

Lexual conduct in the context of in is the theme;

ari 0.irnality ro its own cake are riot present,

in-my view, on an overall reading of the book.

It is true that the book does nOt promote

postporenent of gratification, but neither does it

enc,,,e,ige instant gratification; and the social necessity

of p.-3tprnement of gratification is an inevitable. result

of social interaction and parental guidance.

Earlier in reasons I indicated tr.st if

the depierlon of sor.t: ti. :sexual acts in the book

COH3titV o.ir, r v or sections of the Criminal Code

apart ft eoscvnity section Itself gross

indecency), that might well be relevant and cogent

on the quentinn or ...,tlether the,photographs and the book

were ctseene. recain of the view that it in not

necessary for ,r.e to decide whether- the photnraph3, cr any

of them, contravene 3c. 15/3 and 159 of the Crimiha3 Code

specifically, although / have indicated quite clearly my

views Is relation to certain specifier, OT the photsgiarhe.

Photography in-the merium through which the

authors haoe cr.c to prereht their topic. In their

view; which : have found to be serious and nincene,

photography wac the most graphic -.fay to de, ict the human

body and human sexuality. I quote again fnom the Fcreword

at page 4:

"We are of the opinion that on_,

on explicit aa realiitle presentation of sex

can spare chilaren fear and guilt feelings

related to coxuality. For this reason we chose

photograpr 43 a medium."

I cannot find beyond a, relcionable d!abt that

the use of photography, hearing in r

purposes and objects and the internal i the

f Fc
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book itself; thereby cnphania sex for any bane purpose.

In view of the foregoing, I am unable to

conclude that there in any emphs:.15 of the theme of sex

education and orientation fnr any bare purpose. To quote

the worda of Juiron J. in if7 C.n. 1?0, at 144) --

and thin i3 confiTatA by Pdvar,,.1 flra. Whan,

Fos and L.:wine -- 'he bnnl a:. a se-r,:e;

1 .

. . hatt, n, of t.:', :11.T1,7:1 :1-1

'often dt-::ribei in judcmente dialing Nita

obscenity -- for d'rt'o flake; the leer of

the sensualisti del.davity jr the Mind of an

author with all al-Session fur dirt, porno:7rahy,

an appeal to a prurient intnre:t, :to."

and,measured by the internal necennitior of the book

Itself, there is no "undue" exploitation of tex.

Finally, I turn to contemporary

community standard6. Is "Show PS'" tolerable 1.

standards? Would the general average of community

thinking and belief entail no objection to the boik being

seen and read by those members thereof who wished to do so?

As Mr. Justice Freedman said in the Da_d:.17o,.

11-ert and Giftn case' (sunra), grasping a general average of

community thinking and feeling is to seek a quantity that

is elusive. In order to find such a quantity, regard must

be had to the evidence in this case, and to Mr. Justice

Freedman's observatiornthat In Canada today the whole

question of sex is discuSsed with relative freedom.

Certainly I gather from the witnesses that there is much

public discussion of the issue of sexual education in the

public and high schools. Movies, televis!on and books.

which have national exposure clearly deal with sex with

a candor and realism which would have been unthinka'de

not so many years ago.

I have no doubt that there will be people,

many of them, wno will find "Show Me" shocking and

offensiVC to then personally and who will sincerely hold

the view that the book ought not to be used by parents

_
17 -389 os:1-- 7
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With Children, an it (In their view) pushes children into

sex too early, It treats as normative sexual practices

they deem indecent and perverted, and it will foster

attitudes of the kind I have described in come detail in

these reasons.

The book, howevvr; is desicned for use by

parents and children. Sexual education, in the view of

the authors and some of the Witnesses, should begin at an

early age. Many parents, I am told both by the authors

and the witnesses, are unaware of their own total sexuality

and view it With feelings of guilt and repression. Parents

-In such a condition cannot be expected to convey to their

children a healthy attitude towards sexual matters. If

parents do become anformcd and aware of their own sexuality,

then they are In a position to deal positively and,hcalthily

with the fact that tncir children-are sexual beings and

to develop their children'n sexuality with the helpuf the .

book, within the framework of the family, love, responsi-

bility and morality; according to the witnesses.

As I conceive this to be the object of the

book, it is my view that the Canadian community today; as

understood by Mr. Justice Freedman, would tolerate parents

who wished to do no, using the book with their children.

Many of the witnesses were of this mind. I

found Dr. Plaut's evidence that the boOk fitted in with

the best traditions or what the community is trying to do

with sex education very helpful on, thin aspect of the

case.

If the book were intended to be and was viewed

by children without guidance and explanation from their

parents, the book would, in my judgment; seriously offend

contemporary community stdhdarcis in this country. That

is ncl, the intention of the authors, and I doubt very much

that the ackaging and pricing of the book would permit it

to. fall into the hands of children, save t4rough the

agency of their parents.

Finally, I discuss whether parents can use

S -
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this book with their children an an instrument for sexual

orientation and education. Drn. Fotheringham and Cooper

expressed 'the view that the book provided no guidelines

for its use, and Drs. Fotheringham and Arnstrong tebtified

that there was no neL1171 between the text and the pictures.

Dr. Cooper was of the view that only 2% of the Canadian

parent popUlatIon ccuId use the book effectively.

70 The lack of a ,e.za- I think, satisfactorily

accounted for by Dr. PO3 When he says that the photographs

enable the child viewer to acquire an awareness of what

the other sex looks like; and in my view the text

obviously in for parental use. Accordingly, a nexus Is

not essential.
30

I am not an pessimistic an Dr. Cooper about

the percentage of Canadian parents who could use this

book effectively, and I an satisfied that a c- corned and

wise parent would have no trouble in fomulating guidelines

for using the book with children. I think that many, many

40 Canadian arents could and would usep e thin book effectively

with their childry; and I agree with Reverend Brooks;

Rabbi Plaut, and Drs. Pon and Levine in their more

optimintic view of the ability of the parents of thin

country to use the book.

In concluding that the community feeling and

belief would tolerate the use of the book, I have

carefully considered the admonition of Mr. Lewis thdt

community standards in this country are not merely those ,

of the university academic and psychiatrid community; and

I have endeavoured objectively to asc4rtain the general

average of reeling and belief of Canadians in general,

urban and rural, from coast to coast.

I cannot find any "unduenesc" in the exploita-

tion or sex in "Show Me" considered in the light of

contemporary Canadian community ntandards.

This has been a lengthy judgment, as it is

common ground that the matters discussed are of consider-

10

.20

(id



able . tu ttle community. I have tried to deal

with each matter ci:1 it crone from tt.,. evidance, whether

it was apectri:aliy arc.u,-d b oounoi or not I have not

found it necessary t ,:or with the efence of public good,

in view of the findIng I have made or the ionue of

obscenity.

Before leav:nr, the caoe, w.5h to commend

counsel for their asniotan,:e to me t rnur.hdut and for the

forceful prenentatIon of their renpu-.iv ! canes. I wish

also to acknowledge the sincerity of . 71C;1 and every

witnesn who tentified.

In the resdIt, I find the accused ,ompany

not guilty.

10

Certified correct,

mar ara
Official Court lieporter

20

20
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Senator Sil.:(-rEit. There was a regular ,vritten opinion in the To-
ronto case?

Mr. MC.7CORMACK. Yes.
Senator__,S2EcTER,__ So there have been the four actions brought

against "Show Me"?'
Mr: Mc: CoRmAcx; Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What specific parts of "Show Me" did the four

actions_ attack?
Mr. McCORmAcx. What they did tend to do, quite regularly:was

pick out a picture or -two. Indeed, the book is--
Senator SPECTER. Which- pictures or two'?
Mr. McCoRmAcic. Oh, they varied. There is a pr-ture, about -a .

third of the vizi), through the book; with a young woman holding.
the penis of a _young man and just judging from the physique of
these people. they look to-be _under 1.6_, and_ since this is physical
contact between two people, it seemed to them, and it certainly
seems to us at this moment; that it is not simply nudity. _It is con-
tact evident activity of some sort. That was onein which they
certainly- cited=

Then they cited certain solo pictures, especially-small ones in the
back of the book where a child is touching himself or herself.

Semitor SPEcTER. When you published the book; did you consider
omitting those pictures which might be somewhat more controver-
sial?

Mr.McCoRmAcx. Yes; we did consider it And we made the judg-
ment that this was contrary to the very _premise that Fleischhauer-
Hardt had when she wrote the book Which is to say, look, children
do these things,-M-y book is based on the premise that only a total-
ly open and explicit discussion of sex and attitude toward sex is the
way to a healthy adulthood in sex; .

Her feeling is, in all honesty, that there should be- nothing
hidden about sex from children. Her experience is that children do
not get ready_ fbr this book; they get unready for it. A lot of people
say children are not ready fbr this hook. No child of 3 or 4 is fright-
ened or made uptight by looking at "Show Me:" Adults are

Senator _SPEC :TER. How_do you know that no child is?
Mr. McCoitmAck. Well; I have never encountered one. And I

have children.
Senator SPECTER. How would you know if you had encountered

one?
MCCORMACFC Do you know anything about your own chil-

dren and their reactions when they see, books'? I have children. My
son was 8 and my _daughter_was 8when I first brought this book
into my house, and I showed it to them. They looked at- the book;
turned some pages; closed it,_ and went and watched Star Trek with
exactly the same intensity of involvement: If I can bring them into
adulthood with that equanimity of response to sexual matters, I
think I will__ have don_e_a good thing_with my children,

Senator SPECTER. When you published the book, there must have
been a_wreat many-pictures that you left out.

Mr. MCCORMACK. There were .pictures that were left out of the
American _edition__ based, on the German edition. There was -a
German edition. The book was-originally- puLlished in Germany by
a Lutheran. sponsored children's book publisher. We translated the

161
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book and clwinged it slightly, but I can tell you ahead of time that
the pictures that were left out were some of them of no attack-
abilitY'at all and others perhaps of attackability, but they were not
taken out with any consideration for whether or not they were
lewd or not From time to time, we take something out that does
not flow into the narrative; that is all:

Senator SPECTER. But even prior to the publication of 'the
German (book, do you know if some photos which were considered
for inclusion in that book were excluded?

Mr. MCCORMACK. Oh; ;I am positive that is the case. Will
McBride, in my guess, took hundreds mid hundreds of photographs.

Senator Si'EcTER. When you come to the question of whether or
not there is any harm done to the subjects whose photos are being

. taken, which is an objective of the statutes, what is your thinking,
Mr: McCormack, on the picture that you referred to with the
young boy and thr young-girl, as you say, obviously under 16 years
of age, with the young girl fondling the boy?

Mr. MCaORMACK. Yes.
Senator SpErrEit..Do you think there is any grounds for concern

about damage to those individuals who are the subjects of the pho-
tography?

Mr. Mt7CORMACK. I honestly do not Senator Specter. I do not
think it is ridiculous for other people to be wary. But it does seem
to me that they have no concern here.

I have a fair sense of surety that nothing happened to these chil-
dren. I have talked to Fleischhauer-Hardt and Will McBride since
this book was created. The pictures were taken in Germany some
10 years ago. The children did know what they were being asked to
do. They knew the book that was coming out of it and they were
not being asked to do anything that was outside of their normal
conduct anyway. It is the case that sexual games between children,
younger than the age of 16, taking place; that took place here; and
he did not take people who were totally extraneous to this sort of
conduct.

Senator SPECTER. Do yOu think it is desirable to have legal prohi-
bitions to protect children from being subjects or models for some
type of sexual explicit conduct?

Mr. MCCORMACK. I cannot give you a universal on that, Senator.
Do I think it is desirable? No. Because it seems to me ybu have got
to qualify--

Senator SPECTER: So you would not have any laws on ,the subject?
Mr. MCCORMACK. Oh, no, you would, but you would have to qual-

ify.
In other words, you cannot, it seems to me, if you simply say that

every single book that has a picture of sexual conduct between chil-
dren under the age of 16 is damaging, illegal #4nd ought to- put
someone in jail; then it seems to me that you ar6 doing something
wrong. Exactly. why I am coming here today- is to try -to help you
draw the distinction between those cases which I absolutely agree
do exist, there are books that I would look at and say, that is bad:
And somethir g bad went on in the creation of that book. But there
are also books and films that I would look at and say; now that is
not bad and any law aimed at knocking out A, that also knocks out
B must have been faultily drafted. Because we do see the distinc-
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tion. It seems to us then we mast hi able to articulate the distinc-
tion anti that is why f am here.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. McCormack, how would you draw that
standard?

Mr. M('CoRmAc K. The standard that I am urging on you is that if
you can- look at a workat this moment I am talking abotit_the
publication' rz utter than the conduct: I am here talking about -52
and 53 in the first instance. If you look at the publication and be-
lieve, or zt jury ozin believe, this book does have serious educational
and scientific- value for sonic, then it seems to me that there should
be no crime involved in selling it transporting it or if we extend
back to 51; about which I did not come here necessarily to talk Per-
hzips zibout the creition, of it I do know that the law, as it is_cur-
rently stated_would allow poliee.to go in and take Dr. Helga
Freischhziuer-fhirdt and Will McBride and put them in jail for 10
years: And I have the strongest instinct I can possibly express, Sen-
ator, that there is something wrong with the law like that I know
these people: You may not agree with them. I may not agree with
them, but 1 know them do not belong in jail, and the law as current-
ly phrased would put them there. So there must be something
wrong- with thatlaW.

Senator Si r:crEit: Senator Grassley?
Senato ORAssi.i.,Y. I think zit the point I would emphasize once

ig-ain for the record that regardless of the good motive, or without
even questioning the motives of the writer, that we are not con-
cerned with the motives of the author: And the aiithor of "Show
Me:' would be one author we could use as an example.

What we are concerned about is the psyChological well-being of
the minor. We are here to protect these children. I think Justice
O'Connor put it eloquently when she said in her concurring views
in the Fel-hers;ise that the ziudienee's appreciation of the'depietion
is simply ii.r-devant to New York's asserted intcrest in protecting
children from psychological, emotional and mental harm. I do not
think we want to lose site of the_purpose of the, statute, lose sight
of what the unanimous Supreme Court decision held. They were fo-
cusing strictly upon the psychological abuse of children.

One other point..in the opinion thUit I could refer to and I will
ask you for your vitys on this I do not think you expressed them
quite to thk point. The_opinion_stzites that the distribution of pho-
tographs zind films depicting sexual activity by juveniles is intrinsi-
cally related to sexual abuse of children.

Do you accept that? Do you agree with that?
Mr. Ricif Senator, may I make an effort to respond, please?
Your point is obviously well taken. However, I think there is a

logiuil and defensible nexus between a carve out of the type that
Mr. McCormack and I. have been suggesting for the literary, et
cetera, work ani1 the issue of the child abuse.

I. think the very same opinions from which you are quoting,
indeed .1ustice O'Connor's opinion, conceded that the New York
statute might -in fact be overbroad in banning depictions "that do
not actually threaten the harms identified by the court."- Justice
Brennan similarly, in suggesting the need for a carve out_for Seri=
du§ works, said it is absolutely clear in his mind; at least; that
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vvhere a work h;v:-. ,eriotv-, value, by definition, a cannot be viewed
as _ ha rm

I guess what we arc_ suggesting is that the milieu, the context in
which works are created -if you will; -the setting in which, in all
likelihood, "Show Me" was createdis likely to have been so vastly
different than the clandestine use of' runaway children about which
the record before the Congress Gild elsewhere is so clear, the sus-
ceptible individual to the pornography induStry, that those two
contexts, Senator, in our minds Flt least, are so very different that
thepotenti;al_zibuse to the child; derivatively, is tilsoperceived to be
very diffeient. So we have loss problems -coriceptthilly with justify=
ing the existence of works and their dissemination where those
works are belieyed to have serious value because we think (elated-
ly there is likely to have been far less potential loi. child abuse in
connection_ with the creation of those _works:

Sem-itorGaAssLEY. Are you Liware that this book "Show Me" is in
adult pornography shops and is a big seller?

Mr. Rtcn. I im not personally aware.
Mr. McoilmAck. ! can believe that. If you go_ into an adult por-

nography- shop, you will find many works that I do not think anyo woi Id think of in the first instance as belonging there. But
they surprise us._ Things that can be abused by common man are
uncountiible, there are thbse Who can find an abuse for the
magazine- Vogue: And it dos-not seem to me that that is necessar-
ily i condemnzition of the book. But 1 am aware of that

- Senator GRASSLEM Is it not difficult to- prognosticate that, the
children in ''Show Me" in the context in which it is taken could.be
affected by the pictures when the Court refers to the fact that-the
psychologiuil impact of those pictures could be very strong. When
you think in.terms of looking down the road; _you know; several
.vears, do we know really what that impact will 'oe, and since we do
not know, should we be overprotectixe of the individual and of the
child? Docs it not almost dictate that curse'?

Mr. McCoRmAck. I think not Senator, only because if that kind
of justification for overbroadness would carry to all of your legisla-
tion, I think Many lxid things will happen to our laws. It is my con-
viction that there.is a distinction in the experiences of children in
"Show Me" and the experiences of the children in the 42d Street

Now I think this is ail honest conviction. I may be wrong. But it
is also the case.that people who insist thatchildren in "Show. Me"
can be damaged are also_wrong,,I tell you that the taking of these
nhotographs were so entirely different than the taking of the 42d
Street film that it is not unreasonable for us_ to believe that there
will not be zi daimiging effect on these children that there just
could conceivably be for the children in the 42d Street film: There
is a distinction. We want the law to recognize that distinction and
not saythat we know that it had to be damaging to the children in
"Show Me" and, therefote, we know that we will have to go to jail.
That is_wrong; Senator.

Senator GRASSLEY. I take it that you believe that book would vio-
late the New York regulations.

I would _like to ask _vou, would illustrations rather than photo-
graphS Violate the rule'?

;
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Mr. WC Oumnilt. In other words, if these had been drawings in
the book, as in the Joy of Sex"? I think it would depend on where
those illustrations came. If' the arti.-A who drew the illustrations
had children stand -in particular poses; if' they were under 16ac-
cording to my reading of the statute, yes. Because it wutild
been putting together children to perform conduct that is tiro
scribed. and that 'conduct is then &pie ed. Whether or not it is de-
picted through ,t he 'medium of canter or pen and pencil I think is
irrelevant to the word_i_ng of the slat u 0.

Senator GitAssi.Kv. The extent to which illustrations are only rep-
resentative and are not actual photographs of the individual; I

think it is clear that longtern illustrations have less of' an impact
upon the individual. even consider posing, than obviousiy a photo-
graph would

Mr. McColotAeK. I agree if your poin4 is that _you_ call__dow
someone with a different face, you certainly can do that.4tPhoto-
graphs were chosen very explicitly by Fleischhatter-Hardt: All_ of
the books prior to "Show Me" about sex education had this implic-
itly in there. In fact, the largest selling sex hook before "Show Me"
was a cartoon book that talked very literally about seeds and eggs;
but it had one illustration in the whole book about what actually
happens between human beings. And this was an illustration of
morality and daddy, a cartoon picture, with the blankets drawn up
to their chin. Children are very smart_ at picking up implicit mes-
sages; and clearly there is an explicit message here. that is that
something Unspeakable is goyng on, It must be awful: Exactly what
Fleischhauer,Hardewas going on; that is how you create the abuSe
in children, feel guilty and have some rear because there is some-
thing awful here; She said the only antidote to that is photography.
Rightly or wrongly, that was her sincere view. That is why she
chose photographs and not drawings:

Senator GRAssi.ty. For Senator Specter. whci had to step out mo-
mentarily, I want-to say thank you very much for your participa-
tion.

Let me also suggest that since other members of the subcommit,
tee are not here, you might get questions from other members of
the committee and we would request very much that you would re-
spond taall of them.

In addition, the record will he open fb a short period of time if
you have anything else that you want to insert for inclusion in the
record.

Mr. McCoRmAcx. Thank_ you. Senator:
Mr. Rim'. Thank you. We would be happy to respond to any fur-

ther questions.
Senator Git .ssLity. I would call the next witness. Mr. Robert

Pitler, bureau chief', appeals bureau, district attorney's office for
New- York County, Manhattan,

WoUld you come and also introduce your associate?
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STATEN! ENT IMBERT BEM,: kr CHIEF-, -,tl'I'EALA
Iii.REA. DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR NEW YORK
C NT.Y i AIANILATTANI:.ACCOIIVANIEI) PY DONALD SiEWERT

Mr 1'1 11.1.:u. Sitting to my right is Donald Siewet who N.N.as co-
(11) t FiTher c;ise. I w:Is ortumue enough to argue that

cis' in the Siiprenie ('iairi of the, tinily(' States and then )igfiin in
the court of iippeals atter it was re:monde(' to thfit court.

Senator (ii(Assi.Ei. WOuld ask that: you proceed then in ac-
cordance with h _whateve iiiNt ruct ions you wee_given.

Mr. PILER. TI)-(` first quest ion I would like to address is whether
the obscenity requirement should be elirnimited from the Fedeal
skitute. Of course. the Supremo ('ours made clefir in Ferber,
there is no constit utionid bor to doing so. Eliminating the obscenity
requireme/it woi;id eVe i 'solutary_ purpose in bringing the Feder-

i;11 law into conformity with the 1!) Stai.ez, which prior to the.Ferhe-
decision, had no requirement of obscenity, and also in accord with.'
those St_ites which would also eliminate the obscenity requirement.
The Federid StOtute would then interlock with those Stfite statutes
to afford significiint protection to children across the country.

Throughout the Fer/iC litigation; lawyers for the gr-oups who tes-
tified previously kept saying that there were many valuable books
out there N,'hich'would be encompassed by. the New York statute
it today's heztring_f, like the hefiring_before the SuprefiteCourt of

the [hilted States, ends up talking about just on book. ThuS, it
seems there are not so Many hooks out there', if more than one or
two which Would be affected by this legislation. If' this is correct,
the price you pity seems small in coniparison to the protection to be
afforded children by erificting the legislation.

St ii Specter has proposed iin an-kendiment to eliminate the
term "lewd display of the genitals" and replacethat with the term
"display of the genitals or pubic area, which has no serious artistic
literary Or scientific value.

We believe that it infikeS more sense to follow New York
statutory hingufige. which the Supreme Court found constitutional.
Moreover. the proposed term "without serious artistic value" is
vague compared to the present term "lewd display of the genitals."
Indeed, the Supreme Court Sfiid that "lewd display" was a term not
unknown in this area of the Ifiw and therefbre had ft meaning that
would be helPful.

The Federal statute fills° is deficient in that it hfis no definition
for the toi-m "Simulated.- The- statute prohibits.-, both actual and
sirmilzited sexual conduct, and if wOuldbe a good idea for the Con -
gress to define the term "simulated:" In our written statement NA.'-0
11;0:0 suggested a definition that comes directly from the New York
statute.

The idea that we should leek it the whole work rejects a 'Undo,
naiSuriderstanding of the. statutory purpose. The_purpose of

the legislation is to protect children. A child can be fibused 'sexual-
ly or suffer present or future emotional darna_ge eyen if there be
only one sexual scene in 1,i,hich they are made -to perform. You can
have an absolutely beautiful movie but if a child is made to engage
in sexual conduct in that movie., the child is injured by that per-
formance. It does not make a difference to the child. as you said,



Senator tirassli -k. in quoting Asseniblyman Lasher and the Su-
prem ('oust of the United States_: that the book has literary, scien-
tific, or artisti valili if the child has been psychOlogic:illy, emotion-
ally: or physically injured in the making of the material.

Also in reference to the term "lewd display of _the genitTils,
concern was A.xpressed;ihout medical textbooks. Thtit'stime toga
merit was made before the Supreme Court and the New _York _Court
of Appeal- Still, if_ you look at the pictures in medic: ii textbooks,
none could characterize_ those pictures as lewd:_ We hear these
;Wsuril irguments to in;ikt. ;I point told them you look at the reali-
ty._ Ili he_ FATINT it igat ion any _number of books were cited,_ and re
milk. it illhoiled-dowii to one book published in the United SttiteS
tthat might come within-The statute. Again,.e_ven if that book is -cov-
ered, that seems a pretty small price to pay for protecting children.

Two subjects raised in out written statement concern possible de-
fenses under the statutes. I realize this is a Vedertd statute told you
are talking about interstate on transportation to some extent; these
defenses mily not come into play, hey -Billy not_. ichero are --two cate-
gories of the so-called dekmses. One is wh;.1t. I call the d_isserninti-
tion category. and I hat would protect particul ar formS of: dissemi-
tuition. For_ex;uhple, a librtiritin in Vermont lends a book to a li-
brary in-it New _Hampshire town _only_ a coupleof miles away: Such
an interlibriiry Imin of prohibited book would fit under the statute.
Still, it seems that such a loan should not be treated as violation of
the statute.

Another example might involve a doctor who has had success in
tre;it mg ti p1;itient by showing him a movie that might come under
the statute. A doctor in another State_ finds out about the treat-
ment and asks for a copy of the film. The first doctor sends a copy
of the film to_ his out -of -town colleague.

It is possible th;0 there should be testtautoy exemption for such
medical or scientific exemption. Indeed, the Constitution might
even require such an exemption.

In that regiird, it page'lt; of our statement, we suggested, if you
awe interested in doing so, a way to phrase an affirmative defense.
The hist example. We gtive in the statement involves bringing the
pions that were_ involved in the Ferber litigation to Washington
today. 'n.chniciilly, I would be violating the statute. Now-, I have no
fear of prosecution. Indeed, if the committee requested it, I would
hiw brought the films. Since the _committee did not request them,
I am just a5 happy not_ to bring the films. But it seems that these-
are- it oat ipns where _there _should be _dissemination exemption
within_ thrf statute itself or the courts should recognize that such
exemptions are constitutionally required:

'flue second exemption c.itegoy is whin we call the content cqc-
'orript ion: This is the_most difficult problem.

Senator Si EcTER, Do you really think you might have been pos-
ectited;_ Mr. Pilfer?

Mr, PITI.Eit. No not it.ill. I would_ not have had that fear at all,
Senator SeEumit. When I_ was district ittorne_y_, I seriously consid-

ered on one occasion _whether to_ prosecute someone for_wiretap-
ping. The Pennsylvania Wiretapping statute said it Wk1S illegal to
disclose -or- disseminate any_ of the wiretapping_information:. And I
disclbsed and dissemAnated it to my assistants for aid in assistance



In ticytditti.; 1.011,thtt ttt tint to hull t ht. priq.citteut And
n the o11tstilt ,;11d th.,1 1,, Ii prnsi.eitted tiir dissyntinatinc.

Ilit. (Sirt'[.111 toll. which is sittnivirtit -111;iliteit11s to your ,it ii
iii.ft4e(tited f i carrying tilt. 1110V1I::,. in the SWiti'

PITI,Fit I ;1111 11111 -'it re /III' ;111;1I()L2 i S C(1111.11. II \%()111(1 dt lit rid

(\1111 I.11'111.1\._;11111 11/l 51111 ;Iri' 1)11/1 _1;1111111;11 With It

1h;In I ///1/hIbilt'll Ii/-1.1111;111111). It 5401111 11(/ Ii 111;RV-

111 to C11(111I1/1 111;1/1:r.i;i1 .your office tor logitim:tt. ki\V I'll
II/n.1'1111'11/ 55'f/111(1_11 (o it util,t \Alai and
therefore would not literalfy viohite the statute:

Litt r ill }, Ad the purpitse, ciirrying ;ti ritSS Sttiti. liar
photographs or flints t hitt depict COndut 1st children eyould
violate the statute There' it: no require:m.114 iil iitilaeyful iri OW

Ai.4:1/1/ I do not think there is a real threat of pros-ectitlitti. tit ill.
t.he committee should ht. asyae of the various sit wit_iims Anyolyin2.
(11:=Si.iiii.n;it ion _for niedic;e1,..scit-ntifie, v(1111%01(1,1, legislative, or
other lawful purposes \eliich lilt sally are covered by the stItut e. To
115;11 iiili these Situations t statutory exemption might %yell he de,
t4rable:

Thi Other category of potenti;i1 overbre;tdth inyblves content,
th;it is the film llich has single scene coliktittitig sexual O11(11111
Erg 1 chili}. Or ('Xitnple,_ if t Iiiit 111111 is one of he 10 moSt _be;itit (tell
ever in;itio and it li;is that one Sct nt. in it, and perlutps it [under

in Europe, ..-.;11ould the. film lie prohibited from heing hi-ought into
the. United States? This i:-.(;1 most difficulttplest ion.

[11 Illy t.Vrit ten st;ttttlerit, I suggested that there ;ire rti;itly I it
tilt's; involved that_ both the Supremo Cotirtand the court o.;ippe;ils
hoth decided tit deal With this proldeni on _a case-by-citseINtsts to
seqe cvlizit kind ofAVXeill i(1n, if 1111Y, en-;i0ted. The C.on-

gess in wise to ayait those ctise,by-case adjudications before
dealing 5vitii the problem.

_I just \Yam to return to ;t couple of" nuitters brought out by those
who 0tViittll_ tOtilifiVd. In p;tticula it Wit:.; sitggestrl that ntt

child is literiled because some pictures artYt;iken in ;in_ easygoing
Brooke Shields brought a lavSult in r\le.- York to stop the

distribeiiiim itt thettographs not ct;ithin t he Nev.' York z-ttitute._ to
h i h _hot- rneither consented vhen_her daughter \y;ts It) years_old.

'The reitson the Ite.ysuit Iy_as _brought was _Ms. Shields \v;ts complete-
ly erithtirrtistsed _about the piciiires. Ehetea.-rassmertt even of _easy
going, phottigr;iPlis stayswitli you an awfully long tune. A child has
tio choice tied i5 in no po:-at ion, to con_sent to those pictures: Ido _not
knovv the aCtititi Of the children in the book Me" When
thetiliotogniph:-..vere t;tken_fo tluit book. It is h:trd to believe that
they are thrilled, knowing that hook is being ircuhited. Harris cati
take rritiny ditTrent forms. It does not have to lei. sexual ;ibuse in
the tradititiiiii SehSe. harm Carl OCCU soInotime down this

(.'(ingress and the St at es should he able to exercise their police
power to Pitteiet children from ptSychological or physical-
when the conduct takes piLice_ or e.rnbart-assf11(.rif or pisycho-
logicid traiimii S.Onie tifnet !Liter_

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pitler follows:I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. PITLER

Thank you for the invitation to testify

concerning proposed changes in the Sexual Exploitation of

Children Act of 1977 (18 U.S.C. 52251-53).

The 1977 Act recognized the grave harm to

Children WhO are Made to engage in-sexual conduct fOr

purposes of visually reproducing that conduct. However,

the act prohibits the knowing interstate transportation

And shipment or mailing only of obscene materials

depicting the sexually explicit cbhddct of a child Under

sixteen years of age. In requiring proof of obscenity,

the Cdhgrecs was concerned with the constitutionality Of

any statute which did not require proof of obscenity:

addition, many people expressed the view that all hard

core material depicting the sexual conduct of children

was by its very nature obscene. Thus, it was thought that

even by requiring prof of Obscenity the statute would

still be an effective deterrent.

Now the Supreme Court in Ferber V. New York has

held that, given the compelling interest in protecting

children, proof of obscenity is not required to validate

IJ
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legislation which prohibits the dissemination of child

pornographY. Interestingly, in reaching that conclusion

the Court relied extensively on the 1977 Congressional

hearingS as well as the Senate Report accompanying the

Sexual Exploitation Children Act. ACCOrdingly; the

Obscenity requirement should be eliminated the

statute. In addition, there is every reason to eliminate

the obscenity requirement because there is no merit to

_
any argument that it is unnecessary to remove that

requirement from the 1977 Act because all child

pornography is inherently obscene.

The belief that a ban on the distribUtien of

obscene materialS alone would discourage distributors

from dealing in child pornography ignores the reality

that*the Obscenity laws have failed to discourage the

distribution of ObScenity. The deterrent value of a

statutory ban on obscenity is effectively Undercut by the

difficiatieS in prosecuting obscenity cases

successfully. The same diffidUlties in the prosecution

of obsecenity are present in a prosecution for

disseminating materials depicting sexual conduct of

children when a successful. prosecution turns on proof of

the obscenity of those materials.

nu'
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To begin with, the deterrent effect of

obscenity laws is diminiShed because the concept of

obscenity is complex, and its application to particular

cases is a matter of considerable delicacy, resting on

often highly elusive criteria.' For example, defense

counsel have argued successfully that, even thOugh the

materials at issue in a particular case are disgusting,.

they simply do not appeal to the.prurient interest in sex

of either heterosexUals or any definable sexually deviant

group, or they argue that materials are not patently

offensive by community standards;

Indeed, in the Ferber case itself'defendant was

charged with two crimes,'one of which required proof that

the films sold were obscene. The other crime did not

require proof of obscenity. Defense counsel agreed that

these films were disgusting and offensive and told the

jurors that they could well find the films repulsive; but

still he called for an acquittal of the obscenity charge

because the prosecution failed to prove the films

appealed to the prurient interest of the particular group

identified by the prosecutor. And the jury, then

acqUitted Ferber on the obscenity charge. Regardless of

the reason for acquittal, this very case shows that the

obscenity standard is easily manipulatable, and that its

111
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deterrent effect is thus at best questionable. As seen

from Ferber'S conviction on the charge of disseminating

material whiCh; regardless of whether or not it is

obscene; depicts the sexual conduct of children; a

'prohibition which does ncit require proof of obscenity is

not so easily avoided.

The deterrent effect of the bahOnobScenity is

alSo undermined by the requirement that the work in

question must be examined as a whole. Defense counsel

may,succeed in persuading a court or a jury that despite

one or two or even a substantial number of scenes of a

child engaged in sexual conduct, a work has serious value

when considered as a whole. The require-merit of'ekaMining

the work as a whole would permit film-makers to *ploit

children sexually and avoid prosecution by clithirg that

exploitation with the thinnest of story lines or other

non-sexual material.

/

addition, the "entire work"

could permit publicatiOnS WhiCh have been found not

obscene to present a "child of the month" in various

sexual poses or acts.

MoLe iMpOrtantly, even With so-called serious

Materials; the obscenity requirement of taking the WOtk

as a WhOle does rot protect the child who is abused

sexually in the production of that work. This is the

reason-why the New York Legislature chose to prohibit the

_L
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dissemination of both non-obscene and obscene materialS

depicting children engaged in sexual conduct; As pointed

out by a sponsor of the New York statute, "It is

irrelevant to the child whether or not the material is

obscene or has a literary, artistic, political or social

Value."

The Supreme Court quoted this last statement in

concluding that the obsehity standard is not a

satiSfactory ,solution to the probleM of child

pornography. U.S. at , 102 S. Ct. at 3357.

The Supreme Court's reasoning is unexceptionable:

The Miller standard, like all
general definitions'_of what may be
banned as obscene, does-not reflect
the State's particular and more
compelling interest in prosecuting
those who promote the sexual-
exploitation of childrm Thus; the
quest.ion under the Miller test _of
whether a work, taken as a Whole,
appeals to the prurient interest of
the average person tears no
connection to the issue of whether a
Child has-- been physically or

psychologically harmed in the

production of the work. Similarly,_a
sexually explicit depiction need not
be "patently offensive" in order to
have required the sexUal

exploitation of a child for its

production.' In addition, a work
which, taken on the Whole contains
serious literary, artistic;
political; or scientific value may
nevertheless embody the hardest -core
of child pornography. U.S. at

; 102 S.Ct. at 356-57.

:I 1.1;f ( ) - I - 115
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Given the statutory purpose ,of protecting

children from exploitation in the production Of materials

whibh are prOduced by making the Children engage in

sexual conduct, it is incOngrdadS to prohibit the

dissemination of obscene materials alone. SU& a liMited

prohlbition would permit transporters- of child

pornography to defend against a charge of distributing a

child's sexual performance, e.g., a filM or photograph,

by showing that the performance at issue is not obscene,

however harmful and sexnAlly exploitative it might be;
(

ThuS, the ObSdenity requirement dOes not present an

effective alternative to the prohibition of dissemination

of both obscene and non-obscene materials;

Importantly, in light of the Supreme Burt's

decision in Ferber, more and more states can be expected

to enact legislation similar. ;',D the New York statute.

Holstered by a congressional enactment; all of the state

statutes would interlock, thereby Make each

jurisdiction's law all the more effective; In this

regard, I note-that Senator .Spectorts amendment would

eliminate the term' "leWd exhibition of the genitals"

which 'is found in the New York statutes as well asrthose

in many other states, and replace it with "exhibition

1 Li



without literary, artistic, scientific or educational

value" of the genitals,or pubic area;

The Supreme Cburt expressly held that the term

"lewd exhibition of the genitals" was not overbrdad and

impliedly held that it was not vague by noting that the

term was not unknOWn in this area of the law. U.S.

, 102 S.Ct. at 3359. That term means more than mere

nudity and describes a patently offensive, lascivious,

lustful or obacene display. Given this definition and

the Supreme Court's upholding use of the term "lewd

exhibition of the genitals," it might be judicious to

retain that language in the federal statute. Moreover,.

the phrase "exhibition without literary, artistic,

scientific or educational value" seems no more precise,

and perhaps even vague in contrast to the present term

"lewd exhibition."

Of course, the idea behind the amendment is

SalUtbry, that is, to provide protection to valuable

speech which might be encompassed by the ban on lewd

genital display. This concern was also expressed during

the Ferber litigation by a group of book pUblisher Who

participated as amici curiae and cited several books that

contained pictures which they believed could be

characterized as "leWd exhibition of the genitals." That

115
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concern, however, was without foundatior because the

amici ignored the fact that the; term lewd means more than

mere nudity.

,--
And none Of these_ works cited by amici had

. ----.

pictures which could be'described as lewd.* It was

,uLu they were even offered as examples. Sig-

nificantly, not one of the books proffered depicts any

sexual conduct of a child under the age of sixteen;

*See, Ndde Photographs, 1850-19801 pp. 47, 78.,
125 and 134 (C. Sullivan ed; 1980) (four photographs are
of a single child simply_standing nude)_; E.A. Ruby, The
Human Figure: A PhotOgraphic Reference for Reference for
Artists; pp; 309-317 (1974) (a series of innocent
photographs of a 'N' Year old girl); The _Family of
Children, pp. 84-65 (J. Mason ed. 1977) (six photographs
of naked children at play; but in a totally inr:Jcent and
sometimes' charming way__);, M. Mark, Falkland Road:
Prostitutes of Bombay (1981) (two photographs of thirteen
and fifteen year old prostitutes with only their breasts
exposed; one photograph of two sons of prostitutes lying:
nude on _a tied); D. Hamilton, Sisters (1973) (photographic'
story of t4o]pungLsiaters of an unknown age. Son_ of the
photographs show the girls' breasts and one girl touching
the other's breast, but no genitalia are thoWn).
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Amici publishers also pointed to several 'sex

edijcation" tooks,* the dissemination of which they

contend would be CriMinal under the New York statute;

Again, amici publishers, for the most part, based ttleir

conclusion on a masunderstanding of the term "lewd

exhibition of the genitals," which, as noted, does not

include mere nudity. Moreover, it is clear that the vast

majority of nude models in these works are over sixteen

or are of an Undeterminable age;** of course there can be

no prosecution if age cannot be determined.

*See, S. Waxman, Growing pp Feeling Good: A
Child's Introduction to Sexuality (1979) (tmp_series of
pictures of children getting dressed; one of a young
girl, -the other of a young boy. Two other pictures, one
of a nude boy, the other of a nude girl, the±age of each
may -be over sixteen) ; S. Waxman, What is a Girl? What is a

BOy? 11976) (two phOtographs, one of a nude baby boy and
the other of a nude baby girl; one photograph of a nude
young boy, and another_photograph of a-mide two or three
year old girl); M. Goldstein, E. Haeberle and W. MBride,
The Sex Bonk: A Modern Pictorial Encyclopedia_ (1971)
(pictures of nude_children, some showing genitalia), W.
McBride and FleiSchhauer-Hardt, ShOWMe! (1975) (pictures
Of nude children, some touching their own genitals and
one of a young girl simply touching -thethe penis of a young
boy); and G. Ness:, R. Libby and M. Fisher, Sexual Choices
(1981) (at page 241; photograph of a one or two year old
girl playfully and innocently holding on -td the'penis of
a boy of the same age; nude photographs of a single child
at pages 39, 50 and 281 which do not show-gentialia).

**See, e.g., Growing Up Feeling Good, supra,
note 9 at pp. 30 and 34; The Sex Book: A Modern - Pictorial
Encyclopedia, supra, note 9, at -pp. 26, 31, 37, 83, 85,
86, 130-31; ShOW MeV-, supra, note 9, at pp. 88-89, 100-
01,104-05; 106-07; 112-13; 158-60, 166-69.
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AMici publishers also expressed a concern over

the statute's effect an the availability of sex education

materials; Given the narrow definition of leWd exhibition

of ttle genitals, and the ability to use models over the

age:of sixteen, it is not credible to argue that somehow

the ban on dissemination of materials depicting children

engaged in sexual canduct or in a lewd genital exhibition

will preclude parents from educating their children about

sexual-patters.

Additionally, Ferber, pointed to two popular

movies, Pretty Baby and The Exorcist; as works which

would be encompassed by the New York statute. In Pretty

Baby no sex act of a child is shown, nor is there any lewd

display of the genitals or the pubic area; 'The only

scenes depicting child nudity are one in Which a baby is

nursed by her mother, one in which young girl (Brooke

Shields) simply poses nude for a photographer and another

scene in which she is getting out of a bathtub. In the

bathtub and posing Scenes, her breasts and buttocks are

exposed but there is no exposure of genitalia and though

the pubic area may have been briefly exposed there is no

way that that exposure could be characterized as lewd;

In The Exorcist, there is no lewd display of

the genitals of a child. The only sex act even remotely

I 1 S
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suggested occurs for a brief second when it is made to

appear that the young girl (Linda Blair), who is fully

covered in a sheet, or nightgown, thrusts a crucifix

between here legs under the gown. It is impossible to say

that any actual sexual conduct is taking place in this

scene; even if it could be said that sexual -conduct was

being "simulated," that simulation does not fit within
7 .

the federal statute because it is not accompanied by any

nudity;

In this regard it is important to re-emphasize

that neither the present federal statute nor the proposed

'amendments would encompass acts of simple nudity,

although there is a prohibition of lewd exhibition of the

genitals. Under the federal statute, nudity would be

encompassed only when it is accompanied by simulated

/.exual Conduct; that is; the explicit depiction of the

enumerated acts. Notably, the present federal statute

as well as the proposed amendments do not define the term

"simulated." Perhaps a Statutory dtlfinition would be

helpful. New York Law Section 263.00(6) defines

"simulated" as meaning "the explicit depiction of any of

the [defined sexual conduct] which creates the appearance

of such conduct and which exhibits any uncovered portion

of the breasts, genitas or buttocks." By not

e-
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prohibiting simple nudity, the federal statute; like

other state counterparts would allow producers ample room

to express an idea, convey a message or tell a story ahout

the sexual conduct of children.

Further, the statute has no application when

actors or actresses or models over sixteen years of age

are used to portray children of lesser years; and persons

over sixteen are generally available; As an
-..i,

illustration, although the producers in the 1980 Broadway

production Of LOlita auditioned seventy-five girls under

fourteen for the title role, they finally chose a twenty-

four year old actress to play the part. In the production

of motion pictures as well, the availability of dbublet,

the absence of a prohibition on mere nudity and the use of

sophisticated cutting techniques leave ample effective.A

means of portraying sexual coinduct without having a child

under sixteen engage in a sexual act. A double was used

to film Brooke Shields' nude scenes in The Blue'Lagaion,

and Endless Love.

In short, as recognized by the Supreme Court

( 'ILS at __, 102 S.Ct. at 3357); thZ producer

hag SuffiCient lawful means to tell hiS audience abOut

the sexual conduct of a child without subjecting a child
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to sexual abuse; and it is unlikely that the public will

be deprived of anything of value because of a prohibition

on the dissemination cf material produced by sexually

abusing children; The desire of thOse whO insist that

they want the "real thing" must be subordinated to the

compelling interest in protecting children;

Even if the production or dissemination of a

few works of arguable value are discouraged by an amended

federal statute, that would be a small price to pay for

protecting children from substantial evil. Still, the

faiIare of respondent and amici publishers in the Ferber

litigation to identify bookS and films which they

.believed deserved protection but which would in fact be

encompassed by the ,statute, is a tell-tale sign that

their First Amendtent concerns are divorced from reality;

Significantly; among the amici in Ferber were publishers

who, presutablv, have access to virtually all books ever

published. And of all of the bboiks ever published, they

were able to point to so few which they opined doUld be

encompassed by t4ew York Statute, even thOugh they

maintained that the statute was so substantially

overbroad; Of these works, it is certain that all except

one were not included within the statute. That so few

books or movies have been found is not surprising,
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because ideas about the sexual conduct of children can be

and alMOSt always are expressed without making a child.

engage in such conduct; In ;the unlikely event that.a few

such books or movies exist; or will exist in the future,

which are within the statute but entitled to protection,

case by case adjudication would provide adequate;

protection;

Booth the Supreme Court and the New York Court

f Appeals, when upon remand it upheld the statute under

the State Constitution, recognized that situations could

arise in which the statute could be applied un-

constitutionally. Each court believed that any sucki\I

unconstitutional application could be dealt with on a

Case by case basis. This raises the question of whether

the federal statute should be amended to include any

defenses to criminal prosecution or Whether it should be

left to be courts to develop those defenses on case by

case method;

There are two distinct categories of situations

in which the statute could be held unconstitutional as
,

(applied; The first category of potenti overbreadth

includes certain kinds of disseminationewithdut regard to

the content of the material disseminated; FOr example,

consider a librarian who circulates a book which has
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photographs of children engaged in sexual conduct. Under

NOW York law (penal Law §263.20) that librarian who acts

in the normal course of employment has an affirmative

defense to a criminal prosecution for disseminating

proscribed materials; Perhaps, such a defense need not

be provided by the federal statute which bans only

interstate transportation And shipment or mailing and it

is difficult to envision a librarian mailing or carrying

prohibited material between states. On the other hand;

inter-library loans might occur more frequently than one

would imagine, especially in those areas where one state

bor' rs another state.

Take another example, a psychiatrist Who has

had success treating child molesters by showing

particular photographs or movies, depicting children

engaged in sexual conduct. Under New York law there is no

defense for the doctor; nor would there be any defense if

the doctor lent hiS film to another doctor to enable the

other doctor to treat a patient. Despite the abSence of

any statutory defense; it surely would be held that

dissemination for a legitimate Medical or scientific

purpose is constitutionally exempt from prosecution.

Finally, assume that I have brought with me some child

pornography as examples of What is presently being

produced and disseminated. In bringing the films frdm
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New York to Washington, I have transported them

interstate and there is no statutory exemption; even for

dissemination to the Congress. Nonetheless; prosecution

in either the doctor or legislative context is extremely

unlikely. If such prosecutions do arise; a court could

adjudicate a claimed constitutional defense case by case.

Thus, it may be unnecessary to provide a statutory

defense; Still; if a defense is desired; it could be

drafted something like:

In any prosecution under Section
.2252i it is art affirmative defense
that a person whO4nowingly trans-
ports; ships; or mails materials de-
picting sexually explicit conduct of
children did so for a4 legitimate
scientific; educational, or govern-
mental purpose, -o; with some other
similar jiittificatIon.

The second category of potential overbreadth is

the situation somewhat similar to that posited by Justice

Stevens in his concurring opinion in the Ferber case.

Assume a film produced in Europe contains a single brief

scene of a child engaged in sexually explicit conduct.

The film; however; is a classic; perhaps one of the ten

best ever made; Should distribution of that film be

prohibited in this country? Wes it make a difference if

the film wasmade before 1977 or before 1982? _Does it
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matter whether the film will feed the child pornography

industry in this country?

AS the questions suggest; the issue is not an

easy one and there are many factors which should be

explored before recognizing a First ArtridiTient defeh8e for

diStribUting a particular film; These factors might

incldde, taut are not limited to: how much of the whole

work is devoted to showing explicit sexual conduct by

Children; whether the portrayal is essential or necessary

to the work as a Whole, whether the particular work feeds

the child pornography industry, when the Work was

produced, Where it Was produced and perhaps even the

national origin of the child.

The exact nature of a defense based on content;

if such a defense should be constitutionally required,

and the burden of proof entailed are complex questions

which are difficult to consider in the abstract. This

difficulty led the Supreme Court and the New York Court

of Appeals to wait until the litigation of concrete cases

to deal with the potential; albeit limited, overbreadth

of a child pornography statute While the legislative

branch of government is certainly bettor equipped to

legislate a defense; such a defense involves a cOMplex

interplay of relevant factors, so perhaps Congress too

should rely on the case by case approach, thereby

avoiding too broad or too narrow an enactment.

12 5
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Senator SPECTER. Sen_;It
Senator GitAsSI.Ev. Mr. Chairmzin, I have one or two questions,

but I am_ going to have to leave. when I am done because I have a
Finance Committee meeting that I have to go to on the tax bill. So
I want to thank you for letting me participate.

I would like to ask, sir, is it reasonable to think in terms of
exempting what are_reerred to as legitimate publications and illus-
trations like medical journals--and I only use that as one example,
I assume that maybe there are others that fit in that categoryof
exempting them frolii the law?

I want your view on that._
Mr. Prri.kit. No; you could expressly exempt medical textbooks or

journals.
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. Prrixt. You could do that; but then, of course, everyone who

has related interestwould say if you exempt them, we lUive works
that also should. be exempted. Then the question arises where to
draw the line. I think the statute as written reilistically cannot be
interpreted to cover medics) journals: There is no real fear_ of
criminal prosecution. Notably, no _publisher- of any respectable
medical_ _journal_ has taken it off the market as was done with
"Show Me." And there is just no clinice of prosecution.

So_ the - answer, as a practical matter,_ is that once -you start with
medical journals,_ then you hzive to dKil with special interests Who

- come in and ask for exemption,s: That poses a _problem:
Senator GitAssmy..Thank you That is all I have.
Senator SeEurkat: Thank you very_ much; Senator - Grassley; -

_Mr. Pitler, do you think "Show Me" is prosecutable under the ex-
isting statutes?

Mr. _Prri.Eit. I think a prosecutor could decide there is probable
cause to believe that the book would violate Che_statute:

Senator SPECTER. Now you hzive zi 1ofty position, you are chief of
the appeals division: I know that is a lofty position because I once
had it myself.

But suppose you were asked to make the judgment--is _there a
prima facie case here? You said that there would be sufficient evi-
dence for a prima facie case: Now; will you go- beyond that step if
the judgment were yours and exercise your judgment to initiate a
prosecution?

Mr. Prri.Eit. Well, the answer to the question is yes, I would go
beyond the step: But let me just answer it a little bit more in
depth.

Senator Sekcmc: Shall we give Mr: McCormack a chance to flee?
Mr. Prrixit. That is not necessary, our office has no jurisdiction

hexes
That book was first brought to our office's attention 4 or 5 years

ago, by hauling us into - Federal court because the - publisher wanted
to enjoin _any prosecution under the New York State statute that
had just been Passed: And we- looked around and said -what book?
We did not even kilow about the book. In an affidavit filed in court
we said_ that we had no intention of prosecuting the _book _at-that
time. The district attorney made that judgment back in 1977 or
1978 when the statute first came on the books
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Senator SPErr li. It iS a rather unusual procedure; is it not, to
initiate an injunction proceeding to stop the prosecutor from doing
something he haS not announced an intention to do?

Mr._ PITLER Yes: The second circuit -so held in reversing; saying
that there watt iio justifiable controversy.

Senator SPECTER. The district court iSSned the injunction?
Mr. PITIER. Yes, it did.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Gainsburg, v' ere you a party to that pro-

Ceeding?
Mr: GAINSRURG. Yes.
Senator,SPECTF:R.-WfV did vnu initiate thiq. action, if I May ask?
Mr. GAINSBURG. Well, if you reme:Aer, Senator the book had

been prosecuted already under the Obscenity_stzvute.
Senator SPECTEit. But not in New York (!ity.
Mr. GAINSIWICG. Not iii New York City, but_ New York_ is a large

State and we were notthere are four corners of New York State.
Senator SPECTER. Well you did not bring in ill the prosecutors:

Would ihat action have been binding on all the prosecutors of the
State? _

M-. GAINSAURG. We brought in the Governor of the State.
Senator SPECTER. He is not the prosecutor, is he?
Mr. GAINsliuitG. Well, we felt that Lhat would be binding on all

of the prosecutors. But in the situation where we had----
Senator SPECTER. IS _that not a rather risky proposition going to

the D.A. and \ :saying I want to enjoin you from prosecuting the
bookcalling he book to his attention in the process?

Mr. GAINSRU G. Senator, the book was well known. The book was
before the legisl lure in New York.

Senator ..50Er-ri..--. Did you know about it Mr. Pitler?
Mr. _Prri:ER. We i ever saw the book, never

when
of the book: The

first time we ever new about it was when we were served with
papers. The first thi g we did was to get a copy of the book:

Senator SPECTER. t times, it is amazing how little people really
do know.

Mr. GAINsnuRo. The book was before the New York State Legis-
lature when they enacted the Child Pornography Statute.

Senator SPECTER: Were they aiming at_it?__
Mr. GAINSBURG. Yes; there were articles in the paper.
Senator SPECTER. Did any New York State prosecutor ultimately

bring an action?
Mr: GAINSBURG. No; because we- had -an injunction,
Senator SPECTER. But it was overturned I am told by the Second

circuit?
Mr. GAINsiluitc.. Well a long time later, it took 2, 3 years before

the injunction was dropped. The court, the second circuit, agonized
for a long time and then finally, after Ferber, the statute was de-
clared unconstitutional. But we had real fear; Senator, because we
had been prosecuting.

Senator SijEcTER. How long has it been since New York proSecu=
tors have been able to prosecute for "Show Me" if they chose to do
SO.

Mr: GAINSBURG. They can not now. It has been withdrawn since
the Ferber decision.

Senator SPECTER. It has been withdrawn?

1 7
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Mr. CrAiNsinun;. Yes.
Mr. Prri.ER. I have still seen it in some book stores in New York

City, and there has been no prosecution.
Mr. GAINSBURG. It is not just New York also: There are 19 other

States and perhaps more by this time.
Senator Sew'. ER. Mr. Pit ler; if an affirmative defense for liter-

ary artistic, scientific or educational value had been available in
the Ferber decision; do you think that the Ferber result would have
been different?

Mr. Prri.Eit. No.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Pit ler, thank you very much. I very much

appreciate your coming and very much appreciate your testimony:
Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to call to the witness stand

both Detective Joseph Haggerty and Dr. John Dillingham at this
time.

Detective Haggerty is from the Morals Division, Obscenity
Branch, D.C. Metropolitan Police Force. And Dr. Dillingham is also

Washingtonian, codirector; special projects for the Washington
School of Psychiatry.

Welcome, gentlemen.
Detective Haggerty, we will begin with you and we took forward

to your testimony.

STATEMENTS OF DETECTIVE JOSEPH HAGGERTY, MORALS DWI:.
SION; OBSCENITY BRANCH; DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA METRO-
POLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT; AND 1)12..1011N DILLINGHAM,
CODIRECTOR. SPE(71AL PROJECTS, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF
PSYCHIATRY; WASHINGTON; 1).(7;
Detective HAGGERTY. Senator, I would like to premise it all by

saying that what is reflected in my statement is all my own opin,
ion and not necessarily reflective of the police department. And
most of what is reflected in my statement is based orb my experi-
ences on the street.

Now, I have spent basically fromsince I became a police_ officer,
but in the field of vice, I have worked the streets since 197:3 within
the District of Columbia. And most of what I put in here are en-
counters that I have had with juveniles that we had occasion -to
come in contact with or arrest for prostitution. And some of the

. recommendations that I made were based on problems that we
have had in terms of prosecuting these cases.

Now; during the time that I spent in prostitution; I -worked pri-
marily with pimps, and the biggest problem that we had in that
respect_ is that when you are dealing with a juvenile that is 1:3 or
14 or 15 years old, this child is subjected to testifying before a
grand jury; testifying at the trial and; in most cases that I have
had it turns out that the juvenile ends up on trial. It is the defense
and all the implications that they make because, in actuality, these
children have participated in acts of prostitution and they are
notthey are generally ashamed of it, they have lost respect for
themselves, and they have been hardened by the street and they
generally reflect that on the stand.

One of the things that- I was recommending was that if there
waswe could--in regards to Sexual Exploitation Act, we could

i 4



use as sufficient evolenc.e the. were identity of_ the child and the
age of the child and by other testimony from other sources to show
that the child was actually, for lack of a better word, emplOyed by
this pimp to work the street so we could avoid putting the child
through this process of the courts and being subjected to the cross
exiuninat um of the defense:

One :ir_theether thing S that. I had----now like I had put before.
most its experience was based in prostitution. have worked Oh:
S,,;,,:`_ Trice NOYerithei. 19SO, and in regards to the- pornography;
one (1 the things that I have noticed: and specifically in terms_ of
the Child pOrnography, is that under the Federal statute they
define a child its und,r the age of 16. Most of your major porn-Okra=
phers iii this country are quite aware of that -law and: as a result;
they emplo t:-v; ar,olds Aswe71 as older.

Semitot St.1:t-rtit. Do you think ;he age should be raised?
Detective Y.--;, Stir.
Senator SPECTER: What do you think it should be. IS?
Detective lima:ram. Under the age of 18.

__Senator Sel.vrfat. Why do you think 1 is an appropriate cutoff'?
Why 21?

Detective Ilm:G.ERTY. Well: here again IS has been our standard
hir this country For a long time for establishing adulthood:

Senittor SpEcrEft. There is a major effort being made it the
present time to raise the drinking age. In fact, we are having a
kickoff of in effort later this morning to raise-the age for_drinking
to 21, finding that there is a tremencious amount of fatalities in the
TS- to 21-year-old category. It may be_time_to rethink the age on
other lines, and I wonde -what your experience is on that

Detective IImatt:R.1K. in that regard, Senator, I felt as
though raising the drinking age to 21 is not going to prevent these
kids From drinking. The biggest problem seems to be--

Senator SPECTER: It would make it a little harder.
Detective 1-Imati...itt. A little harder' but not that much_harder:

My experience would he let us raise the age_ of driving. Make it
they WOW(' have to get a driver's license at the age of LS rather
than 16. Then you should be able to curtail and control that a kit
better than in terms_ of raising the drinking age:

Senator SPECUER Well, I thirik_it rs him) to restrieL people under
18 from driving under the presumption that there is something
that they aria g6ing to do wrong; whereas if they drink, that is
something which leads to inability to control an automobile. But it
is an interesting thought.

Detective HAGGERTY. I am in no way an expert in any way,
Shape or Form with respect to that.

Senator St.:cll:1i. Well, I just raised the issue when you Say 18,
why not 21? Why do you think IS as opposed to 16? Just mention
what your considerations are on that selection of iige.

Detective HAGGERTY. Well. I think another question that comes
up to me is in teros of our military. An 1S -year -old is eligible to
become a soldier and tight for his country but he cannot drink.
That, for some reason, does not make sense to me.

Senator SPECTER: The year you were born; Detective Haggert
the national high school debating- topic was lowering _the legal
voting age to 1S. The slogan was, 'Old enough to fight, old enough

17 :IN', 0 !I I Li
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to vote." In fact, it was 2 years before you were born-1944. I was a
sophomore in high school when We debated that subject, and the
slog in was "Old enough to fight; old enough_ to vote." .

Does that also mean old enough to drink, old enough to have
your picture taken while nude for a magazine?

Detective PAGGERY. If that is what we are going to set as a
standard.

-Senator SPECTER: _ilow serious a _problem dO you think this
How much antisocial conduct does. that create?

Detective HAGGERTY. In what respects; sir?
_Senzitor SPECTER. The posing of theSe 16-year-olds and 17-year-

iildS and youhget for the magazines which are circulated? SexuallY
explicit magazines.

DeteCtiVe IIAGOki4.1V. Well a lot of your pornography today is
geared to using either young looking minors, young looking _models,
or 16-year-olds, so Where it portrays as though you are looking at a
child. It is even billed; you- -can go into an bookstore in the City
today; right now and you will see a number of magazines that it is
all first line of it is young; such and such teenage such and such.
All ibis stuff is geared towardThe younger models, which is exactly
What the pornography industry is doing_

(The prepared statement of Detective Haggerty follows:

I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH B. HAGGERTY

Missing children, runaways; throwaways, abandoned or neglected children

are all victims of the street. Most df these children are quickly hardened

by their experiences with the vultures of the street. Usually penniless and

most of the time homeless, these children will hang on to anyone who will

seemingly befriend them; pimps, pederasts, pornographers and many times other

victims like themselves, who lead them to the ways of survival through hustling,

prostitution or pornography: This is a tight knit group and they have to Iearn

the rules of a whole new way of life. A Iife which no longer recognizes them

as human beings. Their bodies become the only means to survive on the street.

Self respect becomes a luxury they can't afford. Drug abuse is their way of

escaping their new reality. The only jobs made available to them are in massage

parlors, escort services, sex films or photographs. They are hired as nude

daacers or models. Their status is measured by how much money they can obtain,

even though most of the money goes to their mentor. New laws govern their

.xistence, sIBIIL is doing something and getting away with It and urrol_Ei Is

getting

From my experience on the street; working the pimps or. prostitution; I

discovtred a number of myths concerning prostitutes. There is not a great

deal of venereal disease, although most prostitutes have contracted it at. least

once. Heroin addiction is not that common among prostitute, because heroin

Is an expensive overhead for the pimp. Most of the tiMe, if you find a junkie

prostitute, you WII. find he( plmp Is a junkie too. I have encountered several

incidences where the pimp beat his prostitute for using drugs. Drugl and

venereal disease are not good for business. Most street prostitutes use

proWylact.cs for all sexual encounters. Most prostitutes started in the

business under age. Many have children of their own. Most of these children

are farmed out to relatives or taken away by legal means.
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Tn, ,:nly way to arrest a for pandering or procuring Is through his

prostitutes. These prostitutes must testify of 66th the Crand'Jury and at the

.rlal. Even if the prostitute is a jUVeniIe; both appearances are still

7 :td ,Uggest an amendment to Sexual Exploitation of Children Law

ahtnild 'i1' require the identity and age of a juvenile prostitute, and

testimony from other sources that he or she.was in fact working for a pimp.

This should be considered sufficient evidence to prove that the pitp was

se%ually ,xpioiting .0.1e child.

- It should be noted that in regards to this amendment and any laws

pertaining to children, that these laws should include both male and

feru:le victims, as well as both male and female defendants.

Pertaining to child pornography, under the current laws, a child is

described as anyone under tie age of 16 years. Because most pornographers

are weli aware of the laws, they try to use models 16 years old or older to

avoid prosecution. As a result we have lowered our moral standards so as to

accept films, magazines and photograi.hS de.I.Eing 16 year olds engaged in

explicit sex acts with other 16 Year OIdS, or men ur women of older age:;. I

would suggest that the laW b6 amended to define a child as anyone under the

age of 18 year, and to let the people of this; country decide whether the child

ha:g been eXPloited; through the normal jury system. Again: under the current

laws, this child is still required to testify before a Grand Jury and again

at trial. Too many times, it's the child who ends up on trial, through

cross examination. With pronography, the film, photograph or magazine

spe:As for itself. Tho mere identity, and corroborative testimony from

other S0,11.00h should he suffICIEfit evidence that the crime took place.
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Currently, pornographic films; magazines, photographs and video tape,

released in this country are under no restrictions except the reIdtDiely Vay

obscenity laws, depending on the jurisdiction ur the prosecutors. Censot.,hi

of this material Is nearly impossible, but I would propose that every

pornographic film, mugs nee, photograph and video tape released in this

country be required to submit, inq documented form, a list of all the names

and ages of actors, actresses, models and extras, and Co include the

name and address of the production or publishing company, where the material

was made and where it will be distributed. This would per some restriction on

this material, without actually censuring the content.

it a question arise:; of a parClcUl at actor or ACtrO,S, In

regards. to them being under age, it is virtually impossible for alocd1

jurisdiction to ascertain the actor's, actress' or model's age. The purpose

of the law would be tai prevent producers of pornography from putting children

in their film, or Publications. The law would make it illegal to reloase porno

graphic material in this country without this documentation and shoold penalize

tO4wners and operators of these production companies; publishing Companies

and everyone distributing the material commerieally. Also included in this

law should he a clause to penalize these same people for falsifying any of the

documentation.

In regards L. material coning from foeign coorrsries, this mteLial

should not he accepted unless accomdanied by the proposed documentation.

Any him or publication ruled obscene under the Federal Law or Aade by

exploiting children, should automatically he removed from the market in this

.country.
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Senator Si,Eri.:R. Dr. Dillingham; let us_turn to you at this point.
You have been _a faculty member of the Washington School of

Nychiatry Since 1967 and you recentlyieOmpleted a 2-year study
funded by the Department of Health andHuman Set-Vices in which
you interviewed 1,000 child pornography subjects irc Washington,
13altimor:, New York, and Boston.

What did your findings show, Doctor?

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN DILLINGHAM
Di-. Dit.1,1WinAm. Well, our findings showed; among other things,

that the profile that was emerging from _the study_WAS of children
..Vho have Some Shiitred charactetristics with the large runaway,pop-
ulation of' the United States, it some dissimilar characteristics.
T1-,ese are childrenthr._children we interviewed; along with some
pimps, some families, and some customers, the children we inter-
viewed Were street -children, not children insettled in suburban
localities, not children who are identified as victims of child por-
nography in other settings..

SeMitOr SPECTER. How did you find 1,000 child pornography Stib-
ject,;? How do you find children who pose for pornographic litera-
ture?

Dr. DILLINGHAM. Well, there is no.traditional methodology in re-
search for doing this.__It is called field initiated research. We had a
number cif sources. We have had a number of previous projects
which resulted in some access to the criminal underwOrld in the
cities that we mentioned. We had some police moral squad cooper-
ating consultants in New York City and some police informerS. So
what--

Senator SPECTER: What was the youngest that you found?
Dr. DILLINGHAM. Six:years:old,
Senator SPECTER: Six-years-old. What kind of pictures were taken

of the 6-year-old?_
Dr. DILLINGtiAm. The pictures that were taken of the 6-year-old

were genital exposure pictures and masturbation pictures and oral
sex.

Sernitdr SPECTER. And what is your opinionoral sex as well
with 6-year-olds?

Dr. Dii.i.iNctiAm. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What is your opinion of the effect on children

from being subjected to that kind of activity?
Dr, DILLINGHAM. I think it is very damaging, extremely damag-

ing.
Senator SPECTER. What are the consequences specifically; as best

you can specify thenV
Dr. DILLINGHAM. Well, the consequences are; of course; that the

children grow up with a number of deficits. They grow up with a
distorted picture Of sexuality and of _their own role as sexual
beings. They grow up with a picture of themselves as people who
tae exploited and_people whom other pPapie are entitled to exploit.
They also grow up with unrealistic pictures-of-their ability to con-
trol the adult world because the fact of the adult world seeks them
out with these intentions and means suggests_t,Nat they can manip-
ulate the World and, of course, they cannot; They grow up disassoci-

.
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Liteil, aliemited; they grow up with secret fears Ltbout whLit is going
to happen to them and ultimately

Senator Si ECTER. HOW does that arise? Could you arnplifY the
secret _fears as to what _will happen to them?

Dr. DILLINGHAM. WeH, if you get into extended discussions with a
lot of these youngsters; they -will toll you that they think they are
not going to live very long. Most of them have becoor very, very
extensively invoked with drugs; and many of them, the very, very
young children, it would be Li little hLird to develop this kind of con-
versation; but the children: the middle _group of 12, 13; 1.1; 15, 16,
hLive h id some kind of exposure to family life, and those are usual-
ly fairly traditional families: And so what the youngsters will often
tell you is thLit they will die later but thLit is not important; but
that they will go to hell for what they do:

Senator Si ECTER. What is the youngest age that you hLive found
in- the -use of drugs in this group?

Dr. DILLINGHAm. I _g,uess 8 years old.
Senator SPECTER: What is your opinion as to the--
Dr. DILLINGHAM. That would be smoking marihuana, not hard

drugs:
SenLitor SPECTER. How about hLird drugs?
Dr: DILLtNotimm: Thirteen; I guess: 12 or 1:1. .

Senator Si ECTER. What is your opinion on the issue raised by De-
tective Haggerty about the cutoff age at which a person should be
permitted to pose for photos in the nude?

Dr: DILLING_ItAm. I do not think I have a settled opinion on that. I
think it is difficUlt to determine things like the age of consent. I
think 16 is_as good an age as any to set an arbitrary' limit for.

Senator SPECTER. You think 16 is the right age?
Dr: DILLINGHAM. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Better than 18?
Dr: DILLINGHAM. I guess if I had to choose, yes.
Senator SPECTER. Have you examined the book "Show Me"?
Dr. DILLINGHAM. Yes, I have.
Senator SPECTER. Do you think that that kind of a book ought to

be _permitted to be produced'?
Dr. DILLINGHAM. No; I do not.
Senator Sig umit: Why not? _X
Dr. DILLINGHAM. Because think-1 am not offering Li literary

approval of the book: I think it has limitations as to the literary
worth and also probably has some limitations as an instructional
work; but I think it is basically instructional and I think the in-
struction that'' it offers is not harmful in itself. I think that it is
possible for young children to be harmed by exposure to explicit
photographs, but that really is a complex interplay of their family
relationships and their _relationship with the adults who are either
permitting or helping them interpret or instructing theni. I do not

\,_
think on- the merits of themselves that one could cone that
they are harmful.

,
Senator SPECTER: You are talking about the book "Show Me"?
Dr. DILLINGHAM.' Yes.
Senator SPECTER: I am concerned about your opinion from two

points of view.
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Whai h ii a, it ,inv, do you think is sustained by the models, the
young boy ,end voung_gi rl, in the book?

Dr OK. In order to develop an opinion on thtit. I

would re;t1ty have to know the circumstances under which those
se,,,ions took pfzice. i certainly could speculate that

there are many circumstances under which those things take place
WhnII WOlitil iii tuirrafut. --.

Senator Shkerkii. liut you are saying not_ necessarily so; you
think the 1:c.% could findthe nece.ssnry conchiSiOn that simply their
beiiig in pose and those prcti.ires having been _taken; constitute
such damage to them that it ought to be prohibited by a genealiza-
tion or :1 penal shuttle?

Dr: Dn.i.iNollANI. I thilik It would be ver. y hard to construct one
give you zi kind of automzit ic trigger.

Senator Setvriat. 1;ut it is aprtirtical impossibility fora prosecu-
tO to go_ find tin._ children zind then to investigate the circtiiri:
.,:tances under .hich the _picture was taken. That is an unrealistic
bin den if you zire going to go that for. YOU really cannot have a
:Thit.410 which rs _designed to protect children from being photo-
graphed. Do you agree?

I)r. Dii.i.INialtot. Yes, I agree it would be very hard to find the
children It wndd not he Very hard to_findt he children iri that
fiiiiik hi-tt it be in commercialized exploitation.

SentitoU you think there toe other book's where chil-
poc;ed whin-e it is illiciently_phtin on the surfa4 to_ con-

chide that there I,: damage to i bOse children from being.subjected
to cettuiii kinds of photography. or photography with certain

Dr. Dit.t.i;c:-caiAm. t _think you could. yes.
-=d Senator SeEcTR. !bow would you define that?

Di. Difi.:NtatAm. Well [think it is almost certain that children
who tire iriVnived in best Kility_ and involved -in sado-masochistic
tivftii which ;ire it In stunt? time sexually related. I think you
could find the conclusion that they would be damaged by that; yes.

Senator SpErrIC \11;' sitLrittions hesideS those two
Dr. LINGHAM I am [tying to think of others but they do not

readily come to mind. ____

'What _1 _am _:aving is sexual activities that have clearly__violent
iinplicatiens tind have implications are :40 far removed from
the ,;ttitistical norm as_ to be of concern; those cooed probably prac-
ti.:ally be judged to be hormftil.

Senator N-O'N; with respect to the-People who would look
it the boOk "Shei--,y Me," aside from those who were being subjects,

think it is tt harmful book to have available for sale for
iti.-J,-;e Who would see it. children who_w)uld look tIt it'?

Dr: DILLINGHAM. Web, a!rain, I_ think_ that is a complex problem
be-t-ii.iSe it is not inconceivable that a child can look at it and have

uu harrin'ul -ff:.cts;
Senator SnwrEtt. tinder what circumstances?
Dr. Dini.nihiikr0. you have a child who had been made

phobic about_ sexual activity and sexual expression, he had grown
up in a fainily that those were taboo subjects_ and taboo processes;
then that child uninstructed and unsupervised certainly might
haYe a idt of anxieties and-fears as:a result of looking at that. A Fot
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of stimulation from which the child would have no explanation or
help in processing.

Senator SPECTER. But that would be an extreme case, an unusual
case?

Dr. DILLINGHAM, Yes, but the ordinary viewer of the book, I
think, with no real detriment to the author or the publishers, has
to come away bored.

Senator SPECTER: Excuse me?
Dr. DILLINGHAM. It is a boring_ book.
Senator SPECTER: It is a boring book?
Dr. DILLINGHAM. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. We do not ban boring books:
Dr. DILLINGHAM. No You would ruin the entire publishitig indus-

try if you did that.
Senator SeEc.rmt. Like we do not ban boring hearings or boring

Senators or boring witnesses.
Well from what you are saying though, you cannot tell on the

surface of it that the subjects have been harmed in "Show Me." If
you cannot show on the- surface of it that people who look at it,
even children. would be harmed itbsent some unusual background,
phobic_background: then why make "Show Me" illegal?

Dr. DiLLINaitiAm. I am not suggesting that you should make it il-
legal:

Senator SPEcTER. I thought you said that you thought that it
would bethat the book "Show Me" should be prohibited under
the existing statutes.

Dr. DILLINGHAM. .No, I did not say that:
Senator SPECTER. You did not
Dr. DILLINGHAM. No.
Senator SPECTER. So what is your opinion of the book "Show

Me'"?
Dr. DILLINGHAM. My opinion.is that it is not a particularly harm-

ful book. It has some limited instructional value that perhaps goes
beyond the other kinds of books of L__struction or education in the
field of sexuality, but that it is notit is not a Nobel prize winner,
it is not an extraordinarily useful book: The only way I can see
that you could possibly get at the kind of protection that perhaps
you are talking about would beand I am not sure what the con,
stitutional validity of this kind of thing is but it is the same kind
of thing that you do with films in which you say that this is an R
film or.so forth. If it is possible to say that booksellers cannot sell
things to minors, than you remove some of the possibility of harm-
ing minors who are not properly supervised or educated prior to
the reiiding or looking at the book.

Senator Set.x.rEtt: Dr: Dillingham; thank you very much:
Detective Haggerty, thank _you very much. Anything that you

would like to call to the committee's attention additionally before.'
we terminate?-___ _

Dr. DILLINGHAM. I would.
It seems to me that the legislation that- already exists, and the

legislation that is being proposed has to value not only of prosecut-
ing people _who_ are offens've to the public- morals, but also the
value of identifying the scope of the problem because with in-
creased police activity; increased arrest 'and so forth, you get a
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better sense of the size of the problem. You get_ a sense of the size
of the problem, ou are identifying a lot of victims -as well aSv the
offenders that may be_emotionally disturbed; #4nd I think the re-
sources need to be addressed also. There needs to be support for
funding in treatment.

Senator SPECTER. I quite agree with you, Dr. Dillingham. That is
a subject we have addressed lend subject which .we are addressing
in another subcommittee in Heilth and Human Services.

Thank you very much, gentlemen. I very much appreciate your
coming.

(The study prepared for the Washington School of Psychiatry by
Dr. Dillingham follows:]
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CH PORNOGRAPHY: A STUDY or THE SOCIALsEXUAL
MUSE OF CHILDREN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Prepared by:

John C. Dillingham
_Principal Investigator

Elaine C. MeMed
Associate

Metropolitan Mental Health Skills Center
Special Projects Division

of the

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF PSYCHIATRY
1610 New Haopshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
202-667-3008

THE CHILD VICTIMS --OF- PORNOGRAPHY

For the past two years, the Washington School of Psychiatry, thrriUgh its

subdivisions, the Special Projects Division and the Metropolitan Mental

Health Skills Center, has been interviewing children on the streets of

Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Maryland, and New York City whocan be con-

sidered to be at risk of sexual exploitation. The purpose of the inter-

viewing has been tWefoId: Ed detertine, as far as possible, the extent to

which such children, involved in prostitution and sex - related activities

for commercial pirpotes; have either been involved in, or haNie been invited

to be involved in pornography, and to attempt to develop a psychosocial

profile of such children.

Using field initiated research, the project has interviewed close to 750

individuals - largely children at risk, child prostitutes and child porno-

graphy victims, but also parents, pimps and customers. The technique that

has been used to initiate the research has been simple. In most Cases,

initial contact has been established by stationing an investigator in a bus

station restaurant, on a street corner on one of the "strips" or "strolls"

in Washington, New York or Baltimore, and allowing youthful purveyors Of

commercial sexual activity to approach tie investigator: some initial

conversation, which is usually an expIora-ory probe on the part of the

youngster, the investigator explains to the youngster the purpose of his

presence, the interview activity, and the study itself. The latter expla-J

nation was expressed, generally, in the f011owing way: "This study is to

help to find out how peoplewho.make their living around the bus station

3
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and on the stroll; make decisions about how they will live their lives."

Upon further inquiry, the youngster would be told quite directly that the

interviews had to do with the relationship of pornography to the rest of

their lives.

The study also used contacts witn pimps set up by police officials and

police informers, and contacts with children set up in turn by these pulps:

The extensive contacts with career criminals, prostitutes and pimps from

other research and service Programs conducted by the WashingtonSchooI of

Psychiatry's Metropolitan Mental HealthSkills Center, also produced entree

into the underworld and -street life in order to establish contact with

children on the street.

A significant nuMber of retrospective !mterviews were done with young adults

who are in their very late teeryi or early and middle twenties in order to

get a picture at a later date Of the lives of people who had started as

child prostitutes and pornography participants.

Originally, it was hoped that the development of a psychosocial profile of

these children would provide some clues as to possible early prevention and

early intervention strategies for working with these youth and their

familial.
_ .

The study attempted to investigate whether it IS tree that the at-risk

population of children forma a kind of nest of concentric circles; the

largest being an those children at°.risk of being victimized by sexual abuse

or harassment - in the family and in the home; the next largest being children

actually victimized; the next being child prostitutes, and the final inner-

most circle being children victimized in particular, unique or unusual ways -

partidularly through child pornography.

The study also surveyed a large sample of organizations and groups serving

at risk children and youth - runaway houses, child prl.tective agencies, etc.,

in order to see what their experience had been in serving child pornography

victims. A mail survey was.sent to 200 agencies and organizations, with a

return of 3S%, a typical level of response for mail questionnaires.

These surveys.indicated that youth and child serving agencies believe that

child pornography Is aserious problem in their communities, but have not

developed any methods for interviewing their constituencies about this problem,

and in general do not feel that they are very thorough in interviewing

children about sexual issues.

To date the findings of the study suggest:

Child pornography unlike child prostitution; which appears

to be a large industry, as an "industry" in the United States

is probably very limited. ',That is, there does not seem to be

a large slick commercial production of child pornography.
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There does exist a "cottage industry" for child pornography -

children acknowledge that they are invariably asked to pose

5;
for personal pornographic photos by customers on the street and

in bars and restaurants and hotels. They also acknowl.._Ige

observing the exchange of pornographic snapshots in which their

peers are exhibited. Most children are unwilling to adMit that

they actively engage in such activities, although they univer-

sally point the finger at each other. Customers apparently ,
/

do exchange these photos much like trading baseball cards; Ste.

There is also a significant amount of home movies and hobo video;

which are also exchanged.

+ The youngsters involved in child pornography on the levels de-

scribed above, fit the general description of runaway/child

prostitutes:

I) The largest group are children who have been pushed out

rather than runaway. They have been told directly, or

by family behavior, thatthere is -no more room for them

in their homes - either for economic reasons, or for reasons

of age specific faMiIy dynamics, Or-becaUse of resistance to

intra'family sexual eXpIOitation, or because ofsevere

family trauma.

2) More than seventy-five rercent report sexual abtse within

the family.

3) An overwhelming percentage report a feeling of alienation

from family lifestyle, family disciplinary cultu/e; etc.;

from a very early age.

4) More than sixty percent report previous contact with mental

.health, social,services, or other institutional helping

professions. These have been perceived as actively hostile

to the child, as instruments of increasing the alienation

front faMily, and of intensifying a punitive familial attitude

or policy toward the child. They are, accordingly, intensely

distrusted. and perceived not as resources for help, but as

reiterations of bad early family and institutional experiences.

+ The study suggests that the Incidence of serious and chronic mental

illness among the children and young people who engage bRth ih

1
prostitution and in pornography is veryhigh. Many ar the

"deinstitutionalized" among the youthful mental hoSpi-I pepuIatien,

and not a few are individuals whose chronic mental. iIIhesses Med

evidently never been treated during their lives; due to family

alienation from access to conventional mental health systems.

It is also evident that a significant number of young people

have had situational mental health crises due to severely
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traumatic family catastrophes - catastrophic deathi,

murders etc. for Which they have received no eiatr§they or

crisis intervention support, and from the redidUal effects

of which they continue to suffer.

+ The matching characteristics of this population with the most

severely alienated runaway population do not adequately convey

to the casual observer another important factors these youngsters

appear to share more directIycharatteristics with the adult

homeless population. These children whoare.mOre pushed out

than runaWay, appear to the "undocumented `aliens" of the

general population - and will be the homeless adults of the

future. Their dittrust of system resources, their pronounced

iielatiOn; and their vulnerability for exploitation and misuse

is to severe that the likelihood of their being generally

'reabsorbed" into the mainstream of American youth culture -

or general culture seems minimal.

Senator SPECTER. Before adjourning, we will make Senator Ma-
thias' statement a part of the record as if introduced at the conclu-
sion of Senator Grassley's opening statement.

[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, Subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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